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,_ This final technical report (vol. ll) and a technical summary (vol. I, ref. I) were
prepared by the Boeing Cornmerical Airplane Company, Renton, Washington, under
NASA Contract NASI-15025. They cover work performed betweer. 3uly 1977 and
,, .... December 1981. The program was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and
:i Space Administration, Langley Research Center (NASA-LRC). Dr. Herbert A.
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.... SUMMARY
_ This is the final report for design, ancillary testing, analysis, and fabrication detail
,' for" the NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) program on the Boeing 737
commerical transport. It covers all work performed on the program from 3uly 1977
.... through December 1951.
.... _ Program objectives were to design and produce an advanced composite stabilizer
' ;:.:-. that wo:.id meet the same functional criteria as those for the existing metal
stabilizer. Preliminary design activities were devoted to developing and analyzing
,.. alternative design concepts and selecting the final configuration. Trade studies
,_-_;.......:,..... evaluated durability, inspectability, producibility, repairability, and customer
_.:;.=: : acceptance. Preliminary development efforts were devoted to evaluating and
:_°": selecting material, identifying structural development test requirements, and
%_:_:, defining full-scale ground and flight test requirements necessary to obtain Federal
_. :.. Aviation Administration (FAA) certification.
__. After selecting the best structural arrangement, d_Lail design started and included
..._ .... basic configuration design improvements resulting from manufacturing verification
=_'_.'-'°- hardware, the test program, weight analysis, and structural analysis. Nonauto-
r-._'_'_ _"
_.:. mated detail and assembly tools were designed and fabricated to support a full-
_:_._,, '_. scale production program rather than a limited run. The producibility development
': "-"_ programs verified tooling approaches, fabrication processes, and inspection
a methods for the production mode. Quality parts were fabricated and assembled
.,_ with a minimum rejection rate, using existing inspection methods.
G ....
Basic program goals were:
_ • To make extensive and effective use of advanced composite material
_:! • To obtain a minimum weight reduction of the composite stabilizer over the
.. metal stabilizer of 20%
t :'
o
, _, • To demonstrate cost effectiveness of composite structure and collect cost
_ d_.ta
All program technical goals were realized when the design met or exceed, d all
established design requirements, criteria, and objectives with an FAA certification
• granted in August el 1982. Actual cost experience on this program showed that
composite structure was not currently competitive with metal. Composite
structures can become competitive by applying automated manufacturing methods
:.: and engineering designs tailored to automation.
.. Manufacturing of the composite stabilizer was performed in a semiproduction
environment by production employees. Hand methods were used for cutting and
_; layup of broadgoods, ply-by-ply inspection, and trimming. The limited production
_- quantity of five-and-one-half shipsets did not warrant automated manufacturing
that would be used in quantity production; therefore, a cost-competitive status
_ o .. with metal could not be demonstrated by the actual program cost. Automated
_, " manufacturing methods and the expected reduction in relative material cost will
_ aid in achieving cost parity with metal structure,/!
¥
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J_ 1.0 INTRODUCTION
'[I_I_:T_ Tile escalation of jet fuel prices has motivated assessment of new tecllnology
....... _ concepts /or designing and building commercial aircraft. Advanced composite
_.i_,SL:.,: .
.....,_.,_. materials, i[ used extensively in airframe components, offer high potential for
_U¢_-'...... reducing structural weight and thereby direct operating costs of commercial
_-.:,.,_i "_'_..... ' _ transport aircraft. To achieve the goal of production commitments to advanced
composite structures, there is a need to convincingly demonstrate that these
structures save weighh possess long-term durability, and can be fabricated at costs
" competitive with conventional metal structures.
To meet this need, NASA has established a program for composite structures under
the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) program. As part of this program, Boeing
has redesigned and fabricated the horizontal stabilizer ol the 737 transport using
composite materials, has submitted data to FAA, and has obtained certification.
Five shipsets cf composite stabilizers have been manufactured to establish a firm ,
:" ' basis /or estimating production costs and to provide sufficient units for evaluation
,"_i%, in airline service This work has been perlormed under NASA Contract
• NAS1-1._025.
: .-. The broad objective of the ACEE Composite Structures program is to accelerate
_.,_ _l '_ the use of composite structures in new transport aircraft by developing technologyli!
/li,.i. and processes for early progressive introduction of composite structures into
.II.'.'F. production commercial transport aircra/t. Specific objectives of the 737 ;
,_..ti_-: Composite Horizontal Stabilizer r_rogram were to:
,f/ ":.i
'
..: • Provide structural weight at least 20% less than the metal stabilizer
" • Fabricate at least 40% by weight of the stabilizer constituent parts, from
.. advanced composite materials
= o • Demonstrate cost competitiveness with the metal stabilizer
....... . • Obtain FAA certification for the composite stabilizer
:. • Evaluate the composite stabilizer on aircraft in airline service
:i
To achieve these objectives, Boeing concentrated efforts on conceiving, develop- i
" :i,_..: ing, and analyzing alternative stabilizer design concepts. A/ter design selection, i
..v the following were performed: materials evaluation, ancillary tests to determine 1
• material design properties, structural elements tescs, and lull-scale ground and iZ' t
[light tests to satisfy FAA certi[ication requirements. Specific program activities
..:i_- to achieve objectives included: I,9" •
_, • Program management and plan development
.., • Establishing design criteria
... - • Conceptual and preliminary design
-:, • Manufacturing process development
i " • Material evaluation and selection
• Verification testing
......... • Detail design
r e FAA certification
.3
.,l ¸ .
".. Work a_.complished in each ol tilese areas is desc:ribc:d m detail in this document
and sumIT,,trized in [_eferer_c_e[,
._, .. NOTE: Certain commercial produc:ts are identilied in this document in order to
_o.,_ specify adequately the characteristics ol the material and components
___,,,.e,_,. under investigation. In no case does such identification imply recom-
.,._.... mendation or endorsement of the product by NASA or Boeing, nor does it
_., imply that the materials are necessarily the only ones available for the
:. purpose.
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-_::_.,:_, 2.0 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
--U/X" : "
_ '_,
:-7_[7:k_;_,;"' a /.one o:17intense ellergy
_ ACEE aircraft energy efficiency
:" ATLAS computer program
b element width
BMS Boeing Material Specification
k I11
[ :
2 ,='
,,,: c distance from neutral axis to point ol analysis
C end fixity
°:" °C degree Celsius
_',_--= C-c centerl ine
_:<""_._L cN total airplane normal force coelficient
_._..:_,_.;_; CS K countersink
r'_,,_,,_.!,_ _ ,_
i_, :.
D diameter
dB decibel
• DSC differential scanning calorimetry
.... DUL design ultimate load
' ' ,. DVR design value correctionlactor
.o.>,.... .. E modulus ol elasticity
,,i"; EA axial stillness
•. El modulus oI elasticity in (I) direction
,tl ",
;,,,'; " E2 modulus of elasticity in (2) direction
_ ._. 3
_T. '-i
I_.'\
,_. • -- El bending stiffness
.' E/I_ edge Inargil_ rutio
"_ OF degree Fahrenheit
:
- FAR Federal Aviation Administration
' FAR Federal Aviation Regulation
".,"
. " . FEP fluorinated ethylene propylene (Teflon)
' FTU,. ,_,, .: ultimate tension stress
. .,:,..,_ G3 torsional stiIfnes s
' '_:< , v "
_- - "o. I moment of inertia
" '" '_ IR&D independent research and development
,>. kA kiloampere
::
_,_!_:::,, :.!_" KB_ "B" basis factor for infinite sample
[
_:<4,.:_,._:!i_ KIC material fracture toughness
: ... _'?:;, KSB shear bearing stress factor
' o_.0_.
_<---o-,. KT tension stress factor
' S
.........."_" K 0 oblique tension loading factor
" L column i'eng'th) half-crack length
" LC load case
< ?;,
• "_' " L5 lower skin
,9
i
e.m_, ....
...... -. MCF material correction factor
J_:'._£.)• M D flight boundary) design dive speed) Mach number
: MS margin of safety
• ' T. 4
J M
• &, ); _._ , __ ..... .-.-_
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-_+:7.,.
--,'l
: ms millisecond
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+,,. +
-- , t+
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.... %
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.... C
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,,_,. cr
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.:, ,.
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-J-_ P=static precipitation static
° .:_ PT part thickness
_':: PT tensile load
- .... _. P shear load
' ' S
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', , '
,
.+; q shear flow
., Q amount of electricity in a capacitor
i
R&D research and development
RH relative hum idity
.f
: RS rear spar
J ,;
.+.
g
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i
h_ L _i
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_ S M,,..,, mean strength ol distribution
'; ' ' I TG glass transition temperature, if
.......,,," ':. TGA thermo-gravimetric analysis
.... _.:.: .
.... tsk skin thickness
,,,!
-: ",";,i: TTU Through-Trans mission U Itrasonic
_":;b_:,_.,,_: TWIST standardized fatigue load sequence
.7- °., ,o .
:2:: :.o!!
_:: ':,.... US upper skin
• t:['-;
.;'o :'.-"
=a., _ :i
i', VA desi£n maneuver speed
: VB design gust intensity speed
o
VC; ,-'- design cruise speed
' VD design dive speed_ flight boundary_ knots equivalent
_, air speed (keas)¥
,i. " VF design Ilap speed
•= ' ii V-n airplane flight envelope
_-_i;':_;i:_°:' VMF variation magnification factor
'.:,_,._ VS stall speed with flaps retracted
- '.-', :%' • I
:' WE effective skin width
_ _F_
_'J_. , WSK" eilective buckled skin_ 0.85 t
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",. 3.0 DESIGN
. :_ 3.1 CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
:.7. Concept development consisted ol establishing design criteria and objectives,
o.._... evaluating and selecting materials, and establishing an optimum baseline configura-
tion for the advanced composite stabilizer. Several trade studies were conducted
", ' during the concept development phase in which skin stiffening concepts, spar lug
i__ configurations, and inspar rib configurations were evaluated.
' :;'_" ;,::..:":" .. 3ol.I Design Criteria and Objectives
::_:i _ •
_"; The design criteria and objectives were established to provide a cost- and weight-
:,_-,,_' efficient stabilizer for airline operation on current model 737 commercial trans-
i_ ..,, _: ports. The basic design criteria and objectives for the advanced composite
i- " horizontal stabilizer were essentially the same as those for any new design
t_ ."; replacement stabilizer. The advanced composite stabilizer was required to complyi "
with both Federal Aviation Regulations and Boeing structural design criteria for
i : a;_._!- .: .. _ ,- model 737. Additional criteria used were:
. • The composite stabilizer would be interchangeable with the existing produc-o,,
"- lion metal stabilizer.
• The airplane flight or handling characteristics would not be signilicantly
',__., .!- , changed with the installation of an advanced composite horizontal stabilizer.
_-_--_" The advanced composite stabilizer would closely match the existing metal!
: stabilizer's bending and torsional stiffness.
_-o : • The geometry and aerodynamic shape of the advanced composite stabilizer
.. " would be the same as the existing model 737 stabilizer.
; :. • The structure would be designed as damage-tolerant (fail-safe).
_ • The strength, durability, inspectability, and serviceability would be equiva-
lent to9 or better than_ that of the metal stabilizer.
. • Maintenance and repair procedures would be developed for airline use.%
.5_._ -.
i_ : In addition to the preceding criteria, the following contract objectives were
.... '_:. imposed:
k
• The component weight target would reduce the weight of the redesigned
........,_ structure by a minimum of 20%.
• The production cost ol the composite stabilizer would be cost competitive
• with the metal stabilizer at the same unit number.
,_,%
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i!.... Body ga[ Airplane
' Fixed leading edge) Li_-*' Removable leading edge9 \
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- ,, , stru cture
i=
!
i , .: Stabilizer :_
;_. ,. : tip _ i
_-"_ :" Elevator thrust rib
Elevator tab
" ._ Elevator hinge ]
. (typical)
i = ' __ Elevator Elevator !
i _ ° balance
_ _,. Elevator tip Forward
balance we'ght panels
Outboard
i Figure 1. Horizontal Stabilizer-General Arrangement
°" 3.1.2 Metal Stabilizer Configuration
The 737 horizontal stabilizer shown in Figure 1 consists of a structural box, leading
_,_.. edge, tip, fixed trailing edge, elevator, and body gap covers. Each stabilizer is
° attached to an aluminum center section structure with three bolts at the rear spar
• ': and two bolts at the front spar. The third joint on the rear spar is for fail-safety.
c-
_ These five pin joints are the points of interchanse for the entire stabilizer
assembly. A sketch of the center section and its interlaces is shown in Figure 2.
The structural box has aluminum skins :,'ith bonded doublers. The ribs and spars are
:: built-up aluminum construction. The structural box is 5.05m (200 in) long, 1.25m
..... (50._ in) wide at the root, and 0.635m (25 in). wide at the tip. Each box weighs
o :.i 115,2kg (260.6 Ib). The leading edge is aluminum skin over aluminum ribs. The tip
i.', fiberglass laminate, and the fixed trailing edge is fiberglass honeycomb sandwich
• panels with an aluminum trailing-edge beam. The trai_ing-edge ribs are built-up
aluminum construction using bonded aluminum honeycomb webs. The lower
: trailing-edge panels are removable. The elevator consists of fiberglass honeycomb
i cover panels and built-up aluminum spars and ribs. The body gap coy,,', and
• support structure arc aluminum. A horizontal stabilizer section is shown in Figure 3.
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., , : - Figure 2. Center Section Interfaces
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_t,_ 3.1.3 Design Trade Studies
.... 3.1.3,1 Stabilizer Configuration
The primary box structure was redesigned using advanced composites. The box
consists of the front spar, rear spar, inspar ribs, inboard and eutboard closure ribs,
: and upper and lower skin panels. To satisfy requirements Ior interchangeability, no
change was made to the interface with tile center section and the elevator and to
" the spare parts. Included are components such as the tip, removable trailing-edge
• ' panels, and the gap covers. Other components in the trailing-edge and the fixed
" : . leading-edge structures were retained and modified as required to make them
- compatible with the new graphite-epoxy structural box. The skin gage of the
removable leading edge was increased to satisfy the latest FAA bird-strike
!. requirement.
: 3.13.2 Material Evah_tion and Selection
c-
A Boeing-sponsored independent research and development (IR&D) program
• selected and evaluated possible material systems using the tests and manufacturing
:' considerations discussed in this section, In addition, an evaluation of material
• history and current industrial usage was made, The graphite Iiber-epoxy resin
. systems investigated were:
.... 1I
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" " F/gum 3. Horizontal Stabilizer Section
:,,::/_.: Graphite Fiber-Epoxy Resin System Supplier
= _ T300/5208 Narmco
T300/5235 Narnlco
........__ T300/934 F/be ri te
>'>_ , T300/976 Fiber/re
1 _;,. AS/350 I-SA Hercules
T300/F263 Hexcel
"_" T300/F288 Hexcel
. o-_,. Each system was ordered and tested in the following forms:
i '_ gi/:! • Preplied tape prepreg, 3.5-m/l, 2-ply
.':_ .!" • Unidirectional tape prepreg, 5.2-mil
• Plain-weave fabric prepreg, 7.0-rail
_.a. -
=_. The materials were ordered to comply with specilic tolerances on prepreg and
'_""_'_: cured laminate physical properties. Testing included"
;_o • Resin
• Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
_,,_A__,
o • Liquid chromatography (LC)
• Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA)
".. • Glass transition temperature (TG)
.i
___,,_ :
,_' ;-,,,___ ._i_ _ _ ,: _ ......
\:
• Prepreg ORIGINAL PAGE IS
"- • Resin content
• Volatile content OF. i_OR QUA_II"Y
.:: • Resin gel time
:,_,, • Resin flow
; _. • Graphite areal weigh_
• T ' :k
, • Laminate properties
......, • Fiber volume
... • Density, thickness/ply, and void content
,. • Weight
• Tensile modulus
•/ • Elongation: tension and compression
_-_,• • Short beam shear
• Ultimate s_rength: tension and compression
• Sandwich properties
_i. • F!atwide tension
• • Porosity
• Peel strength
• Weight
_:. Manufacturing producibility was evaluated by fabricating from each candidate
material a test panel representing typical layup complexity of actual structure.
:_ :" Drape, tack, work time, and degree of difficulty in layup were determined for each
._:- material system and form. Quality Control performed receiving inspection tests on
.....:, all materials used in the evaluation and made a thorough comparison of supplier- }
:. certified test data and Boeing test results. In all instances, the supplier test data !
_° and Boeing test results compared favorably within acceptable limits. A Boeing
" process specification that describes autoclave cure cycles was developed before
LI the contract go-ahead. The cure cycle developed for the process specification is "
' :i shown in Figure 4.
" _ Material selection consisted of analysis and comparison of the above tests and
included additional factors such as:
• Available industrial data base
.=_ • Demonstrated resin durability in different environments
• Supplier production experience
., " i Supplier production capacity and control
,: • Supplier ability to provide all material forms
"i • Supplier cooperation for process audit
•.:i
" This Boeing=funded material evaluation resulted in selection of the Narmco 5208
_" " resin system because it best satisfied a majority of the selection criteria.
3.1.3.3 Structural Box Arrangements
.... Three concepts were studied and evaluated for the stabilizer box structural design:
.... a multiple rib, honeycomb, and stiffened skin. They are shown in Figure 5.
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E
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-° _:: releasepressureand
,_ ,__ remove part (temperatures
-_.... basedon lagging
thermocouple)
20 70)
; _ Time, min----_
i_ _ --=---= Apply 55.8cm (22 in) Hg vacuum minimum to vacuum bag Vent vacuum bag to I
,, _ ;_ Apply 586.1 ±103.4 kPa (85 + 151bf/in2) pressure for laminate atmosphere when• _ _ pressurereaches
...... Apply 310.3 _34.5 kPa (45 -+51bf/in2) pressurefor sandwich 137.9 kPa (20 Ibf/in 2)
i F/gum 4. Cure Cycle-No.Bleed ,_4aterial ;
° ;-" Multiple Rib Concept--This design required numerous detail parts _.nd fasteners.
L_:: Although some of the details were simplified using the technology available with_ ..:_
:- ...... the use of advanced composites, this concept inherently required a large number of
. assembled parts. In addition, numerous layup tools were required to fabricate the
ribs.
°, Honeycomb Coe,cept-This design required a midspar to provide skin panel effi-
: .... . ciency as well as several ribs Lo react the chordwise loads from the trailing edgeo
and elevator. To be compatible with the current side-of-body attachment and to
! '. make the provisions for trailing-edge loads at elevator hinge support ribs, a large
,:," number of local doublers, pads, fillers, and pottings were required, making this
_-' concept increasingly more com'_licated.
I
!i_" _ i Honeycomb skin "_:a-, _ with midspar
, ii"
F/gum5. StabilizerBox Concepts
..°
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'" ;:'. :- Stif[ened Skin Concept--This design concen1:r_rted the fabrication cornple ',tk:._ in
:",.,,_,._ tile ,,_kin panel arid simpliJied the substru(:ture by reduc:ing the nu_r_ber of parts.
The complexities in the skin fabrJcatiorl lay in the detail tooling concepts [or the
- _"'z"; ' sti[[eners, and the basic layup tooling was the same as [or the other concepts.
- '_.... Using the ability to cocure and bond large cornposi1_e-'assemblies, the nbmber of:
_ _!_'_......" Jasteners used in assembly was greatlv reduced.,, .. . .
. o , -:.
-"_""="':....... Because the weight of the three concepts was comparable, weight was not a
.......:' _:..,-; deciding [actor in the selection. The sti[fened skin concept was selected [or its
....."'""*_'_",*'° high structural e[ficiency and minimum program cost. Another factor that
reinforced the selection o[ this concept was the design concepts, technology, and
experience, that were direc,_licable to a more highly loaded prirnary structure.
3.1.3._ Stiffened Skin Concepts
After selecting the stiffened skin panel as the prime candidate, three types of
"" stif[ened skin concepts were evaluated= a hat section sti[fener panel, blade
i:_,.. stiffener panel, and an i-section stiffener panel. The three concepts are shown in
. Figure 6.
As an important design consideration, the entire skin/stiffener combination was
_.. cocured to achieve high bond reliability and to reduce [abrication costs.
II:_' ,_ _.
.:: H_LtStiffener Panel-This is an efiicient and stable design; however, the cocuring
process required internal tools considered dill[cult to remove from a compound
contoured part, particularly in a 5.08m (200 in) long panel.
.'"
_: ;'"_"r h Hat stiffener panel Blade stiffener panel I-section stiffener panel
' __ . Figure 6. Skin Panel Concepts
-_'_:_,_-° Blade Stii[ener Panel-This was a considerably simpler concept to design and build
_... than was the hat sti[iener. "the design loses its e_Jciency, however, when used in
_-._:, • conjunction with the rib spacing selected [or the stabilizer. The critical design
condition is the effect o[ air pressure on the skin sur[ace combining with the panel
.... end load to impose a beam-column loading on the panel.
., l-Section Stiffener Panel-This design was efficient in the previously discussed
_" beam-column loading. A low-cost, cocuring method that employed inexpensive
• tooling and used "as-extruded" constant ah_minum sections was developed. Its
.. manu[acturing feasibility was verified by several panels that were fabricated on a
_, Boeing-sponsored IR&D program. The l-sti[[ener panel was selected for this
...... ;ii program because of its efficient and cost-effective tailoring to a wide range of
" _"" design conditions.
L_ ."
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.... 3,1.3,_ Spar Chord/Lug Concepts
.... _''": l'he lug joint between the composite stabilizer and tile ahlminlirn center section, ,J_(,' .
_ involved a large point-load transfer with a thicknes_ restriction imposed by tim
_" ',i.... clevis on tile center section. A trade sttlc[y was performed to examine various
! '_,, design concepts.I ,
i '+'!i_'!!'[:' "['his trade study included a bolted titanium reinforced concept, a bonded inter-
'_:: _.: leaved titanium concept, andall all-graphite concept. The three designs are shown
i_:_:..., in Figure 7.
_"i: Bolted Titanium Plate Design-This concept used two machined titanium plates
" that were bonded using a polysulphide sealant for sealing purposes only and then
. _,:.i.:. bolted externally to a precured graphite-epoxy chord. It involved well-proven
' :_,,,,:..... manufacturing methods that could be applied with a high degree of confidence.
=>,,_-_i;,:: Bonded Interleaved Titanium Design-This concept used two titanium plates that ,t
__.,,:. were precision step chem-milled and required the graphite-epoxy chord plies to be
o_,:. laid up net on the plates. The plates were bonded to the graphite-epoxy chords
"--°7:,.i': during the cure of the chord material.
.... , All-Graphite Design-This concept involved transferring all the point-load througi_
• " an all-graphite lug. This was the simplest configuration to design and fabricate;
:a,=:_.: however, it required a larger lug for a given loading than the preceding two
"_/'% concepts, negating interchange at the side-of-body attachment. ,
'. ,? .:
-, ..._ The three lug concepts were fabricated and tested in an early Boeing-sponsored 1
:o _,- IR&D program. The test program was necessary because thick laminate and lug
_'" _" design data for these concepts were not available. The lug tests consisted of
,_._: tension and compression ultimate static tests.
The bolted titanium-reinforced lug was selected for the program. Data generated
;:! during the test component fabrication showed this design to be the lowest in cost
__.:._,--_:_- oi the three concepts and the one that involved minimum risk.
...... ,. 3.1.3.6 Inspar Rib Concepts
,, _'%i.
,,_,- Because of the large number of ribs required for the stabilizer box, Boeing
"_ _ sponsored an IR&D program to determine production characteristics of these4- _' :
,, . components and associated projected costs of two design concepts. The two
i "%"
All.graphite Bonded interleaved titanium Bolted titanium plate
Figure 7. Spar Lug Concepts
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', ; 7` + Figure 8. Rib Concepts
i_- .... concepts studied were a honeycomb sandwich rib and a corrugated web rib shown in
• Figure 8. Compression tests were conducted on a section cut [rorn fabricated
,.._..... specimens of each con/iguration. Figure 9 shows con/i_uratJon, test results, design
ji loads, and weights for the two rib concepts. Studies showed that the corrusated
_._:. rib, tJsin_ the proposed tooling and fabrication methods, was more than double the
o ,,
.... cost of the honeycomb version. The cost factors involved were:
o
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" , " _Failure
;;_ location
I
' /--- Failure
:'' ,',:.i " _",._ _\\\\1_\\\\
!F'.v, ,':,,,,: _,.. Predicted (calculated) failure load, N (Ib) 4981 Honeycomb rib and ,
_,,,_,,,,._:_,_IL (1120) corrugated rib
..............." ' Test failure load, N (Ib) 6140 Honeycomb rib
_, ._ ": (1380)
....::,. 12 450 Corrugated rib
i , , (2800)
! " ,, • Honeycomb rib spring stiffness, N/m (Ib/in) 8 633 751 :
_i:i. (49300) !
Corrugated rib spring stiffness, N/m (Ib/in) 10 665 222 ;
(60900)
Rib spring constant required to stabilize skin/stringer 140 101
i -_:. panel, N/m (Ib/in) (800)
_-- -_-:: Honeycomb rib test load, N (Ib) _ 6140
_, (1 380)
Honeycomb rib test load, N/m (Ib/in) _ 31 348
(179)
:_ : r' '% Corrugation stiffened rib test toad, N (Ib) [_> 12 450 " :
.... :' (2 800)
_: r _ Corrugation stiffened rib test load, N/m (Ib/in) _-_ 63 746 i
i o , (364) i
' ' _ Rib design crushing load, Nlm (Iblin) 17 512 i
_!_ .. (10% of panel end load) (100) I
Calculated rib design crushing load, N/m (Ib/in)[_ 5 604 ;I
i . .. I32_ I
} ' Actual weight of honeycomb rib, kg (Ib) 1
• _ °" (2.2)
_ Actual weight of corrugation stiffened rib, kg (Ib) 0.9 " '"
' __ - ": (2.0) ........<
,, 3
_">Specimen length, 196.6 mm (1.70 in).
Reference: Niles and Newell, Aircraft Structures, vol. II, 3d ed.0Wiley, 1943.
, _.;;.,.. Figure 9. Rib Compression Test
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Stabilizer
" station
Skin panel
_.._- Outboard \
_--J: ...... closure rib
. typical \ Elevator
.: inspar station\
\
" _, :, Typical
_;c.:_i,. trailing-
' ;'!:' edge rib
. '3 .
_=&;':
=_" i Elevator _ Trailing-edgebeam
• stations _ 21_2) Rearspar Intersectionof chord
• Trailing-edgepanel
and_. of airplane trace
•Samefor upperandlowerpanel.
= Figure 10. Advanced Composite Horizontal Stabilizer
• • The corrugated rib concept' this is a labor intensified concept with hand
; layup. It is susceptible to bridging problems in corner radii and requires
in_lividual tool dies because ot contour cnanges i, automateo (mo,'ding
; process). It is expensive.
,. • The honeycomb concept= this concept involves simple flat surfaces and is
_ easy to lay up by hand or automation. It lends itself to the use of a tape
.... laminator.
.,::: The honeycomb design was chosen,
20
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:: Figure 11. Skin Panel
......: 3.2 DETAIL DESIGN--COMPONENT DEFINITION i
...... :,L.
° ' The structural arrangement of the advanced composite stabilizer (fig. 10) was
;: selected to achieve maximum commonality with the model 737 metal configura-
tion. As a consequence,, the front and rear spars were located on the same
,: centerlines as the existing stabilizer to simplify the interlace with the stabilizer
_, center-section structure and to minimize changes to the existing leading- and
; _:;',:- trailing-edge structure interfacing with the spars. The inspar ribs were placed at
existing trailing-edge rib locations. This produced a rib spacing of 69.8 cm (27.5 in)
except at the outboard end of the stabilizer where the spacings were smaller.
. 3.2.1 5kin Par,el Conliguration
'"-_ The l-section stiffener skin panel design was used in both upper and lower surlaces.
...._ " Contours of the upper and lower surfaces are different, but structural configura-
: tions are basically the same for the two panels.
___ Each skin panel is a single piece, cocured graphite-epoxy laminate extending from
the side of the body to the stabilizer tip and Irom the front spar to the rear spar as
_- ' "i shown hi Figure I I. The lengthol each skin is 485.1 cm (lgl.0in), and the width is
21
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_!';'• Precured cap
A:' _'7, __r
_' .... Uppc,rchold Secol,dary /A
"': _-"_:" bond _ E
Precured __
..:., Titanium lug straps [_i."> Precured channel "-_"'_lli,
;" • chord elements
.... Section B-B
= Section A-A
I:!C_'L A
,:&, •
...... Access hole
.... (3 places) _'
..... u-.,
- ':;_" :_::" Inspection hole
L_:_.:i.:I (10 places)
' UpE_ A
;, _. Inboard '_ B
,_ , : Forward ,.,
' T i
(15-5 PH) stainlesssteel was substituted becauseof the unavailability of heat-t_eated titanium.
Figure 12. Front Spar
_:i!; 128,3 cm (50.5 in) at the inboard end, Stiffeners are spaced 9.8 cm (3.85 in) apart
o °'" and are located parallel to the rear-spar centerline. Stiffener spacing was selected :
to allow adequate space for a mechanical joint between the skin and the rib flanges
_a_ while providing the support required by the skin to react the compressive and shear
, " loads. The l-section stiffener was fabricated from two fabric layup channels that
......... : were placed back to back. Unidirectional graphite-epoxy tape was placed on top of
Z"i! ...._." the channels to provide additional material.
:_k,,-. The basic skin thickness and the graphite fiber orientation were selected to match
_ .... the torsional stiffness of the model 737 metal horizontal stabilizer. Doublers were
provided on:
i
_,: ¢ The skin at the inboard end where the inspar stiffener and skin loads were
transferred to the spar chords and spar lugs.
,J
" '" • The skin panels along the spar attachment to imprcve the bearing load
, capability of the mechanical joints.
* " Skin pads also were provided at e,_ch rib interface, Thencereinforcements improved
the pull-through strength of the countersunk heads of the mechanical fasteners
° under the external air pressure loading.
• Titaniumlugstrapsr1_/:,
u ,
.... , Procured Secondarybond
" ' Channel
,:;....... . chord
' ," A
. SectionB-B Procured
• , :. chord elements
i, .. Fail-safe
' _ _ Accesshole chord '!
o_," ...i (3 places)
_:,_o Inspectionhole
!:.._:,_!.i (6 places)
._, ,,_ : B SectionA-A
: .... _ Up! o 5_ . ..:
Inboard
i _ Forward
_' _> (15-5PH)stainlessteelwassubstitutedbecauseofthe unavailabilityOfheat-treatedtitanium.
;. _, FLqure 13. Rear Spar
i ''_ 3.2.2 Spar Configuration
"°_ , ...;: Both front and rear spars are bonded assemblies of graphite-epoxy laminates
i_=: :-' extending the entire length or the stabilizer from the side of the body to the tip.
,,........ ' The rear spar is #8,5.1cm (191.0 in) long and 38.7 cm (15.25 in) deep at the inboard
i= ,1 end. The front spar is .509.3 cm (200.5 in) long and 31.1 cm (12.25 in) deep at the
b _ :' inboard end. The design concept is tl_e same for both spars except that the rear
.-_._._o'," spar chord areas are significantly greater than those of the front spar because of
i ....._'"'::' higher loadscarried by the rear spar.
: The rear spar is a straight member along the centerline, but the _ront spar contains
i '_ a bend 65.0 cm (2.5.6in) from the inboard end, as shownin Figure 12. The rear spar
, ' "° is shown in Figure 13.
,_-=_-_, Both spars are reinforced with titanium straps at the lugs that join the stabilizer to
,,._. the center-section structure as shown in Figure l#. Development work per-
r _ " " formed on the titanium reinforcement concept is describ,'d in Section 3.1.3._.
: The basic spar is an l-section that provides attachment flanges for the stabilizer
• : box skins and leading and trailing edges. The l-section is constructed of two
precured channels and two precured caps that are subsequently bonded together.
_ , The spar web thicknesses and the graphite fiber orientations are selected to match
'i_' the shear stillness of the model 737 metal stabilizer webs. The web is stiffened
_-_,_\:: with mechanically attached angle stiffeners.
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i " :':" Lug reinforcement [_1_>
i:i'i_:_V'_,,II,,.".:_." _ -,___PS 'titanium) 7
'" °?, as _l*' "
_f
_--:42_= Bolts(typical) / 0 "
_:._- (titanium) "-'-/
,,,,,,.._i "3r . ,,, 0.=,..,.,_.,
_-:;::_ " l.-_. _ Lug
.3L_,": ,4,.::. f j
I;-D.<'; Flangedbushing(typical) If('_ _,, I (graphite-epoxy)
;=....i_ _;.':_,..+ (corrosion-resistantsteel) -"'""'__ _i!L:i: , ?
_'ii _ (15-5 PH) stainless steel was substituted because of the unavailability of heat-treated titanium.
i _.... Figure 14, Spar Lug _'
" '_ _:: Chord areas increase significantly near the inboard end where the skin panel loads
_:" -- are transferred int,, the spar and to the lugs. The spar chords in these areas, where i
....' very thick laminates are required, are made with stacked, precured laminate strips ;
.......... to ensure quality control during the epoxy cure cycle and to provide easier quality i
.. control inspections of these areas.
:': The rear spar contains a third lug to provide for fail-safety. A similar lug is not "
:_--_' " required on the /rant spar because load paths remain with a failure in either front
_:_. spar lug.
;'
:,: 3.2.3 Typical lnspar Rib Conliguration
_7. There are seven inspar ribs in the stabilizer box. These ribs are a cocured
: it honeycomb sandwich design that resulted from the trade study described in Section
:__ :/ 3.I.3.6. The ribs have channel-shaped cross sections with cutouts along the upper
: and lower integral attach angles to allow clear passage of the skin panel
I-stiffeners shown in Figure 1_. The attach angle for the front spar is integral with
: .... the rib web. At the rear spar, there is a separate attach angle to take up
:.: manu[acturing tolerances. The attach angles provide mechanical joining of the
skins and spars to the ribs. The honeycomb core is protected from moisture
._. absorption through the face sheets by a Tedlar film applied on the bag side and
paint on the tool side.
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' Rib channel
16-ply fabric,
1-ply fiberglass
.... f Attach angle
o
<, " Rib cap--_ _ _d$"_" " Gap cover panel
- \ /-
, ....." _ " _ _/j_:_j'i,"]" _"Z_..[_q / f-Stabilizer box skin
b ..
/" 7 I "--"l" -- ; ,
.. , ,, _ ,-X
';+!i: ' ' __:!! " S,_" _- Accessh'le i
-- g "oP' . ,_
' '\ Rib cap _ Rib= _,.";,'.,' Attach . f_
';':_'' angle t_'_J;_'_ _\D:_, ..,,, .... 7-ply fabric, 14-ply fabric, '
;;i'"£ ['_" _--Rib stiffener 2-ply fiberglass 1-ply fiberglass ';
_., _" _ fabric fabricX_
_:_ • Corner fittings A-A
?
":_ [_ Aluminum components
i
'o ,,'_"_. 3.2.# Inboard Closure Rib
::. The rib closes the inboard end oi the stabilizer box assembly. Its structural
_ _o<', function is to react against the torsional shear !oad in the skin panels and distribute
..........:- the load into the £ront and rear spars, which are reacted by the stabilizer center
;. section. The height of the rib is #1.7 cm (16.4 in), and the width is 127 cm (50 in).
o
.... ;i . ..
%, _, The rib is a mechanically joined assembly of a channel-shaped graphite-epoxy
" laminate section with graphite-epoxy cap strips along the upper and lower sides
_" " " that _orm an l-section (£ig. ].6). The outer sides o_ the cap strips attach to the
- ,°,,_, stabilizer box skins, and the inboard sides are attached to the body gap cover
= ._- . panels.
.... On the inboard side oi the rib, channel-shaped intercostaJs are mechanically
'_" lastened to the rib web. These stabilize the web under shear and compression loads
,,",'/: and provide support for the body gap covers.
:" " Access holes are located in the forward and a_t ends of the rib to provide generous
access _or assembly and inservice inspection of the _ront and rear spar lulls. These
holes are covered with structural access covers that are mechanically attached
-_ with bolts and nutplates.
= : The rib is joined to the spars with aluminum "bathtub" corner fittings and machined
" aluminum attach angles. The corner _ittings redirect the leading- and trailing-
.... edge loads into the rib. At the rear spar, an additional aluminum bathtub £itting
joins the fail-safe lug to the rib web. A channel-shaped sti£fener is used to
•, transfer the load from the fitting into the rib web.
r
" _" _'"- ..... ,._ 2.-._
Metal cap strip
_---" (lightning path .... _A_- pAGE t$
• \ from leading edge O_1t__12_o nUAL|I_
_p _trailing edge) O_; _l'_nJ_ _
Forward
_ _ _ _ Web fitting
(graphite-epoxy)
• • _' Accesshole _,=
Metal cap
_7 1- ly fiber assfabric
,. A-A
_. /ii!. i
Figure 1Z Outboard Closure Rib 1
: All details making up the rib assembly are of constant thickness graphite-epoxy i
!! _ -_i. laminate parts, The graphite-epoxy details interfacing with aluminum fittings have
_.i t ply of fiberglass on their mating surface for corrosion protection of the aluminum I
'__ fitting, The aluminum fittings and attach angles are made from existing forgings I
: _':" and extrusions used on the metal stabilizers.
.....":..:i': 3,2,5 Outboard Closure Rib !
:" -..., This rib closes the outer end of the stabilizer box and provides attachment for the
" .... most outboard elevator hinge, The rib, shown in Figure 17_ is a channel-shaped
• laminate section with aluminum upper and lower cap strips that form an i-section,
: The outboard side of the cap strip joins to the tip fairing assembly9 and the inboard
_'\" ": side attaches to the stabilizer box skins, At the forward end of the rib) there is an
':.'i.'_i" integral attach angle that is mechanically fastened to the front spar web. At the
• aft end) the rib and the aluminum cap strips are mechanically attached to the
: aluminum elevator hinge-support fitting, The rear spar is mechanically attached
to the rib web through a separate attach angle,
" The rib channel is a constant thickness graphite-epoxy laminate with I ply ofo .
fiberglass on the outer surface for corrosion protection of the aluminum details,
: The cap strips are aluminum to provide an electrical path between the metal
. leading-edge assembly on the forward end and the elevator aluminum spar, The
v._ electrically conductive paint on the fiberglass tip fairing and the flame-sprayed
- coatings on the outer surfaces of the stabilizer skin panels are electrically tied to
the aluminum cap strips through mechanical fasteners, This is detailed in
Section 3.2,9,
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_,- 3,2.6Trailing-EdgeBeam
The trailing-edge beam (fig. 18) supports the aft edge of the trailing-edge panels
and longitudinally ties the trailing-edge ribs together. The beam was made from
'_ graphite-epoxy as part of the design to accommodate thermal expansion in the
! stabilizer trailing-edge area. To use existing assembly tools and to minimize
_,.. changes to interfacing components, the external shape of the graphite-epoxy beam
• .-. is identical to the current aluminum beam. To maintain the same de[lections under
_,_.. airloads, the beam was designed with the same stiffness as was the current
_!_.'._'/_:i aluminum beam.
_=_i_-i_ The beam is a bonded assernbly of a ;_aL-shaped section and a two-piece flat sheet
_. _ cap, At| details are constant thickness graphite-epoxy laminates, The beam is
,....... mechanically attached to the trailing-edge panels and ribs. A stabilizer-to-
_' " elevator gap seal is mechanically attached to the beam,! ".
3,2.7 Stabilizer Assembly
The stabilizer box was assembled with mechanical fasteners, Titanium Hi-Lok
: fasteners with corrosion-resistant steel (CRES) collars and washers were used
. whenever possible. Whenever internal access was limited for Hi-Lok installation
• tools, CRES nuts were used with CRES washers. For closeout areas, the Monogram
.... "Bigfoot" blind bolts were used. Removable panels, doors, and seals were
assembled with CRES bolts and nutplates. All fasteners in graphite-epoxy parts
were installed in 0,000 to 0.008 cm (0.000 to 0.003 in) clearance holes.
k
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3.2.8 Corrosion Protection System
A corrosion protection system was developed for use on the advanced composite
• _ . stabilizer. 13asicaliy, the corrosion protection system was designed to isolate
-. ,. graphite-epoxy surfaces from aluminurn structure to minimize the cathodic area
'"- (graphite) available for electrochemical reactions. This minimizes the potential
" current flow and thus, galvanic corrosion of aluminum structure.
: _. The corrosion protection system provides a level of corrosion resistance for the
......_ advanced composite stabilizer equivalent to that of the existing aluminum stabi-
le lizer. This was determined by comparing the amount of corrusion products on
......o. samples that were representative o£ the aluminum stabilizer structure and the
: advanced composite structure after exposure to salt spray. Several corrosion
protection designs (including the use of fiberglass, Tedlar, paint, and polysuifide
sealant to isolate the aluminum from the graphite) were investigated ir, a Boeing-
_-_ .... funded study. Assemblies incorporating candidate corrosion protection systems
_ _,,: were subjected to salt spray. Conventional anodized and primed aluminum parts i
..... ' were used as control specimens to compare the corrosion resistance of the parts
.... under test. "
° "_ - The corrosion protection system selected consisted of covering graphite-epoxy
';J........ surfaces that interface with aluminum structure with a ply of fiberglass cocured
with the graphite-epoxy or painted with primer and epoxy enamel. All graphite-
_: epoxy surfaces that are within 7.62 cm (3 in) el aluminum, including cut edges,
i_i..;;. were primed and enameled. An exception was on surfaces where Tedlar film could i
...." ... • be applied to the graphite-epoxy layup during cure. Tedlar film is preferred over :
,_; primer and enamel because Tedlar is lighter and the cost of application is less than
.... : that of paint. If the part was not painted, the cut edges were fillet sealed on
_" assembly. In addition to the isolation of graphite-epoxy surfaces from aluminum !
_ ; structure, all aluminum details were anodized or alodine treated, primed, and i
._. enameled. On assembly, a polysulfide laying surface seal was applied between the _
graphite-epoxy part and the aluminum part. Fasteners through the aluminum parto
•_: were installed with wet polysulfide sealant. An example of the corrosion
""._- protection system is detailed in Figure 19.
.... ;:_,:_ 3.2.9 Lightning Protection System
A li_.htning protection system was developed for use on the advanced composite
_,__ stabilizer. The system provided an electrical path around the entire perimeter of
.ii the graphite-epoxy structural box and supplied conductive coating over the
.... graphite-epoxy structural box in the critical strike area, as shown in Figure 20.
The electrical path around the graphite-epoxy box was provided by the aluminum -
• leading edge, the aluminum rib cap of the outboard closure rib, and the aluminum
._,,_.__:. elevator spar. These components were electrically connected by bonding straps.
_"_ii The stabilizer was electrically grounded to the fuselage through the aluminum
"__?_;!_" center section. The electrical path to the center section was provided through the
'T"_;' titanium lug straps and the leading- and trailing-edge ribs.
In the critical strike area, aluminum Ilame-spray was applied over the outboard
.: 48 cm (18 in) of the upper and lower skin surlaces. Over these surface areas, a
,.... layer of fiberglass was cocured with the skin panels to provide an insulation layer.
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..... _ Pinhole filler andsurfacer+ primer and [_ Sameas _ exceptsurfaceromitted
_.]_:i.i:. _'!i.. polyurethane gray enamel
_"_"': ". : " [_ Wet install fastenerwith corrosion•_,:_;_...
_, _ [_ 1 ply Tedlar film (PVF) transparent protection sealing
_ _. 100 BG, 30 TR
_- type 120; cocurewith graphite-epoxy [2_) Alodine and prin, , + white enamel
_'°jim=-. [_ Aerodynamic smoother
[E> lEE>• ', ' Anodize and primer + white enamel'_ ...._:. - Faying surfaceseal
....
Pinhole filler andsurfacer + primer and Alodine and primer + polyurethane
. white epoxy enamel grayenamel
. Figure 19. Corrosion Protecliun System
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_ Figure 20. Stabilizer Lightnh_g Pro_ection !
r_, The flame-spray was applied alter the skin panel fabrication. This nrocess
• _--:_ c[iminated an)' induced thermal stress that would occur Irom the high-temperature 1
_:±:_'_ cur_ cycle rcquired Ior skin fabrication. On final assembly, the conductive coating
was electrically connected to the .,L,mmum-'" rib cap ol the outboard closure rib by
'..:
': four mechanical fasteners and dimpled washers (see. 3.2.5). The Ilame-spray
i ° surface was then alodine coated, primed, and painted with the decorative finish.
i This is shown in Figure 21.
i:
' 3.2.10 Thermal Expansion Compensating System
" The greater thermal expansio_ oI the existing aluminum/fiberglass elevator, in
• comparison to the graphite-epoxy stabilizer box, required modifications in the
trailing-edge _,_a _u ii_tt tI_ermal stress levels and to allow tor unrestricted
• movement of the elevator. The structural components that required attention
were the elevator hinge support structure, the interlaces of the balance panels
" with the support structure, and the fixed trailing-edge structure.i \'
The design approach was to replace the aluminum trailing-edge beam with a
graphite-epoxy design (see. 3.2.6). This eliminated any thermal-induced loads in
i ... the fixed trailing-edge structure. Next, a thermal compensating mechanism was
designed to provide the primary load path for the elevator side load at elevator
"' station 39.02, while allowing the elevator thormal-induced length chenge to be
_ centered about elevator station 121.59 (fig. 22).
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.... ' :ii" / t I
_:;:_h _ Balance weight
.=_;':_-!: (steel)
_ ",ii- Rib cap
;' ' : ' (aluminum)
_ _., Tip fairing _:(: o
• (fiberglass) 1!
: Leading edge "
"-! "'_;: (aluminum) Tip leading edge ,,!:(aluminum)
¢
: F/gum 21. Lightning Protection System
:"- This mechanism automatically adjusted [or the elevator thermal expansion by
.-: amplifying the relative movement of the aluminum strut with respect to the
iF " graphite-epoxy rear spar causing the side-load hinge _itting to rotate in unison with
_:, the elevator expansion. At elevator stations 24.90, 66.54, i76.64, and 213,32, the
_:'_ ._ stabilizer hinge support fittings were modi£ied to provide a sliding bushing design.
_!i This allowed the elevator to expand without lateral constraint. At elevator
any
station 121.59, the existing clamped hinge design was kept to provide a fail-safe
_!i_: load path _or the side-load condition. Because the thermal compensating mecha-
:_!_'_i_ _ nism keeps the elevator thermal expansions centered about this i,inge location, the
-*_'_':'_'_':..,._, existing elevator has unrestricted movement regardless oJ[ the tempe_at,_re
r_" "" changes, while existing load paths are maintained. Finally, the piano hingert
,i ../, . attachment _or the balance panels at the stabilizer interface were slotted to allow!! .
_:r.: ". (ree move_,ent o[ the balance panels with elevator thermal expansions.
i 3.2.tl Structural Repair Documentation
_ : ....... Structural repair requirements and techniques were developed _or the advanced
:I_. composite stabilizer and published in the Advanced Composite Horizontal Stabi-
e' lizer [or Boeing 737 Aircra[t, Structural Repair Manual, D6-#6035 (app. A). Therepair procedures were qualified by testing discussed in Section t$.2.6.
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'L2_'_" ''' Figure 22. Thermal Expansion Compensating Mechanism ,
,Y +.:. i
_+_ ." 3.2.12 Maintenance and Inspection Documcntation ,:
• 'o :2
i _; o: Maintenance planning recommendations were developed as a general guide for
_- o •
i .+: ;_' ';: individual airlines as they estak'ish maintenance programs for Boeing model 737- I
" +. 200 aircralt with advanced composite stabilizers. These recommendations are
:+" _ published in the Maintenance Planning Data, Aircralt Structural Inspection, Cam- '_L
_ _,.:i" posite Horizontal Stabilizer, D6-#6036 (app. B).
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,,_ #,0 ANALYSi_ AND TEST
.... ii Analysi_iarm test l:asl<swere pc,rforlnedd_iriny,tlfi'il>i-oI_,r;uJ)Io ,,Ld_'d:_.ml.i_Lt_'11_'
aclwuu:ed composite stabilizer lot airlillc, lilij.,111:Ljse and I.o provide tl_(, b;,_d_ for
"_:: I:A,\ cei'tification. IJltilnate strength, []uttel'_ aim .';tabilil.y al_cl _:ontro[ atlalyse_,,_..
were perlorlned Io provide au_ aIlalytical base. Ancillary aild lul!-.',calc ;i_rOtllld
_;' ,o, structural tests, flutter) arm stability and (:ontrol l:light t(,st:-; w(,rc, i_c,llorlllc,d to!
• verily the analyses.
_ ' _.1 ANALYSIS
F.'' The analysis tasks are similar to those typically per[orDered [or sllnlilar Inetal
._- structures. Moisture and temperature etJ_ects for the composite _u_aterial were
i_, ,,< accounted for in the final strength analysis by using design wdues developecl froth
_L_" ' envirou_mentally conditioned specimens and subcornponents. This proc:edure is
_-:_,,_ discussed in detail in Section _. 1 6.
. The composite stabilizer was designed in accordance with applicable Federal
".... Aviation Regulations (FAR 25) (reI. 2) and all applicable Boeing design docurnents.
';%:. The Composite Aircraft Structure Advisory Circular (AC20-107) (reI. 3) was used
.,_:: as the basic guide to show compliance with the regulations.
_, ,_; O.I. I Structural Criteria
" . Structutal criteria were defined to provide a base for the design. In most cases, I
the criteria were based on existing metal design practices. Other criteria that are
o. i:.i:, unique to composite structure were based on knowledge obtained from prior ;
,,_!
,, composite programs. Sections #.I.l.l through #.1.1.5 de[ine specific criteria.
, r_ /)" 1.1.1 Loads
>.:. The external loads for the advanced composite stabilizer were the maximum loads
,'. expected in service on any model of the 737 aircraft. These loads were adequate in
#_.' . scope to meet all Boeing and FAA design requirements. The airplane flight
._:. envelope (V-n diagram) remained unchanged. All components of the stabilizer
_w
o,_,: were designed to withstand ultimate loads. Ultimate and limit load definitions
,_ ' were identical to those of current metal structure.
:i: _.1.1.2 Flutter and Vibration
; )
A flutter analysis was conducted for the present 737 airplane with the advanced
: ' :. composite stabilizer. The flutter analysis was verified by ground vibration and
flight tests.
L.!>:
The eflects of stabilizer stiffness and mass changes on the airplane Ilutter
,,_ characteristics were assessed.
_-i. g.l.l.3 Sonic
i .... The advanced composite stabilizer was designed for the most critical local sonic
environment encountered on the horizontal tail of any 737 airplane model.
,,
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• 4.1.1./_ Electrodynami_
, l_rec'.ipitation static: (P-._t,ttic) and lightning protection requiroments were incor-
: ". porated into the de,'iign of the graphitc-epoxy composite .,tabilizer. An analysis
:_, : ." deterlxlined the extc'nt oJ. lightldng proiection required, including lightning strike
!- .';'_.. dalrlage at tile C:Olltact l)oint, possible lightning current paths through the structure,
:_:; and stabilizer c,lectrical bonding and ground requirernents.
For qualification testing, there are four current components) A, B, C, and D, that
are used to determine direct effects. Each simulates a different characteristic of
.. ,i. the current in a natural lightning Hash and is shown in l_igure 23. They are
•_:. applied individually or as a composite of two or more compor_ents together in one
•- test. The objective of each test., along with setup, measurement 9 and data
•:% .:i_ requirements, is described in the appropriate test method description of MIL-
_.,_ STD- 1757 (ref. 4).
-,i!!,11_i,L
_ii!,_:I "i. _ Zone1: Surfacesforwhichthereisa highprobabilityof direct
E[_!_ , strokeattachment,
_._:,.._. _ Zone2: Surfacesfor whichthereisa probabilityof strokebeing ,
_':" • sweptrearwardfromaZone 1pointof directstroke. '"
-::_"_ " attachment.
_-"'"' '- L..J Zone3: Surfacesfor which thereisa low probabilityof either
_._, , directorsweptstrokeattachment.
: .". Note: If leading-or trailing-edge devicesare
__ _': extended, they may be categorized
asZone 1. An e×tended landin§ spar
!-.. ,,.[" is in Zone 1. j
='.%,: , __ . 1
.,, .!
:-- .... " (a) 737 aircraftlightningstrikezone locations
, ,'.
. Zone3 \ \
_:., ,_... .i-
• .. AB CD
: (b_ 737 horizontalstabilizerlightningstrikezonelocations
Figure 23. Lightning Strike Threat
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ComponentA (initial stroke)
:i -_-_'i; _ /Component B (intermediutecurrent)
rA /
,, .\ /
{'__,.,'';:' o _ / / i /Component D
L , . " '% ,_
s ,
t:i_:;i', ,: r C ! D _ll'.," W < i i
''__,<,_ <_o_1<5x,o-_,ecl0.2_,c<T<,,1<500_1
_Q Time (notto scale)
_}ii_ :: 'Test Recommended'
_! ' : waveform Parameter
_'.'_ i::" testvalue*
_,_._ _._.
..... Ipeak(ampere) 200 000
; o_ ComponentA , .,
' :, _:-'..--".,, A(kiloampere 2-sec) 2 000
,, lavg (ampere) 2 000
_.:.. Component B Q (coulomb) 10
lavg(ampere) 500
_-_-._' ComponentC
__:_+_ii_ Q (coulomb) 200
-..... Ipeak (ampere) 100 000
:<..,_.._,- ComponentD
_ A(kiloampere2-sec) 250
../. *MI L-STO-1757
, ,_ (c) Lightningdischargecurrentwaveformcomponents
_"_<_,.
t " :;_ Figure 23. Lightning Strike Threat (Concluded)
• .°
• Component A: initial high peak current. Component A has a peak amplitude
i " o_ 200 kA (+_10%) and an action integral o_ 2 x i06 A 2 "s (+20%) with a total
r time duration not exceeding $00 IJs. This components may" be unidirectional
or oscil!atory.
, ,_ • Component B' intermediate current. Component b has an average amplitude
• ol 2 kA ($10%) flowing ior a maximum duration ol $ ms and a maximum
- _l_arge transfer o_ t0 coulombs. The wavelorm shall be unidirectional',, e.g,
rectan_ular_ exponential_ or linearly decaying.
o
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• Cc_u_poi_el_t(:: ('ol_tilu,in_, currellt. Component C transfers a charge of 200
/i- _:oulolnb_ (_20%) in a tithe of b(,tweel_ 0.25s and Is. The wave[otto shall be
" ' ': utddire(.tio_al; e.g., re_:tattgular, exponential, or linearly decaying.
:H '
" . • Component l_): restrike current. Component D has a peak amplitude of 100
, ' kA (.LI0%)and al_ action integral of 0.2.5 x t06 A2 ,s (+_2096), This corrlponent
; : ..,:, .... Inay be either unidirectional or oscillatory with a total time duration r,3t
[- .....,.; exceeding 500 _.Is.
i '. ' _.l.l.J Environment
_';-:- The advanced composite stabilizer was designed to be compatible with the current
, ,, : 737 airplane certified structural operational environment.
' _i'_,,;,' .!;
.._
i ' ,,,!,,!_.':... Inservice moisture and temperature effects on physical and mechanical properties
....!i,iii . of structural materials were accounted for in the design, analysis, and testing of
' " the advanced composite stabilizer. Conservative moisture and temperature
p_._:._.,....,- envelope values for airline service exposure were used to establish design, analysis,
-- and test temperature and moisture absorption levels. (See secs. 4.1.5, Thermal
,_,,,._i.: Analysis, and 4.1.6, Moisture Analysis.) Moisture and temperature effects were
_q _ _ r _ -- accounted for when evaluating test results obtained from components exposed only ;
,, to ambient temperature and humidity.
,?
i
'_:" rl_"_--'_ " _" 1.2 External Loads Analysis
.....';_ The external loads used for the structural analysis were obtained from the mostOr.
_,, ' " highly loaded model 737 airplane. The requirements of FAR 2.5 (ref. 2) and Boeing
•, ',_ .::'i:- design specifications were met. The load requirements included limit and ultimate
. _':i loads, durability, dynamics and vibration, and flutter. The various loading
• : conditions for the airplane are represented on the graph of limit load factor, n,
..... : , plotted against equivalent airspeed, V. The (V-n) diagram for the 737 airplane is
....° _hown in Figure 24 and defines the maximum load conditions for design of the
.... , aircraft structure. The fatigue loads were derived from the same flight-load,., ,..
:: spectrum as that used for current production airplanes.
#.1.3 Stiffness Analysis
_'-_ _..1.3.1 Stiffness Calculation
Ti_e spanwise bending stiffness (El) and torsional stiffness (G3) comparisons of the
...._ production aluminum stabilizer and the graphite-epoxy composite stabilizer are
shown in Figures 2.5 and 26.
' :¢ .....
: i The bending stiffness for the production aluminum stabilizer was calculated using
! the amount of compression skin effective at limit load. A similar method of
_' ' analysis was used to calculate the bending stiffness of the graphite structure.
:9
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=-_! +CN m,_x
D, D2
, flaps up --'__
° CN max I
• I.._a_."_,. flaps down / I J I -
,l-" ..... =. /" Z IIA1 Ii
' _ _ 1 .... -f-/ ..............T D1
vs.!v.! v I^
ij._ / _1 I vF I v A I VC I VDi i I I
,_] VS1 Stall speedwith flaps retracted Vc Designcruisespeed
::. :,;._,.' VF Designflap speed VD Designdivespeed
._'_, :'i VA Designmaneuverspegd CN Total airplane normal forcecoefficient _:
_=;_'_'..."'" n Inertial forcesactingat
_ '-, airplanecenterof gravity !
' i''' '_: _"" r'_;_ Figure 24. FAR 25 V-n Diagram i,
" .... _:i t
, T Properties were calculated at each stabilizer rib station. Bending stiffness values
. ,,,_i:;_,...:-.: plotted are the average o_ the foregoing values. Stiffnesses were determined in
,,---:,_._,- the same manner for the existing aluminum stabilizer.
--:_; "j,.:, .:
., "., 4.1.3.2 Stability and Control
0
.......° The calculated bending and torsional stiffness _or the composite stabilizer resulted
.___,-i....... :; in a control e_lectiveness that was within the acceptable tolerance band.
" : Further substantiation that the graphite-epoxy stabilizer had acceptable stability
•' and control aeroelastic characteristics was provided with the successlul completion
_'..... _ ' o_ the _light test program reported in Re_erences 5 and 6.
_:. #.l.3.3 Flutter
- A flutter analysis was conducted for the model 737 airplane with a graphite-epoxy
composite stabilizer. Symmetric and antisymmetric flutter analyses "_ere per-
.... _ _ormed that encompassed stabilizer center-o_-gravity extremes with both power-
on and power-oii operation, The analytical results show that a 737 with a
° ,, _ composite stabilizer does not suffer any degradation o_ flutter characteristics or
speeds when compared with the production aluminum stabilizer.
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= " )' Figure 27. Maximum Overall Sound PressureLevel on 737 Horizontal Tail
• ;i Both ground vibration and inflight Ilutter tests are reported in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 of
Reference 6.
........... #.l.O Sonic Analysis
Maximum overall sound pressure levels (OASPL) for _he lower surlace ol the 737
horizontal tail are shown in Figure 27. These values are based on measurements
that have been adjusted to account for the highest possible OASPL attainable on
• ar.y 737 airplane.J"i
Based on this OASPL ol 1#5 dB, a series ol tests was established with increased
• noise levels to determine resistance ol tl_e g: aphite structure to damage in a sonic
environment. This test is reported in _ection _.2.8 ol this document.
_ 0.I.5 l'herm_l Analysis
,:i The temperature excursion used in the design ol the graphite-epoxy stabilizer was
' established as g2°C to -59°C (180°F to -75°F). The maximum temperature was
obtained Irom a thermal analysis that accounted for ambient air temperature,
"- radiation and convection heat transfer, surface absorptivity and emissivity charac-
teristics, and cooling effects during taxi, takeoII_ and flight. The thermal model
and boundary conditions established for the thermal model are shown in Figure 28.
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:=-,........,:..._.[.: Figure 28. 737 Horizontal Stabilizer Thermal Model
- A dark paint system was conservatively assumed. The steady-state temperatures
:-. "- achieved in the model are shown in Figure 28 at time 0. A transient analysis then
;i-._._._: was perlormed, and the results are shown in Figure 29. The conditions and
/ assumptions used for the transient analysis were delined as a _-min taxi run with a
o ' o°: :. constant relative wind velocity of 20 kn followed by constant takeoff, acceleration,
...... ! .... and climb to 190 kn in 1.2 min. This point was selected as the earliest possible
.',,.-: "_:.. time that the aircraft could be subjected to significant maneuver or gust loads and
___,.. _-"'_',... would occur at i.2 min after brake release (fig. 29).
._::i>_i.:i: The thermal analysis showed that at the end of 1.2 min of flight, the stabilizer
_':i;ii_,:_: stringer would be at 82°C (180°F). This temperature was conservatively used for
all stabilizer structure, The minimum temperature of -Jg°C (-75°F) was based on
_._>._5 the lowest ambient temperature experienced in flight modified by the effect of
_:>,v;_; . aerodynamic heating.
_::_':-_:_,
; o.:?i;! .. #.1.6 Moisture Analysis
t
_g,i_,:: The conservative amount of moisture that c_n be expected to be absorbed by
I:-,., :1:. graphite-epoxy laminates in service was determined analytically. World environ-
i : _i}:' " mental conditions were surveyed, and existing industry data were reviewed (refs. 7:.... .., and 8). An analytical diffusion model was set up using average diffusivity
,*, _-::-.: ...:,, ... coefficients obtained from industry. The results of this analysis showed that a
.:' moisture content of I I +0.1% of the total weight could be expected in the
-.u-=a--._• structure in service.
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":._. To provide a control _or moisture-conditioned test parts in the ancillary test
," program, a moisture rider coupon was used. The laminate moisture rider was a
_._ 12-ply fabric laminate. These moisture riders were calibrated by placing them in a
..... humidity chamber az I0096 relative humidity and 60°C (140°F). A typical weight-
gain curve for the 12-ply laminate is shown in Figure 30. These tests were used to
: establish typical moisture pickup rates.
[n tl_e ancillary test program, these standardized moisture coupons were placed in
the condiL,.Jning chamber along with the test specimen. When the rider coupon had
attained i.l% moisture, the test specimen was removed from the chamber and
" tested.
o #.1,7 Strength Analysis
_.I.7.I Finite Element Model
General-An ATLAS _inite element model (tel. 9) was developed for the horizontal
o . stabilizer and was attached to a center support structure model to ensure that the
: flight and ground test configuration was duplicated, The elevator was modeled as a
" loaded beam with the stillness characteristics of the production item, The
elevator was held in the neutral position.
_.. The stabilizer was modeled in five data sets (fig. 31), including the center-mount,
to identify the major areas of the stabilizer.
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: : . L Figure 30. Exposure Time VersusMoisture Content for Laminates _,
t
_:. Geometry and Material Input-Element definitions for the structural model com- ;
_: ponents were drawn from the selection available in the ATLAS program. The _:
= _ _ _:" material properties for the graphite-epoxy components were obtained from Boeing I!
=_:'_,<,.....:i. specifications shown in Figures 32 and 33• Examples _f stabilizer structure and the
use of ATLAS finite elements to simulate these sections are illustrated and I
tabulated in Figures 3_ and 35 and Tables l and 2. The simulated production !
_ center-mount component material properties were Boeing standard values for
metal components•
_,_. ! Loads-The external load cases that were used for the ultimate strength analysis
_: are listed in Table 3. In addition to these flight load cases, two temperature
thermal conditions of 82°C and -39°C (180OF and -73°F), previously defined in I
Section $•I.5, and one moisture condition of I% absorl_tion defined in Section 4.l.6, i
•_. were analyzed.
i
_= Aerodynamic loads were developed as panel pressures on the upper and lower
i " :' surfaces• These panel pressures were apportioned and summed at the ground test
! .... • " load pad locations• For the ATLAS model_ the load pad forces were distributed to i
the nearest skin grid points. Leading-edge loads were applied to the front spar, and
_: ° the elevator lo_ds were distributed along the length of the elevator beam"k\ •
_, .i! ATLAS Output-Selected stress and strain ievels for the ultimate load cases (table
3) for the upper and lower surfaces are shown in Figures 36 through t_7. Ultimate
loads are the maximum loads the airplane will encounter in service multiplied by a
factor o_ salety. The output data are used to identify the location of maximum
. strain [or each load case• The critical , dues for the skin surfaces are shown in
{_ t' .
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_-_>-__ _ Substructure 3 upper surface
, o, !:i' f Substructure 1 inspar box
,_: edge support structure ----t--I I _ /I _-_ .... _e
:;_:'_', ,, Outboard ion
i I. ard
=::_,'': :; ':_, ,=----- Substructure 2 lower surface
r.I
° " _ Figure 31. Finite Element Model Substructure Definition
- ° .... " :_ Figures 4l and 44. Typical thermal- and moisture-induced strains for a skin surface
...._,-:,._:,- are shown in Figure 48 and 49. The final design ultimate strain for any detail was
obtained by algebraically combining the ultimate flight loads strains with 1.5 times
•' the thermal and moisture analysis strains. The final design ultimate strain is
.... _;: compared to the allowable design value at corresponding environmental conditions
• to provide the detail margin of safety.
_ #.l.7.2 Ultimate Strength Analysis
L-/
, -' Analyses were conducted on composite stabilizer structural details. Margins of
i.. .... .:" safety were checked at -_9oc, 2loC, and 82oc (-7_OF, 70OF, and Ig0oF)using
" corresponding detail strains and design values at each temperature.
_,,_,, The design values used throughout the strength analysis were based on coupon or
structural element test data from the ancillary test program (sec. k.2). Average
test values were reduced in a manner similar to the probability and confidence
° levels o_ MIL-HDBK-_B "B" basis; namely, that 90% o_ the populatio_ will be
.... higher with a confidence oI 95%, These reduction factors conservatively
• accounted _or material strength variations, test specimen geometry variations_ and
test condition variations.
• Material strength correction _actors for each test condition were based on prc,cess
.... i. control test results. Process control panel data were collected _rom the ancillary
test program specimens and analyzed to establish the strength variations. A
material correction £actor (MCF) was used to correct each test point to the mean
Figure 32. Materia/ Properties-Graphite.Epoxy Fabric, 7"300/5208
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' Figure 33. Material Properties-Graphite.Epoxy Tape, 7"300/5208
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.. o_Gl_ _" Q_ _Ll'I'_
:' \
....... ,i
I
i ':..... r :i
!
";: 0 Zone
Numberofpliesineachzone
i ;:": _-,_Zone
_-; o : Layup_,,,_ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
'c/
,_ :: =45 fabric 4 5 _ 5 7 7
" "-: " I 0/90 fabric 2[_:> 2 2[_:::::,," 3[_::_ _[_::_ I 93_;::>, 9_3 4 [_:::=,.10
'..... : 90 tape 2 2 2
• ._.:-: Thickness 1.27 1,14 1.35 1.70 1.91 2.29 2.03 2.67 2.67
jj._ : ram(in) (0.05) (0.045) (0.053) (0.067) (0.075) (0.090) (0.080) (0.105) (0.105)
.:_ E1, 186_4 39985 37572 56600 38262 52 394 35 849 48327 37 572
MPa(Ibt/in2 (2.7x106)! (5.8x106) (5.45x106) (8.21x106) (5.55x106) (7.6x106) (5.2x106) (7.01x106) (5.45x106)
:-iS., E2, 18614 6139985 37572 33229 38262 34884 35849 33298 37572MPa(Ibf/in2) (2.7x10 ; (5.8x106) (5.45x106) (4.82x106) (8.55x106) (5.06x106) (5.2x106) (4.83x106) (5.45x106)
G, 5515 21371 22406 19165 22406 19786 23440 21 027 22406
MPa(Ibf/in2) (0.8x106) (3.1x106) (3.25x106) (2.78x106) (3.25x106) (2.87x106) (3.4x106) (3.05x106) (3.25x106)
,j 0.15 0.40 0.43 0.42 0.43 0.42 0.47 0.46 0.43
.;_i;_. Figure 34. Horizontal Stabilizer Upper Sk/n Layup
• _' "..i
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15.24 mm M
,. cap_.-Jp l-(O.Boi._-I .I-
-\ /
L
., b'
r,,,_i 11'07 in)
, 7" I
::,.,........ F,l,,tO) III 3. mmI"_J_!'_:_'_'" Fillet2(_l--_LLI _--(0.13 in)m-','-' ""_::_?" '
:_._!::.,/-.,,',_'-- (1,0 in)
_,,_,,,L_ _,!,_ .
,"_: ..... ' • Fabric: T300/5208, Style 3K-70-P b Element width
'-i'_: ''!':_'_i!' • Tape: T300/5208, Grade 145 t Element thickness
_..,_.:;. _ Unit width effective (smeared)for aerial distribution _,J
MP. I,
=:____, . Item b, mm(in) t, mm (in) (ibf/in 2) Ebt, N (Ibf) '
_'.' _,,_ ,_ ii i i i L i i i
, "_, 1 17.653 0.5715 39 9P_!i 404 786 1
:'" (0.695) (0.0225) (5.8 x 10" (91 000)
'_' 2 25.4 _,.._ 0.254 39 9_!i 257 996
_, o'J: (1,0)_ (0,0100) (5.8 x 10' (58 000)
,,'_.... _:!_i,::.:: 3 25.41..,.._ 0.254 82 72_II 533 784 !
....': (1.0)'-"_ (0.0100) (12 x 10" (120 000)
' :,_, ,,. 4 1.143 20.574 39 9_!i 938 670 "
_ ,':::. (0.045) (0.8100) (5,8 x 10" (211 000)
_,,,.., ..... , 5 (25.4r_1 0.254 82 72_ 533 784
. _"'_ !: (1.0)_"- I 0.0100) 112x 10" (120 000)
.... _.*.,'_'*::- 6 25.4 i"'_' 0.254 39 9_!i 257 996
--_.i:;;:;::,:'_!_;_.... (1.0) _ I (0.0100) (5.8 x 10" (58 000)
- '_':':'""_:_:,_;_"_: 7 7.493 0.5715 39 981i 169 032
=_,_,_ " (0.295) (0.0225) (5.8 x 106 (38 000)
"_'_,_'_, , ..... 8 15.24 0.2845 124 092 538 232
•_,_ ..
__,_-. (0.600) (0.0112) (18 X 106) (121 000)! ,-n *..,*" ,,,
• _ ;_"::_._-'• : .. 9 '15.24 0.1905 20 882 62 275
_" _'_'¢_:' :;"'_' d .... .
-,,, ....... (0.600) (0.0075) (3,0 X 106) (14 000)
,._:.,:,_:' ' 3 696 454
=..,..,'._:__
........ _,., (831 000)
• " ": Figure 35. Horizontal Stabilizer Graphite, Epoxy Stringer
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• 7_d)leI. Skin am/,S'rrin!lm,S'e!imm_t-ATLAS Input f(J/ LlppmSkin
_' _lf'%( 2: [13]) Ill 1_ I 8:
, , , .9 47 I i 46
,o, ,,o!. ,!
-,. '. 5,, 33 L35137_ I ,'_| , 56_ _ _ 55 _ 5,1
-_i:!:-:'":' 4" T T T :]: I 4'6I ' I _ T- I I 55,_ _1
1,, 32 _34 36 48 I : i [Rearspar
:: ....
_..
"_.
°, _ Stringer E, MPa Area, mm2 I, mm4 Stringer E, MPa Area, mm2 I, mm4(Ibf/i_2) (in2) (in4) (lbf/in2) (in2) (in4)
" 32 3a 606 140.84 5.7856 x 104 48 45 500 128 6.1894 x 104
:" (5.6 x 106) (0,2183) (0.1390) (6.6 x 106) (0.1984) (0.1487)
t_,_., 33 38 606 187.74 7.7128 x 104 49 45 500 128 6.2809 x 104(5.6 x 106) (0.2910) (0.1853) (6.6 x 106) (0.1984) (0.1509)
34 38 606 178.64 9.6940 x 104 50 46 500 12_ 6.3725 x 104
(5.6 x 106) (0.2769) (0.2329) (6.6 x 106) (0.1984) (0.1531)
% 35 38 606 238.19 12.9240 x 104 51 38 606 119.10 U.1477 x 104
(5.6 x 106) (0.3692) (0.3105) (5.6 x 106) (0.1846) (0.1477)
36 45 500 192 9.9896 x 104 52 38 606 119.10 6.2809 x 104
--_ ..... (6.6 x 106) (0.2976) (0.2400) (5.6 x 106) (0.1846) (0.1509)
37 45 500 256 12.7617 x 104 53 38 6OF,, 119.10 6.3725 x 104
_ .. (6.6 x 106) (0.3968) (0.3066) (5.6 _,10£,) (0.1846) (0.1531)
38 3_606 187.74 7.7128 x 104 54 38606 119.10 6.4641 x 104
(5.6 x 106) (0.2910) (0.1853) (5.6 x 106) (0.1846) (0.1553)
,_, 40 45 500 192 9.9896 x 104 55 38606 119.10 6.2351 x 104
(6.6 x 106) (0.2976) (0.2400) (5.6 x 106) (0.1848) (0.1498)
" 41 38 606 238.19 12,9240 x 104 56 45 500 128 6.1436 x 104
(5.6 x 106) (0.3692) (0.3105) (6.6 x 106) (0.1984) (0.1478)
42 45500 256 12.7617 x 104 57 38606 119.10 8.3725 x 104
: (6.6 x 106) (0.3968) (0.3066) (5.6 x 106) (0.1846) (0.1531)
46 45 500 128 6.0520 x 104 58 45 500 128 6.2809 x 104
. (6.6 x 106) (0.1984) (0.1454) _6o6x 106) (0.1984) (0.1509)
47 38606 119.10 6.1477 x 104 60 45500 128 6.3725 x 104
(5.6 x 106) _9.1846; (0.1477) (6.6 x 106) (0.1984) (0.1531)
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,...: :.. T,'_Mo 2. Doscrit_tim_s am/Typic_fl At)l_linntions of ATLAS Finite t_-Iumonts
_: " ....... TypicalI " ATLAS Description
:!... _' element application
;r
_, ,_ :"_
:"'":"' Straight element with a Rib and spar stiffeners,
,m. ,. Rod linear area variation upper and lower skin
- and a constant axial load panel edge pad-up
.....
_{-_ . , . . _ ....
=_ - Straight element with
_,, linearly varying properties Front and rear spar
-_,,_ , Beam basedon Navier's theory chords, upper and
_/ of bending and St. Venant's lower surface skin/• theory of torsion stringer segments
- Constant thickness, four- Front and rear spar
__,_. ii SPlate or eight-node quadrilateral shear panels, rib
_;.e__ shear panel shear panels
_' Triangular or quadrilateral
! _ .__/ membrane element with
_ Plate orthotropic material Upper and lower
" capability and smeared skin panelsuniaxial stiffening
i _II- .5.. Triangular or quadrilateral
_.- plate element with uncoupled Front and rear spar
_: GPlate membrane and out-of-plane inboard chords
, bending stiffnesses and
,:_: ' orthotropic material capability
, _ Table3. 737 DesignUltimate Loads
>
_"",_ Airplane A'rLAS
" load case load case Description
3710 11 Positive maneuver at VE)
'. ,.'i.: (maximum pos!cive torr_mn)
•..
'_ t, ; 4010 12 Flaps-down maneuver
.... ::' (maximum ne_tNe monet)
'" _ 4761 13 Negative _st at VD
_i .. (maximum surface pressures)
_.: 4430 14 Positive gustat V B
(maximum positive shear and moment, FAR requirement)
. ':.. , .
''r'
fl .. .
::; , -.

_L,,_ _'wl _ _ I¸
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• Uppel spanwi_;_.'_;train ......... HUNID
.... -_.... I 0
": 2 2.0E-4
3 4.0E-4
4 6.0E-4
_. 5 B.0E-4Hear
.......... // ]'/_' 9 1,615-3
:. I 1 i, .-.JZI :
sta,,o.""--/ \! [i \ 6
". 239.90 Station 9
221.50 S 10
:.. 193.90
"i._'.. Station 11
LI 166.30 Station
136.70 Front
Stltion spar
. 111.10 ;
Station
' ,"' 83.5o i
• ,_ . ._ • !
,-_:':: • Lower spanwise strain RUNID |
!':- _ -1.6E-3
3 - 1.4E-3
-" s
" 4 -1.2E-3
"_' 5 -1.0E-3
" Rea
" "" ///
;_L" l L .,_ / ' 9-2.0E4o , 3 0 0
=__:. ,. L_ !
,_ . , 193.90
5tlltloli 11
• 166.30 Statmn
Front
:,'.,, 138.70
Station spit
'" 111.10
' ' 8tltion
- 83.50
Figure 38. Ultimate Loads-Spanwise Strain (Load Case 3710)
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., Figure 40. Ultimate Loads-Streamwise Strain (Load Case4010)
_. 56
ii Figure 41. Ultimate Loads-Spanwis_ Strain (Load Case4010)
. 5?



i .: FLqure 45. Ultimate. Loads-Shear Stress (Load Case4430)
" 61
: fl
Figure46, Ultimate Loads-StreamwiseStrain(Load Case4430)
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+;: 2 0
....[_+_ 3 2.0E-4
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Figure 48. Typical Thorma!-Induced Strains, Temperature = 1800
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: _ Minimum strength for cc-nfiderrce level '= Smin
./
_._/! . _ Distrlhutl:3n curve established from
_t.i ,:- .1/ process control panel results/ /I
",_',_i_ ' _ Mean strength of distribution = SM
..L_.
,,_._,:-_;::.; Frequency
.: ,_ occurrence Strength of processcontrol panel
" cured with part = S
# ... ,
.... ?
.6 ;-_. Strength
...... :_ SM
= ' " !'. •Material correction factor, MCF =
o Stain
,_..=_ :,_.. • Material variability factor, MVF = _ ;.
_../ . Figure 50. Material Strength Correction Factors l
__ ,.. of the process panel population, and a material variability factor (MVF) was used to
correct the mean value to the required confidence level. These factors are 1
-/_"- A variation magnification factor (VMF) was determined that accounted for
", • variations in test specimen geometry, procedures, and conditions. Coefficients of
,,, variation for every unique test condition and specimen geometry were calculated.
A distribution analysis of these coefficients o1_variations was performed. From
this distribution, the maximum variance w)th less than a 5% probability of
# exceedance was determined to be 8.l%. The variation magnification factor then
, was computed as:
VMF = l - KB= VMA x
°o
where KB_ is the equivalent to '%" basis factor for an infinite sample. The '_MAX
__"_'= is the maxirnum variance.
',' [ The final design wlues were obtained by multiplying the average test values by the
thrcecorrection factors. An exampleof the correction factors is:
_,,,. • MCF: material correction factor, values vary from 0.g to 1.2
• MVF: material variability _acto, q.g9 for fiber-controlled [ailure, 0.g7 1or
_;_ resin-controlled [ailure
o
-. F.6
•
_ --_
........... _b ,, ___ ........................... /
{. • VMF: v;:Lriatioll It, Jglfi]iical:ion iactor, 0.9
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
• IWR : (MCF)(MVl:)(VMI:) OF POOR QUALITY
• l')e_'iJgnW.due (l)V[?_)(average Lest value)
/. Analyses of several exalnples o:[ _tabili×er stru_:l:tlr,:tl details are contained il_
-., Figures 51 through 53.
%
tt. l.it.] Fail-S"_e and Bamage-Tolerance Analysis
:. An analysis was made on the stabilizer structure to show c:ompliance with the fail-
_ safe strength requirements of FAR Part 25 fief. 2). The conditions are shown in
Table 4. Fail-sale features in the stabilizer structure include bending capacity in
: both front and rear spars and a redundant fail-sale chord with terminal lug in the
• rear spar.
;: Validated damage-growth models that included spectrum-loading effects were not :
i available to support the stabilizer program; therefore, a no-damage-growth
approach was adopted. This approach simply states that damage, which is visible
_,..
and is not critical, does not propagate during spectrum loading. Based on th_s
approach, any visibly undetected damage is not critical. To verify this approach_
: the design and analysis of the structure included this consideration along with the
' test progam that contained structural element and subcomponent tests where
visible damage was introduced and spectrum-type repeated loading was applied. ;
The damage sites were inspected for growth, and residual strengths were obtained.
: These tests were perlormed at the extremes ol the environmental conditions.
_,;_._
r_', The full-scale ground test reported in Section 3.1 of Reference 6 demonstrated
;, that graphite-epoxy composite material exhibits immunity to fatigue crack
,_I formation and to detrimental growth of visible accidental damage at thc strain
levels experienced in service.
: Compliance with fail-safe requirements associated with bird-strike conditions was
__._._.: shown by comparative analysis. The composite horizontal stabilizer was required
_.: " to meet the FAR 25.632 bird-strike requirements of a 3.6-kg (8-1b) bird for
,_.... :_ empennage structure. This is a new requirement since certilication of the original
737 aircraft and was met by increasing the current 0. l-r'm- (0.04-in-) thick
," :i aluminum leading edge to 0.2-cm- (0.0g-in-) thick aluminum. This increase in
gage was established by showing design similarity to the structures tested in
References l0 and II. The gage was selected to completely stop the bird at the
o leading edge. In addition, a large section of the supporting graphite-epoxy
° structure was assumed to be damaged, and the remaining structure was analyzed
'_" and shown to be adequate for the required critical loads.
_:_. 6
'<-.<...
_t_; Damage Conditions-Four cases of damage related to the terminal fittings and five
o • cases of damage between the inboard closure rib and station I I 1.1 were selected.
D_u_a_e conditions FS5 through FS8 were consistent with the assumptions used for
_- the existing horizontal stabilizer_ assuming loss of tensile capability but retention
. of compression c'apability for any one of the four front- or rear-spar upper or lower
chord terminal lugs.
c
o
r • 6?
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...... _ ...... , .... e,=
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• • Lug isgraphiteplustwo 15-5 PH CRES plates.
• At ultimate loadsassumesteelplatescarry100%. OF POOR QUALITY
• Maximumultimate lugloads-condition4740.
r' == E = 48.26-mm radius
. ' {/ _ (1.90-in)
,i I
t /h,.., i
t:,
: ,- ',_ ,, W = 96.52 mm P_= 837.836 kN
rj !u ) (3.80in) _ (143 392 Ibf)
....: k0 ;
i
ii i
D = 36,505-mm diameter
• 1
° _ : 11.4732-in1
o t _ -"" t r
Ix,,= 10.911 kN
_ .- t = 6.731 mm
_ _e.',:_,_i'i. (0.265 in) -- (2453 Ibf)
_--_- ....... .: Material: 15-5 PH CRES,_f. MIL-HDBK-5B
......... 1.24 x 103 1.137 x 103 1.137 x 103 7.99 x 102 1.894x 103 1.963 x 105 7.716 x 104 0.272
....°i_ (180 x 103) (165 x 103) (165 x 103) (116 x 103) (275 x 103) (28.5 x 106) (11.2 x 106) 0.272 '
_. Note: All measurementsin MPa(Ibf/in2).
o
Resultantload P= L1637.836)2 + 110.911)2J . 637 930N 1143413 Ibf)
j,.
:- W 96.52 E 48.26
..... 2.644, -- = _ = 1.322
_ D 36.505 D 36.505
-_ ........... KT = 1.47, KSB= 1.22, KA" 0.88
_;_ PT = KTKo FTuDt = 11.47110.98)11.24x 103)10.0365110.006731)1106)(21= 8.778 x 105N 1197347 Ibf)
:. PT 8.778 x 105
MS =_- 1= 1 = 0.38
• P 6.37930 x 105"
-_:; PSB= KsBKoFTuDt = 11.22110.98111.24x 103110.0365110.,0067311(1061121,, 7.2857 x 105N 1163797 Ibf)
_ 7.2857 x 105
i MS=PSB - 1 = - 1 =0.14
P 6.3793 x 105
_ Figure 51. Front- or Rear.Spar Lug Analysis
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I *r"
:' ORIGtI_I_.'.L .... ,_ ,4i'
........ Stabilizer station---- 97.3 92.7 88.1 83.5 OF POOh'{_J,%;,y
.... I I I I
'__ ...... 8146 8151
, ,1:2.
!; ," 8148 8153
i Rearspar
i I_ :_,: 5149 5154
:L_ /
_,_,"!i:,.:. / 8150 8155 I
/___
_-_,_,_I_- Accesshole
ATLAS model elementcode ---J/ L
_" _ I 55.1 (2.17)'
i .'_'-_:_:_'._ 31.2 (1.2R)
_":!_:./__ 60.5 (2.38)
! _i.; _ 340.3 (13.40)
-'-7-?ii, ...._:,': 6.2 (3.01 27.51 (5.02)
i" " :" t 66.04 (2.6)
__, _,_ Note: All measurementsin mm(in).
,. ,, ATLAS modelelementshear,N/m (Ibf/in)
Panel Thickness LC4010 1%moisture 82.2°C ,_q
" 21.1°C (70°F) absorption (180°F) hot, wet
r i' 5149 4.57 mm 233 793 Negligible 11 909 245 702(0.18 in) (1 335) (68) (1 403)"
_ .... ' G = 22 061 MPa(3.2 x 106 Ibf/in2)
_ _ftast= 0.003870 m/m (ref.sec.4.2.2.3)
3'design = 3,testx L)VR= 0.003870(0.72) = 0.002784 m/m
qall = (3'dasign)(t)(G)= (0.002784)(4.67 x 10"3)(22 061 x 106) = 280 677N/m (1603 Ibf/in)
qall 280 677
MS = - 1 .... 1 = 0.14
'_'qhot,v_t 245 702
' Figure 52. Spar Web Shear Analysis
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. !!._,_r,- _ ,
Front spar ._-- _ 5512 ' 5513
- 5487 5488 5489
_"., 5471 5472 5473
;' 5447 5448 5449
( 5431 5432 5433 _J
',._ ATLAS skin-plate
• _ 5407 5408 5409 _- identification
5391 5392 5393
5367 5368 5369
'_ • 5351 5352 5353
i -g_"_:ii:,,:i 5327 5328 5329
/ : Rear spar --- 5311 5312 5313 -..-.
!
_ 138.7 _-- Stabilizer station --= 111.1
" _ ,i_
i _ '
i " ATLAS model element shear, N/m (Ibf/in) .....
i • _II_:_ Panel Thickness LC 3710 1% moisture "59"4°C 82"2°C _ cold, _ hot,/ 1-75.0 F) I180.0 ° F) wet wet
i i
! .... ?i
_-- _,, _ " r 5448 1.35 mm -48 510 -701 -2627 2102 -51 837 -47 109
.... 10.0532 in) (-2771 (.41 1.151 1121 1-2961 (-2"G91
_,-,_:_._,,- .:........
i --=,*--i;"
i- '_ :: ATLAS model elemenl stresses,MPa llbf/in 21
s.
.... :' O1 12.147 Negligible 1,999 1.489 14.146 13.636
: ...... 117621 12901 12161 120521 119781
..... _.... o2 36.000- Negligible -2.288 -1.661 33.732 34.305
_:_ " 'o_"_ 15222! 1-3291 1-2411 148931 149761
02 +°1 t (02. O112+I"_ "] ½Oprincipal = _ + ; J' 2
'_:_ 1-5448 = q/t = 5183..___7= 38.398 MPa 15564 Ibf/m 210.00135
33,732 ,j= 141148 I 133173 ,_. 14.14612 ]
+ + (38.398) 2 ½ = 63.528 MPa 19215 Ibf/ir_21
°principal = 2 4
_'. ,.. Impacted coupon testing shows lref. sec.4.2.1):
, Odesign = otest IDVR) = 1228.1110.861 = 196.2 MPa 128400 Ibf/in 21
,,:" - °design 196.2
_; MS = "1 =_ "1 =2.08
OprincioaI 53.528
_-'-" Figure 53. Combined Stressesfor Upper Surface With Maximum Shear Plus Axial Tensile Stress
i .
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Table 4. Fail-Safe ao,rl Damage. Tolerance Load CondHions
= ;[... Model Limit
,- condition load Description
,,,i:: case
i. i i •
___:f_._ FS5 4010 Down bending,rear-spar,upperlugbolt removed
--_'_"' FS6 4430 Up bending,rear-sparlower lugbolt removed
FS7 4010 Down bending,front-sparupper lugbolt removed
, _. _:: FS8 4430 Up bending,front-sparlower lugbolt removed
, ,:...,, ', ,, ,,,
.:'_ 3710
....'.i..,:. DT1 4010 Failure in rear-sparlower inboard shearweb4761
4430
/, 3710
_i:i._:;;_,, DT2 4010 Failure of stringer2 andskin betweenstringers4761 1 and3 adjacentto stringer1 maximumstr=ss4430
3710
"_ _( DT3 4010 Failure of stringer1andskin betweenthe rear
o-,,, ....
_ :-_ 4761 sparandstringer2
d_--. 4430
_t: ,..: 3710
" DT4 4010 Partialfractureof the rear-sparinboardupper
_' _!' 476'i chord
:_! ,. 4430
" 3710
r O
DT6 4010 Failureof aft inboardcornerof the lower skin
• 4761
_; _ 4430
...._,_' . Selection of the other five damage conditions, DTI through DTS, was based on the
'°_";__!,,_..,.,.." premise that damage occurs in or adjacent to the most critically loaded member.
=_i::_i DTI represented failure in a far inboard rear-spar lower shear web adjacent to a
':_r._' steel reinforcing plate. Foreign object impact was the presumed cause of damage
......'":_ "- in the lower inboard skin structure for conditions DT2, DT3, and DTS. DTg
• , 5 , ..-
:, represented partial fracture el the inboard upper chord of the rear spar.
_ _..:_...,_ ..... •
......,,_,, Methods o! Analysis-For all damage conditions and the undamaged base condition,
_::", -: ...." all internal !oad distributions were determined by linear finite element analysis.
_" Detail stresses and strains, including the influences of structural nonlinearities_
were obtained by hand calculations using conventional engineering practices.
.. Examples of analysis of the damaged structure are illustrated in Figures So,through
56.
' _: i '2
,)
_J
_', • Criticalcondition: FS6, temperatureat 62°C (160aF).
Thisrepre=entlthe worstten=ionloadon the rear-sparfall.safe lugfor a fail-safeloadcondition.
r,_" _ Assumehalf of the loadis appliedto eachsideplateand noneto thegraphite-epoxyportionof the lug,
, t= 6.92 mm
_. (0.2725 in)
= " .
;,::,:, D = 36.5 mm
R _ ._ 11.4372 in)
::_ 0 " 1.40 deg
' , Y
Steel -
t
_+_' r:: plate e = . m, W = 2e= 91.4 mm
,:, _ I 13.6in)
ATLAS faik_ loads
i i i ii i ;
o:_:,,_: Loadcase Temperature X Z R 0 i
• - 4430 82.2°C 3,151 x 105N 7989N 3,152 x 106N 1.4 deg
_ ' :- FS6 (180°F) (70 841 Ibf) 11796Ibf) (70 864 Ibf)
k _,-
:_)..2..:.: :
-;_,_': _ 1.0
:, :!:,:_,_
_. • 45.7 W 91.40
! ' .... 1.25, - = --'- 2.50
i ':_'_'-:..... D 36.5 D 36.5
!_; ..... -
i : ':' KT = 1.36,. KSB= 1.14
_°_::__: PT = KTFTuDt" 11.36)(36.51(6.92)FTU = 343.51 FTU
.... = = 288.04 FTUmin.: PSB KsBFTUmin Dt = (1.14)(36.5)16.92) FTUmin
._': ;::! FTUmin" 11240.92)(0.965) [_::>= 1197.49 MPa 1173700 Ibf/in2)
(82OC1
• Pallow= (288.04)(1197,49)= 3.4499 x 105N 177557 Ibf)
:: MS = 3.4499 xI0.____5 1 = 0,09
_ 3.152 x 105 "
i _ : . _ Mate|_atpropertiesreferenceFigure51. _ Temperaturefactor.
Figure 54. Rear-Spar Steel Reinforcement Fitting Analysis
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,_. The follow nocornbinat on of loadsand environment producesthe lowestmargin of safety:
" '" • Load: axial compressionand bendh]g
_"'-, ' • Temperature: 21,1°C (70°F)
:. • Moisturecondition; wet
_,_;._,:i!..,...i_: WE = 6,35 + WSKi
'_,:_i = 6.35 + 0.85 (2.662)(Cdesign)-0'5
.-_-:i__";.
edesign = -0,003920 m/m , 21,1°C (70°F
m!_. ,,.,: WE = 6.35 + 0.85(2.662)(-0.00392) "0"5 = 42,48 mm (1.673 in)
.....,_ EA = 9.8029 x 106N
___P",._i skin = 5.4642 x 106 N.m
'_,_'" Pcr McrC
• :: eskin ..... , 21.1°C (70°F), dry
..... '. EA El
._ : ,..i_ basic
.... 29 825 4448
_ ; " = = -0,003856
9,8029 x 106 5,4642 x 106
' _1%moisture = O.O00058m/m (ref. fig.49)
'_" -" ebasic+ _'moisture
=:'_'" = -0,003856 - 0,000058 = -0,003796
........ ' _design -0,003920 1 = 0.03
--',,_, -. MS=_ -1=.0.003796-
__. _ °test = 196 MPa(28,4 Ibf/in2 x 1031LayupA impact = 2,82 Nm (25 Ib-in) (ref. sec.4.2, fig. 57)
• ,;, E = 4 x 104 MPa (5.8 x 106 Ibf/in 2) I_ef,fig. 32)
....• :, DVR = MCF x MVF x VMF = 1,00(0.89)(0.90) = 0.80 (ref. sec.4.1.7.2)
_(TtESt) (196 MPa _(0 80)
_ " edesign-- --- DVR= k;x 17MPa') = 0,00392 m/m
::i ." F/gum 56. Loads for Lowest Margin of S, fety (Concludedj
;:,,:: :.. OF POOR QUALITY '.1
_'dC,U #,2 ANCILLARY TESTING
" -':.. The ancillary test plan encompassed all testin_ exr'epi: ground and flight tests of
.....", the full-scale model and included conpon, structural element, and subcomponent
......::": tests, The test plan provided.
_-_, _t,
_-:",'.,_ • Matc'rial design vah_es, includin_ environmental ef_ect.s for FAA certification
:,:. ',' • Strength and fatigue performance
;;_,Z,""F-_,_,,_:_, • Verification of final desi_,n details
_':iii-/', • Stren[4th and fatigjle performance of repairs
_ :' Moisture conditioning of test specimens was accomplished by hinting the parts in
B an environmental chamber at 60°C (l_,0°F) and 100% relative humidity (RH) until- the required moisture level was obtained as defined in Section o,.I.6. The detailed. _: ancillary test plan is presented in Tables 3 through 8. Flal_ notes, [_., are used to .!de.note specific test conditions in a series. For example, in Table 6, Test 9, 1+3 iindicates that one specimen was subjected to one life spectrum cyclic test
followed by static test to failure, and three specimens were subjected to two life
..... spectra cyclic tests followed by static test to failure.
= . The data from the tests are shown in the following sections with specimen
_;'.':._:.... descriptions. Test data are presented in Appendix C and summary tables and
graphs are shown in this section.
_, " t+.2.1Coupen Tests
,, '*_,..
:_ The material coupon test, Test 1, included impacted static tension and compression
coupons and static tension fastener bearing specimens. Impact levels were imposed
" :. to establish the effect of both visible and nonvisible damage. Data from these
J"°. tests were used to establish design values for certification. The failure stresses for
.... • the impacted coupons were calculated from the failure load, nominal thickness, and
" :/:.. actual width. The fastener bearing stresses were calculated using nominal fastener
....%:.: diameter and nominal thickness.
=_-_P_' Figure 37 shows the effects of moisture, temperature, and several levels of impact
i_ on various ply layups. Figures 55 and 39 show the effects of moisture and
=,, :. temperature on the bearing stress of the fastener bearing specimens.
.... q.2.2 Structural Element Tests
L_: L
Design development structural element tests were performed to obtain design
values for structural elements. Included are Tests 5, 9, l l, 7, l0 (crippling panel_,
_:t_ .. and 35.
_
" _.2.2.1 Mc_:hanical 3oints
Figure 60 shows the effect of moisture and fastener spacing on fastener bearing
specimens from Test 5 with #.76-mm- (0.1873-in-) diameter Hi-Lok fasteners.
..'_. Figure 61 shows the effects of the same variables on 6.33-mm- (0.23-in-) diameter
_ .,, Hi-Lok fasteners. The test data are nresented in Appendix C.
,."
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Table 7, ,£tabilizor Subcomponent Test Plan (Continued)
, ., _ 6.,,,,........,o ..,,,....., ....0._..oooo. t., ....,,,...,,,,.,°,,,,,,.".,- o°,o .....a a .... a
: - _ ctmdlt,on firm (it)) 21 (70) mm (inl -56 (-75) rnm (_n) 62 (160)
rcrlsiot=
- I Dry 6.40 2 6.40 2
(old sltength
'_'_i -2 Dry 25.4 2" , C_ntet crack 11.00) i
:: ,_'- co._pre.io, q3 O_ 6.40 2(0.25)
6.40 2
- 13 Wet (0,26)
12 phes 25,4 2
(7.rail fabric) Centercrick -14 Wet 11.00)
, C. (9 at 45. '"'
'_ .... 3 at 0/90) Tension
-3 D . 6.40 2 6.40 2
10.251 10.25)
_':':: ' " -4 Dry 25.4 2 4;
_ _ 11.00)
. ':: Compreuton -15 Dry 6.40 2(0.25)
:' o . _ 6,40 2
_, .o : : J__-_- -15 Wet (0,25)25., 2 ! :
_'.... .... _ Edge ctac= * I r Wet (1.00) _ I
, : ' _Tensi°n -5 Dry 6.40 2 6.40 2 I
.... _"_a_.- (0.25, (0.25) I III
' -6 Dry 25.4 2 I r
Center crack (I .00)
,_ "'_" " CornWe.s_=on - 17 Dry 6.40 2
• , _ (0,25) 6.40 2
. 7 plies _._. -17 Wet (0 25)(7-_il fabrpc, 225.4
• ,.... _ _= (5 at 45. 2 at O) Center crack - 18 Wet (100) ! i
: " 2 pl,eS Tensto- •7 Dry 6.40 2 6.40 2
(7.rail tape) (0) (0 25) (0.25) |
_-_--J . _ry 264 , t
,_ • EdtJecrack (1001
! C_3m_r_.s,on - 19 Dry 6 40 2
; t'--" .--'_':--'--1 (025' 6.40 2
_ .... _- _ -19 Wet (025), 1 254 2
,, Eddiecrack 4 20 Wet (1.00)
t;_ __ __ -9 Dry 6 40 2 6 40 2
• .._1 ,--_: L (0 25) (0 25)
-_\:: ' " -I0 Dry 254 2
<' ,, _.. , Cottpte_t[on -21 Dry 640 2 I
,_. ___ ,o25) 04o 2 ,1-21 _,'_ 10251 I? pbc_ I 7m_!_ahr.:, 25 4 2
_" '5 at 45. 2 a_0'90, O".te_ crack -22 Wet 11O0) ;
-. T_r,_,on
-12 D_y 254 2 J
' I_ Edm c_ar_, 11001 I
" ] I i
" ' C_±mptes_,o,_ -23 (_ty 6 40 2
(0 25)
_ 640 2_-_ I 23 WPt (0 25)I 254 2[d_ _r,lck -24 Wet ft.(X)) I Ii
[_>See Fiqure 1:2_5for dimensions,
.... i.' _{_, ...................; 7__.:.!, ':; " '4
. ,, _,_, _ ......,,,._,',_,,L,___:.__.: ,_,

_'Jeqt,uhu 8_ _sej.
.... _,sej.
r_
F
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_.::. ::._ Table 8, Maintenance and Repair "lest Plan
::4_._:_._._• Temperature and
_,. ::-_ _, Size Environ. number of tests I1_
__i!_:_._. .a Specimen m'n Configuration mental Data Load
_{}i._),_.... _: 6BC17787 (in) condition 21°C "54°C 82°C condition
_..,i:-;!i_,:. (70°F) !(.65°F){180°Fi
_.:: . ,:. X'. ISkin panel repair
::_t..;_., ' compression Dry I - -
Failure
Wet - - 1 load
1,397 x 432 and Static
(55 x 17) mode streng_
:" I- Dry 2 _ _ of
_i" dE. failure ,
fT)"
-2 }:
Two load levels Wet 2 2 2
Five stiffeners
:_" Skin panel repair
cyclic load Dry 1 1 -
...... // -3
_!_:.:. = _ _ Wet 2 [_ 2 2[_ Failure
i L-_:_- '- 1.321 x 345 load Spectrumand
_:i:_ _ / (52 x 136) mode cyclic
_ _:_ I- load
._.-:/.__,_{_, /# Dry 1 - - of
_., / failure
Two load levels Wet - 1 -
±':'_:_;-":--:'_" Four stiffeners
-_ji#_ : Note: Wet condition denotes 1.1% moisture content achieved by conditioning in a 100% relati,,e humidity chamber
at 60°C (140°F)
_ All cyclic load panels except those noted will be cycled and statically tested at the same conditions.
One panel will be cycled at one at room temperature.(.75°F) and
I_ Both panels will be cycled at -59°C (-75°F).
Each panel will be subjected to two life spectra cyclic load tests foFIowed by static test to failure,
,! 8?
..... - , _, _,_?
H..... ...... 7_2 mm --_ r-- 58,4 mm
"_:_!;,:_:__ __._1_406,4mm_ l123in I Ply I'.vl.v.. , F• 13.0 in) • i co(b mm (in) GPa (Msl)
.:'::_::(J . A Fabric: 5(0,90), 10(:1.45) 2.B6(0.112[i} 4.0({_,8)
--:i._.,," " _ . _ B Fabric: 8(0, 90), 18(-+,45) 4.57 (OJ8) 4.0 (fi, B)
J'_'_'_'_'_::'_': pact IOC C Fabric: 8(0, 90), Sl_:4fi) 3,05 (0,12) 4.76 (6,9)
I
_. • Datafrom Test 1, AppendixC D J Fub.c:1210,.0).121-+4_)4,S716`18) 4.7e(6`9)
......" Legend: Environmentalcondition
_ ® No impact
l'-I 2.82 N-m (25 II_in) impact DW
'O ,L....
_: . loading • ...a...n=TensionIt-_ rl| n
• LayupA • LayupC
• t = 2.86 mm 10.1125 in) • t = 3.05 mm 10.12in)
:'l :_ :_ J'_' J 400 400
=::_ °_: % 35o--15o1
"_°L_. = 300" __ 300-"i_
_._o_ _-_ -14o1 __ -14o1
o!,. ,,p 250" C>-..... 0 0 # 250" _ ._
'_' _ 1 _
i_ 200 -1301 _ 200- -1301
:' (._8) 137) 112,2)121,2) 15o.12o).50 0:: 1.,,8) 13,2)11_,2)___._121_)"i._:_. 15 (20) .50 0 50 100 5(.I 100
": TemperatUre,°C (°F) Temperature,°C (°F)
'_ ::_: • Tensionloading • Compressionloading
• Layup D Layup A
: " 400 *" t-- 4.57 mm _0.18in) • t = 2.86 mm 10.1125in)
_.:.,,:--.: _ .... 400 ......
_;L_ .: ::'.-
!: ® Dry
_... ,, _ 300., - 300 -140)
:-_.-::: _ 250- __
_'" _ 200--1301 _ 200-.1301
1.,.?)132)1122)1217) _5o' 1._8)132)1122)12_2):_- 1,0-(20).50 o 50 _oo ,2o,.50 o 50 lOO
. Temperature,°C (OF) Temperature,°C l°F)
.... . Figure 57. Effect of Moisture, Temperature, Impact, and Laminate Orientation
"ri. _ _ •
• on Coupon Failure Stresses
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e Q
• Compressionloading • Compresslonloading
*,i,i_ I • Ply layupB • Ply layupC
,_4,,,:_'_::, • t_- 4.57 mm (0.18 in) • t _ 3.05ram (0.12 in)
..... b 400 400
• "**: ' ® Dry
, _ ,.:_, 350- -(50) 350- -(50)
_t
' ¢_ 300- 300-
i: _ -(40) -(40)
_i;1 200--1301 _ 20(]1.-1301
• Wet_(_
,., 15@ I I I 150: I | I
(20) -60 0 50 100 (20) .50 0 50 100
..._ Temperature,°C (°F) Temperature.°C (°F)
:1
ri'*ii" "!" • Compressionloading
_..'*i_:,.:_'', • Ply layup D
• ._ • t=4.57mm(0,18in)
.....:_. 400 Environmentalcondition
_ i L _ ,;
-- 36(1- Dry
;;= _ "(50)
_., ...... Wet
,_'_'_ :': i_, X
_._, _=
_"'*":, ._ _ L_end:
_":_:::._:iS: _ "(40) ® No impact
_:" _. 260, I7 2,82 N-m (25 liP/n) impact
:.- 3E 0 5.65 N-m (50 IIPin) impact
Wet
.. Dry A 8.36 N.m 174 Ib-in) impact
2OO--(30)
.:: Z_ Wet
_.:_ 150" (20) I I I
• " Temperature,°C (°F)
i.
* Figure 57. Effect of Moisture, Temperature, Impact, and Laminate
Orientation on Coupon Failure Stresses (Concluded)
r'r ,
i'i
" W/D Bolt diameter,mm (in) "1""1"I -t- "1"
-: O 5 4.8 (0.19) •
• A 7 4.8 10.191
r!,
". L-] 5 6.4 (0.25) t ,50% loadtransferjoint
: 0 7 6.4 10.251
_.
' _ Environmentalcondition
_"-' DW
_ .........,, ,: .. -(90) -- ._---'- Wet
" '......" __ _(so|
• +, _m
o,. o.,. .... _ _
'= • [10,9011+451]
• Static tension
i_- -_,_i: _ -1601 • Data fromTest 1,
" _, 400- AppendixC
.. -
; _ _ -, :. 1'581 132) 11221 12_2)
' _" _'" "{501 I I I
_... _, .60 0 50 10o
,... Temperature,°C (°F)
,; .... . Note: Wet specimenconditionedat 60°C 1140°F1, 100%relative humidity until
0.23.cm (0.09.in) rider specimenreached1.1% moisturecon_ent.
._.. , Figure 58. Effect of Environment on 50% Load Transfer Joint
c_
/,_ 90
I
_ WlD Bolt dlamet-r, mm (in) !
_, 5 4.e10.1_) ' , "Jl[-I
• | • •
L] 3 5.4 (n.25) _".F-_-_ --_ 'I
0 5 6.4 (0.25) 100%loadtransferjoint
i Environmentalcondition
Dry
•. --- ,., .., i ,.. Wet
• 700 '
-1100)
o ,".i li_ %
x 600 *:_
_,_,. _. l
,:d, t
o :_ - (80)
_" . g(_ _ 90)(¢45)2] :
,_ • Static tension :
k=
, - ._1 500 • Data fromTest 1,
.. ,,x AppendixC :
.._':_._' -1701
.i_._; , ...
_',_o . (60) | I I I
_r":; 650 0 50 1O0
....,i Temperature,°C (°F)
Note: Wet specimenconditionedat 60°C (140°F), 100%relativehumidity until
_" 0.23-cm (O.09-ln)riderspecimenreached1,1%moisturecontent.
Figure 59. Effect of Environment on 100% Load Transfer Joint
_:._ 91
• .
i=_i_llE,:i
'1.
'i.'
r
'=/'.. Environmentalcondition
• ' I" (95) / _ C .... _ Dry
650 1 100%joint. iF
_,;_ / tramfer I _ =_ m -.0 Wet
! f"//S.... _" _ _ // • 4.8-mrn (0,19-in) Jiameter_ !:.'- : 600 HkLok (countersink)Statictension:,"_" (85) •• Roomtemperatura
•:.. • Data fromTeit 5, AppendixC
J '= '_' _'°'n' /_l++!++ll++"+_" / Oir // transfer -i \ ++
..... - 500 _I" 175i i_r "l 100%"': joint'', "i ". 50%;'i; jointi_ii - 'l
- 7': --" I" (701 transfer transfer
: _:_ , |:J :.
" 'r : :: " 450 "4 , ' " ! '
3 4 5 6 7
..... W/D
Figure 60. Effect of Moisture and Fastener Spacing (W/D) on Bearing
Stress for 4.B.mm ((7.19.in) Diameter Hi-Loks
• !
700 ' Environmentalcondition
,,,,;o=,_,/? o oo,,• 650 ll'='--'_'=t Wet
transfer /
. (9oi i/
' • 6.4-mm 10.25-in1diameter
, 600 Hi-lock
_ _ - • Statictension
185) I/ . Roomtemperature• _ • Datafrom Test 5, Appendix C
q _
: I'=!/ iI
i
. "l'ii 4.4
:-y _. .#. !.#. -
it/ ""
. -1751 50% I , : ' ;
All joint l= , _ " , " I•:. • i t
.... . 500 i il lransfer 100%joint 50%joint
(70) (_ transfer transfer{: 450 _ ._l i
-.' "'" 3 4 3 6 7
WID
Figure 61. Effect of Moi.ture and Fastener Spacing (W/D) on Bearing
Stress for 6.35.mm (0.25-in) Diameter Hi-Loks
'.. ",
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t'; Figures 62 and 63 show the comparison between Test 1, single fastener, and Test 5,
"_-.- multifasteners.
#.2.2.2 Skin Panel-to-Rib Attachment
." r,
,o_ Fif_ure 64 shows the effect of Dad-up on skin-to-rib attachments and :he effects of
_= "_:' damage and cyclic loadings. The results show all increase in strength after fatigue
"'_ cycling.
/_.2.2.3Spar Shear Web
_, ...... .: The spar shear web test (fig. 65) determined the effect of the cutout on thick webs
• :_ (Configuration 11 and thin webs with doublers (Configuration 2).
_i:_:._!: These shear panels had a built-up fiberglass frame (edgeband) around the edges
::'_;:_; where the panel attaches to the loadin_ frame. Because the edge buildup is
___,.......'o..,. 700 (100) _ 4.76-mm (0.1875-in) "t- i "_"
_:,_ U diameterHi-Lok
_" A 6.35-mm (0.25-in)
-_-:_ -: :diameterHi-Lok
_. ... 1901
o :i _ Q 4.76-mm (0.1875-in) -I-
:'. .dameterHi.Lok -
I-(8o) I. ! I
: _" / . 6.35-mm (0.25-1n)
• • diameterHi.Lok .... ; i = "
-__ (701
,i
_-1601
_.. 400 I _ I
_" 3 4 5
:_ W/D • Environmentalcondition-dry
i Q '
• Roomtemperature-21°C (70°F)
._ _canterplate-24 plie%t = 4.57 mm (0.18 in)
_' •: [(0/90)(+-45)2] } spliceplate-12 plies, t = 2.29 mm (0.09 in)
• Eachpoint-averageof threetests
'° • Statictension
• Datafrom Test 1andTest 5, AppendixC
Figure 62. 100% Load Transfer Joint
.... 700 ' (100)
.._, .. _'- 19o1
, x 600
%
....... = '1801
g, 5oo.
°_
- 1701
_, -16o1
..... 400" I I I
.... _ 5 6 7
, W/O
_' • Environmental condition-dry
... • Room temperature-21°C (70°F)
• [1019011+-45)1 t center plate-24 plies, t = 4.57 mm 10.18 in)
_1.,. splice plate-12 plies, t = 2.29 m (0.09 in)
o_ • Static tension
• Each point-average of three tests
.... /' • Data from Test 1 and Test 5. Appendix C
Test 6 '
_, • " -i. + +-I-
4.76-mm (0.1875-in), -.I- -F .-.1.-+
O diameter Hi-Lok _ -I- -t-[
A 6.35-mm (0.25-in) w -diameter Hi-Lok
"--_- - I I I I
_% : Test 1 lI i;
• 4.76-mm 10.1875-in) -P "l" -I- +
'""" 6.35-mm10.25-1n) _.....
: • diameter Hi-Lok i I _ I
-a_ •
v
.... Figure63, 50%Load TransferJoint
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i 508.0 mm -- i
+_?_ • 120.00 in)
I IL I1 1111It'_ 86.04 mm
• 12.60 in) _ I I ] !- - = = 76.20 mm 72.4 mm
': rl I I
" 88.9 mm 13.00 in) 12.85 in)
_: _. ++ (3.50 in) _ = _ = 101.60 mm
i 2 29 mm 14.00 in)
Fiberglass grips _ .. (0.09 in]_-_--_
uouoler_ " H .50.80 mm 12.00 in)
,-:_..... (4 places)----_ _ "_"_.:-Jk t
' 1.35 rnm_ _ Countersunk fastner 13places)
Configuratiom 1 and 2
304.8 mm ';
31.8 l- 112.0 in) - I I
mm I_ _ a
: 11.25in) _" 19.0 mm
: _ . 10.75iq1
i _'- Configuration 3
m
i . 10000
i _ Dry li
i "" _. " " "= Wet C Dry9ooo
, ° g • i
• ,= S,,,,,,,o,Co,,,,+-:,,°+,.,,,a,=,,,,,-, _ _, _ 8000 , urati n
+ o , _ _,j_r'- _,,, +,,,.. 0 1 No No
L®' , ....
'" 7 _ • 2 No No
_ [] 1 1 life No
_, _ zx 1 1 life 25 I_in:.+ ; + 6 0U0
_ • 1 2 lives No
_rr r
_-=:_. 1-581 1321 11221 1212 + 3 No No
l I I I
I/'-iil.; -50 0 50 10(
,_;i Temp,atuure, Oc (OF)
• All material used is fabric
• Basicskin: (configurations 1, 2, 3) 7-ply: 5 at 0, 90; 2 at +45
--.==_ • Doubler: (configuration 1) 3.ply at -+45
_'_:_i_ (configuration 2) 5-ply: 1 at 0, 90; 4 at +-45
F_ :. (configuration 3) no doubler
! _ • Static tension and residual tension strength
; • Data from Test 9, Appendix C
Figure 64. Effect of Moisture and Temperat, tre on Skin Pane,'-to-RibAttachments
[
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_ c_ '
I5500 _ == ='_
,_ _ 5000
" ,EE
I
4500 _%
i .........°) _-
C
" %%
_T:'_:!_';. i_ 4000 _
_:_. _ rl` _ .. " 1"_ ) 1321 11221 12121
i.:i::_;4_L. 3500 I i I '
!......_' :i:,. -50 0 50 i00
. Temperature,°C (°F)
i' 115.3in) i
"".... j k. 1
[' ,- Fiberglass I
" Fedgeband \ }
L::
I I! "X, ,,,,X_
Doubler 388.6 mm
" _ (15.3 in) .
!
...... _ Basicskin }
, _ • •
• f
"" Configuration1 Configuration2
Basic skin: 24 plies (7,_nil fabric)- Basic skin: 6 plies (7omil fabric)-
" 16 at +-45,8 at 0/90 4 at +145,2 at 0/90
'_' . t = 1.14 mm (0.045 in)
, ' t = 4.57 mm (0.18in) Doubler: 14 plies(7-roll fabric)-
_ • O Configuration1 all at-+45
• Zl Configuration2 t- 2.67 mm 10,105in)
• Datafrom Test 11, AppendixC
Figure 65. Effect of Moisture and Temperature on Spar Shear Webs With and Without Doublers
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I
J _--- Panel + frame (edgeband) /4'
Load
"JRCI
"'' 1 \ J"--"'_e a ., Corner
I .... \ -- Gross failure • _ • -'J deflection
< i r'mu'\ ,_T0ad = 223.334kNI I I 1i"_
='1 Y N =""'0"LL J--
.,. _.. 150
"_'""'"' .;' l" (30i/ I " • Specimen
" J / Net failure load' ' " = 207.766 kN 651317789-1-7
°' : _ 100i- /(20) , (46.71 kips)
"J | / _-" I = /--Frame only
= |_ I Frame failure load 15.568kN /
':: ° 0 i'O.l 10.21 (O.31
- 0 2 4 6 8
> .. Comer deflection, mm (in)
..... Figure 66. Load Deflection for Typical Configuration 1 Shear Pane/(Test 11)
u ' )
_._:---.- continuous, some of the shear load is taken in the edReband. To determine the .
- magnitude of this load, an individual edgeband was tested to failure. Cross-corner
: . deflection measurements o£ all panels were obtained, and the net test panel load I
was determined as the difference between failure loads of the complete test panel
o _ and those of the edgeband itself at the failure deflection level. This procedure is
......._.: displayed for a typical panel geometry in Figure 66. As demonstrated in
"_- Appendix C, all the test panels have been corrected for the edgeband load.
.... o. A plot of shear strains for both configurations is shown in Figure 65 as a function
of test temperature and moisture conditiop.ing.
i'
The Configuration l panels were shear resistant, and panels failed by compression
, failure of the fibers at the edge of the hole. All Configuration 2 panels were
. slightly dished and, as a result, experienced out-of-plane deflections. All the
• panels failed by tension and compression failure of the fibers at the edge of the
hole.
#.2.2.t_Spar Chord Crippling
c, .
The failure loads and test conditions for Test 7 (spar chord c.rippling) are pre-
sented in Table 9. Specimen dimensions and laminate definitions are shown in
_.' Figure 67. The strain data obtained from specimen 65C17791-1-1[3 are plotted in
, Figure 68. The strain difIerence that gives a measure of the buckling deformation
• also is shown. As noted in the figure, the plot of strain difference would go to
infinity at approximately 33 360N (7500 lb), if there were no postbuckling con-
..... straints. This load level is defined as the elastic buckling load for the total
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_'. , "'i:. Table. 9. Spar Chord Cripplinr/. To:st Data
I " '_"". "
pSl_..cimen Temlx_riiltir_., Eiwhol_ment_l ( ¢r ultirlllitl.,, (Pcr) elastic, (_'cr) _lastic,
85C 1 / 791 c_ndltlm_
"" Cn (°F) N lib) N (Ib) N¢
_-:.,:.. .1 .1A 21 (70), Dry 54933 (12350) 31 136 (7000) 1850
-1B I 53 376 (12 000) 31 803 (7 150) 1920
F• 1C _, 52 486 (11 800) 30469 (6850) 1820
' " . .1D .53 (-65) 51 152 (1 1 5001 33 360 (7 500) 1930
, 1[_ _ _ 48038(10800, 29802(6700) 1870_l:" . F _' 704 110 5001 31 138 (7 000) 90
., _:__.:..- -1G 21 (70)o Wet 39 587 {8 900) 28 022 (6 300) 1730
.1H / | 47 594 (10 700) 26 688 (6 000) 1780
._...: -II _ _ 44 035 (9 900) 30 248 (6 800) 1970
... ; ' • -1J 82 (180) 39 142 (8 800) 28 467 (6 400) 1880
"'_':i' .i / ' .1K 1 _ I 29802 (6700) 29802 (6700) 1860;:if! ' i -I L i' 35 584 (8 00G) 28 022 (6 300) 1790 '_
_ ,,_,,: .2 -1 21 (70) Dry 169 914 (38 200) 145 0_35 (32 600) 5800
_"'i'.. .2 _ _ _ 169914 (38200) 142336 (32000) 5007=' '__"_ " -3 52 566 ( 4 3 0) 36 109 0 6 0) 4858
.... 4 21 (70) Wet 142 781 (32 100) 130 326 (29 300) 5100
-_--_" _" '_i_ '_'" "51 1 149008 (33 500) 137 888 (31 000) 5275- -6 170 358 (38 300) 137 888 (31 000) 5080
• -7 82 (180) , 153 901 (34 600) 126 768 (28 500) 4940
ll 8 , i 123 654 127 800) 117 427 (26 4001 4520/i 128 547 (28 900) 125 434 (28 200) 4790
=
{ I(°/9°)(±45)(°/9°)(-+45)(°/9°)Js(1' [_ > Angte { [(+-45)(0/90)(-+45)](-1)
r_ "_ Cap strip [(0/901(-+451(0/90121-+451(0/901]s (-2) [1 -451(0/9 )(+-4512(0/90)(±451] s (-21
. _ Section A-A
.._38,1 mm._._._/
• .!;. _ (1.5 in)
;.. 25.4" mm (_ __
• (1.0 in)
i:. _' Strain gag.. J
. , " (four places)
A A
" •101.6 mm
,95,o,!" _/ '/°'°)
'. 266.7 mm _ Angle
' (10.5 in) (-2)
p strip
(j "
. • Gage 1_
-. Fabr:c layup
(Narmco 5208 65C17791-1, -2
" 7-rail fabric)
_______._Ply layup for -I and -2,
Figure 67. Spar Chord Crippling Specimen
.:
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.:. section. The two set:, of strain gage readings were averaged, and a strain level at
• buckling was determir, ed as shown in ["iRItre 6g. All test specimens were evahJatecl
':. in a similar manner, and the data are included in Table 9. Gross area strains for
-_ the specimens are presented in Appendix ('.
_. Critical ultimate and elastic loads are plotted as a function of test temperature
,, i. and environment in Figure 69. These results indicate that cold-dry and hot-wet
..... _. environment reduced the crippling strength of all specimens compared with room
temperature dry conditions.
-- ;#::_,_: ('
= _._:p_'_r'_ 8"2"2"5 Skin Stringer Panels: Crippling
_.::" The skin panel/stiffener crippling test (Test 10) results are presented in Table 10.
"_:_,_:", The panel geometry is defined in Figure 70, and a typical test setup is shown in
_:_._
_,_. _. Figure 71. Strain gage plots for the panels are presented in Figures 72 through 77.
_!
,_:_-= "/"_";:.,.°'._, -(10) _2 / ,ge(.,_,)
._.
' " .... o'z,"
_{i z 30 ic_-_, _ j -(6)
_m._.:" _ Estimatedelast
.'7." ._ bucklingload ..
,.o=._: _ 20. AveragestrainatPcr Pcr= 33 360N
_=-::"-:. -(4) e= -1.92x 10°3 (7500Ibf)
...."-'°" 10- -(2)
_i":[['_,:. -Icripplingspecimen
_. 0 I I I I
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10
i " Straingagereadingsx 103
t. "
Figure 68. Spar Chord Crippling Strain Gage Data Versus Apph'ed Load
For each of the crippling panel geometries, an estimated skin panel buckling strain
was calculated_ based on an assumed_ simply supported skin panel width of g%1 mrn
,, " (3.35 in) and nominal values of modulus and thickness, using the PANBLJCK analysis
from Reference 12. The estimated buckling strain is shown for each panel
g_-ometry_ and results compare favorably with the back-to-back skin panel strain
gage data for each panel.
_! The stringer strain gage plots _or each of the cripplin_ panels correlate well with
the estimated value up to the point where the skin buckles. Beyond this point, the
" strinr4er strain readin_,s deviate somewhat from the estimated linear strain/load
plot because, with the sk:n buckled, the stringers accept more of the load.
,:!
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" 25.4 mm 246.4 mm,;.j = (9.7 in) ""
,,;' (1.0 in)
....I; "" I"_--'_" _ 97.8 mm _._,. (3. 5 in)
• ',' Overalllength:
_' 381.0 mm
., I== hannel (lS.0 in)
!,, /': z_ Cap
::' Paneldescription
__'..: • : Specimen Skin Channel Cap
-_",.... 65C17773-60 7-plyfabric 15at :_-45, 3-ply fabric 12at 1-ply fabric
_, 2 at0/90) +-45,1 at 0/90) at 0/90
':::P r'_'=_ 65C17773-61 7-plyfabric'(5 at ::1:45, 4-plyfabric (2 at 9-plyfabric
, :_,', 2 at 0/90) +-45,2 at 0/90) at 0/90
i, . , ,_ "
__ _ "-'" 65C17773-62 lO-plyfabric (7 at +-45 4-ply fabric (2 at 9-ply fabric
_; 3 at 0/90) +-45,2 at 0/90) at 0/90
,,,_ 2-plygrade190 tapeat 90
i ,, "!...
i= ' F/gum 70. Crippling Panel Definition (Test 10)
,, eo ...
i:i:._.
F •
Ir •
_ - _...
! Figure71. Typical Crippling PanelTestSetup(Test 10)
: . • .
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': .... Table 10. Cripp/infl P,/nel 7L,st Results (Test I0)i
," Specimen Temperature, Failure load, Strainat failure
: iii" ... °c I°FI N
,. ":. 65C17773-60-001 2'1 170) 78 952 1177501 0.0033
• 65C17773-61.001 21 (70 142 336 (32 000) 0.0044
; _:.;ii' 65C17773-62.001 21 (70) 191 718 1431001 0.0049i .
i ' : 65C17773-62-002 21 (70) 186 816 (42 000) 0.0048
, <:, 0sc,7773.62.00321 147 J501 0.0055
o : ,, Strain basedon nominal values of modulus and area.F%'
B _
! _.
-_-_
_-< :_ g.2.2.6 Rail Shear
" ,.'_:.. Rail shear tests were performed on a laminate with varying temperatures in a dry _'
i. " environment. The specimen configuration and results are shown in Figure 78. The Ii
o_ - test data are presented in Appendix C.
:-_--_.... 'i_: #.2.3 Subcornponent Tests i:
< ':,
• i
o , . The test results from this phase of the program were used to verify the design and i
durability ol specific subcomponents pcior to fabrication of the first stabilizer unit.
= _ #.2.3.1 Skin/Stringer Panels: Compression
': Five-stringer compression test panels from Test I0 were tested to verify Euler
- column buckling characteristics of the stabilizer skin/stringer system. The results
(_))i. are presented in Table II, and the panel definition is shown in Figure 79. The
_, potted ends of the specimen are shown in Figure go. Figure g l defines the strain
:,,,,, gage and deflection indicator locations. Figures g2 and 83 present deflection data
for Configurations 1 and 2, respectively. Strain plots for the center stringer and
. skin panel at the panel midlength position are shown in Figure g4 for the
i Configuration 1 panel, and Figure 85 presents a typical result for Configuration 2
:- at the same location.
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246.4 mm _ i
• (9.7 in) / • _e,eFigur_ 70 for
_:
-.,. 25.4 mm I I / pan,.,Id,finiti,,n
_:.;i (1.0 in) -4" I"- I 97.8 mm I
-"'"*' _- I (3.e5 In)__.. StraingageIocadon
..... (typical)
I
• Symmetrical
Pult = k
_i/i.. 0.002 - :,
!::;-.
:? •
k
.., 0.001 ./7 _ , Estimatedbuc ling
y , o ,,
• _
i. -0.001
,',•• 0
0 (5) (10) (15) (20) (25)
. [ I I t I I I i I _ I
' 0 20 40 60 80 100
_J" Compressionload,kN (kips)
::: _ PANBUCK analysis(ref. 7).
, *
:: Figure 73. Skin Panel (Specimen 65C17773.60-001) Strain Gage Readings
Versus Compre._sion Load (Test 10)
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L 246.4 mm p.J • See Figure 70 for
_" / 19.7 in) / panel definition
_ ::i: _5;im)m---_ I_____L97.8 mm _1._ straingagelocation(typical)
.... tt-i,2; -. ° 3,i
" t I
.... CESymmetrical
i . " /: 0.006 -
/
• :" 0.005 -
....... _ :._: 0.004 / /_ Failure load:
_'_ _° N/ 142.34 kN
'i i ,.¢ (32 kips)
? , e"
/ • E
E 0.003
r_. E !
, 0.002
J_ :,
_, , _-" Estimated buckling strain
_L
0.001
•., :- 0 (10) (20) (30) (40) (50)
• " L I I I ! I t I I I
" 0 50 100 150 200
Compression load, kN (kips)
°
• _ PANBUCK analysis (ref. 7).
_ Figure 75. Skin Panel (Specimen 65C17773-61-001) Strain Gage Readings
_: VersusCompression Load (Test 10)
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,X ,4
i' 2,°4m
(9.7 in) -- / • SeeFigure"/0 forpaneldefinition
_""' 25.4 mm
_-_Z- _ ' 97.8 m Straingagelocation_ . (1.0 in)
.
_::). _. Symmetrical
_ , 0.006 I
I
ii ° :
r-
_ " 0.005 Estimated
L: ,_, _,
; "_:_"- ' 0.004
i o , < /
E
E 0.003 Failureload:
....': _ 186,82 kN
_....;_. =" (42 kips)
' ,- 0.002
i":
o .,
0.001
_:_i:, ",i 0 (10) 120) 130) (40) (5o)
] -'--I' I J I[ I _ t ,
;.,_,,,_' 0 50 1O0 150 200
i-'_,:i-i: Compressionload,kN (kips)
.... ° . Basedonnominalvaluesof modulusandarea.
. ,, Figure 76. Stringer (Spechnen 65C17773-62-002) Strain Gage Readings
i .....
Versus Compression Load (Test 10)
!
:
:_..._
, :.
-g. j,,:
_% _.,,
0
:_,_ : I101 1201 1301 (401 1501
_... I I I I I I I "1 I l
,,, ,: 0 50 100 150 200
Compressionload,kN (kips)
' _-" _ PANBUCKanalysis(ref. 7).
,,__..
: Figure 77. Skin Panel (Specimen 65C 1.7773.62-0021 Strain Gage Readings
Versus Compression Load (Test 10)
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r,i
.... 152.4 mm 0 dag 78,7 mm E
(6.0 in) 13,1 in)
_' £ 12000i_. _ .-
i _,_ L 1-581 1321 11221 1212
--_ 11000 I I I I
' mm -SO 0 SO 100
_:,. 11.5 in) "" "_'1.5 in)"°" '!'._
_< Temperature,°C (°F)
• Ply layup-5(O, 90), 7(_45) .,
!= , , j
_,_,-_- • Environment-dry test,
r';'_T e Data from rail shear test, Appendix Co
Figure 78. Effect of Temperature on Rai! Shear Specimens _
(
ti :i_-....
...._. Table 1 1. Compression Panel Test Results (Test 10) iJi-o _::?_ i
, Temparature, Environmental Test load,
_: Specimen °C (°F) condition kN (kip) ;
,__',i"" 65C17773-1 21 (70) Dry 147 (33.0) !
:: 65C17773-2 21 (70) Dry 174 (39.0) !
=,
_ Dry 182 (40.8)
i Dry 165 (37.1)
i _%1 Wet 188 (42.3) i
180 (40.4)
' _--'_:r _ 21 (70) 202 (45.5)
_ _/_: 82 (180) I 177 (33.71
, 82 (180) Wet 193 (43.0)
•. -54 (-65) Dry 180 (40.4)
-54 (-65) 181 (40.6)
_ " _ 21 (70) 183(41.1)
6C1777_66 _ 21 (701 Dry 195 143.91
" " _ Impact damage test panel.
k
[_ Lightning strike test panel (sameconfiguration as 65C17773.2).
LJ
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i mr,,.,.I L--J-- ,2.°mm
F":""g ,. 117.4in) 117.4in) =
r-_". _ j_ 97.8 mm
L"_') '":" ' ] l- _ 3.85 in)
t-_"!"_' : 25.4 mm
_,_i!i[_!' I /(1.0 in)
: ! Z Cap L.._. Skin
:' 1402.1 mm I 0 deg 45 de9(55.2 in) j
• I1
_ 90 deg.
o'E )7 ' '
"" Paneldescription
//_ Specimen, Skin Channel Cap
" 65C17773-1 7,ply fabric (5 at +-45, 4-ply fabric (2 at 9-ply fabric
_ ........ 2 at 0/90) +-A5,2 at C,'90) at 0/90
:_ "Or._ lO'ply fabric (7 at +-45, 4-ply fabric(2 at 9-ply fabric
• _ 65Cl7773-2 3 at 0/90) _-45,2 at 0/90) at 0/90
_,._.
...: 2-ply grade190 tape
o:........ (at 90)
,, _ "F/gum 79. Compress;on Pane/Definition
_._"_, The strain plot for the Configuration I panel (fig. 84) indicates tl,_t the skin panel
_: between stiffeners buckled at an average strain of approximately -0.0017 mm/mm
_ (in/in). This result agrees closely wi_h the data for the 65C17773-61 crippling
T,_._' panel (fig. 75). The Moire fringe photo o[ the Configuration I panel (fig. 86) shows
, :. the well-developed buckle pattern at 133.#-kN (30-kips) load. The Moire fringe
:_ :, photo also shows the reduction of buckle deformation in the skin pad-up areas at
..... r' the rib locations.
_o "o._ - The strain plot for the Configuration 2 panel (fig. 85) indicates that the skin panel
=,o' .... did not buckle prior to column failure. This result agrees with the 6_Cl7773-62
-_- .... • crippling panel test (fig, 77). The Moire fringe photo of the Configuration 2 panel
_' .. at 169 kN (38 kips) (fig, $7) confirms the absence of a well-defined buckle pattern.
....... r: The bending strain versus end-load plots for both Configuration I and 2 panels were
, ,- used to construct Sou thwel] plots and are shov, n in Figures 88 and 89. The
_ 5outhwel[ plots for both panels yielded failure loa_ oredictions very close to the
= ' actual buckling loads. This close agreement indicate: that the panels failed as
: proper Euler columns, The procedure of using bending strains to construct
_ ,, 5outhwell plots has been previously demonstrated in Reference 13.
=
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r, ".
L:
•" 350,5 mm __,.. _ 350.5 mm,, _ 350.5 mm .__ _ 350,5 mm --_ ..,--
(13,8 in) (13.8 in) (13.8 in) (1&8 in)
8-1 _r._ -I
15 12 151 ;16
..... s.2 - -- m-- 11C-ll]12
::; :.: S-3 30 7 ,31 32
-" -_- 711-1118
=,_Z i 8
..... _ S4 14Q "-11113
• s-5 -4
, ;,. R Axial gage _ ' (2.5 in)
_-"; O Lateral displacement Rib A
,%' V Rosette gage t
; Figure 81. Strain Gage and Displacement Transducer Location for Compression Panels (Test 10)
o o
r,
0 .
The Euler column calculation for Configuration t or 2 panels is shown in Figure 90.
Modulus values for each. segment have been obtained from existing Boeing data.
_--_'_--.... The 2W effective width calculation is the standard form used for metal stringe_
.... stiffened panels. The close agreement between the calculated and test values
o
_°:_! indicates that similar procedures can be used for calculating column buckling loads
[,,, b_tl_ metal-stiffened and advanced-composites-stiffened panels.
o,
i. #.2.3.2 Skin/Stringe, Panels: Shear
' Fifteen shear panels were tested to verify shear strength. The specimen
configuration is shown in Figure 91, and test setup is depicted in Figure 92. The
-": test results are tabulated in Table 12 and depicted in Figure 93. :
-, #.2.3.3 Skin/Stringer Panels: Shear/Compression
•-_" Shear/compression panel test (Test 10) results are shown in Table 13. The test
'o-: fixture consists of a compression and shear loading frame. The shear loads are
....1! " introduced into me test panel through corrugated shear webs. The compression and
h , shear frames are pinned together, and because the corrugated shear webs have a
very low transverse stiffness_ all the compression load is taken by the test panel.
" The panel is loaded in compression with four load cylinders, and the shear load is
,_ supplied by a cylinder (fig. 9t_). The test assembly is shown in Figure 95, and the
• test panel configuration is illustramd in Figure 96. The Configuration #3 test panel
:. i was tested at ratios of cornpression to shear of _/1, 3/1, and 2/1.
:." t_.2.3.# Skin/Stringer Panels= Fatigue
Table I_+ summarizes the test sequence, test conditions, and failure loads for the
.-.. fatigue panels. Figure 97 shows the specimen geometry and ply layups. No failures
_> :,' .
[. :,
: l]2
• ':j
il ",',,
/
_,l'? • |
'_' _: 160 _ 32 307 l<: . \ /__L ¢ '
." ,-.120
i;!_ _lOO
.,,o,IiI
"l _ =11"_---'_ 31
._ 60-
. -(10 C 5 _32
_,.=__ 4o-
,,,. .... o , , ,,oloo,, ,, To,' ,o_,,,o;,oo,,
_., :; 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Displacement,mm (in) 30,31,32 lateraldeflection
........., ,,:. 33 overall panel lengthdeflection
Y" Figure 82. Displacement Transducer Readings Versus Load for
. Compression Specimen 65C 17773-1.1 (Test 10)
_ .:' 180 T (40) | .1
l_-"_ _ _. 160 301'°1-///A '-" " " '•- (30)
.,. ..120 !........ i II I\
.'. 100
" _ I..-(20)/ f /
...... ...o1/i 31
,:_.. _ 8o_ [ j _
40 (10)
W " 2°-I /
' ".. ... | / (0 100) (0.200) (0.300) (0.400)
I I I I I I \• 0 | I ,, I lII i I I _\
jr _ 1234567891011
.... Displacement,mm (in) 30, 31, 32 lateraldeflection
,. 33 overallpanel length deflection
Figure 83. Displacement Transducer RPadings Versus Load for
Compression Specimen 65C 17773-2-6 (T_',_t10)
]!3
.
o ,
,-.>
.. '!!. •
' " /7, 8 stringer axial gages
.,<, . See Figure 81 t 15A' 16A skin panel rosette longitudinal gage
" 4_____z' cL 1,. ,,.. (B-7:': " 180
= O_;r.,_:' --". -5 -4 -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4
; Strain x 103, ram/ram (in/in)
_,_ Figure 84. Strain Gage Readings Versus Load for Specimen 65C17773- 1-1
i;7'i_ _' ;!_i- See Figure81 { 7, 8 stringeraxial gage
15A, 16A skin panel rosette longitudinal gage
' 200_
_".......,, _ 15A-- 16A 8 (16A-15A) _- (8"7)
%:<1 ': _ 4 " _ " 1 80 -(40)
_' :" 160
......o ,,. ._ 140-
. ,_r ._ -(30)
...." D _ l_° <_,:.. 100
°°:"• _ _1-(_o) i._ 80 f
........,_,::. 60- i
l
' 40-"1-'( OI
...
_;'_:_ ' 20-
_ 0 1 1 I i '_i i I I
....: -3 -2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4
,:. Stlain x 103, mm/mm (in/in)
_i t; Figure 85. Strain Gage Readings Versus Load for Specimen 65C17773-2-6
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,:, :::. Figure 86. Moire F.qnge Photo of Figure 87. Moire Fringe Photo of
" Compression Specimen 65C 17773-1 Compression Specimen 65C 17773-2
• :: at 133.4-kN (30.kips) Load (Test 10) at 169.kN (38-kips) Load (Test 10)
_*_ occurred during the initial fatigue testing, In test condition A, the panels were
able to sustain the limit compression strain after fatigue cycling and then were
_ :_ failed in tension.
,4tlli_ . ,
' In test condition B, the panels were damaged after one lifetime of fatigue testing.
Figure 98 shows the damage locations and the enerRy levels used to damage the
panels. Figures 99 through 103 show the initial damage discussed in test
" ' .i condition P0. The damage was monitored during the one-half-lifetime fatigue test,
.. using both X-ray and ultrasonic inspection. No growth was detected. The panel
was subjected to the limit compression strain. The damage level was then
.... increased at location 2 (figs. 104 and 105), limit compression strain was reapplied,
,,. and the panel then failed in tension.
_: 4.2.3.5 Spar Root Lug
,_ Spar root lug static test (Test 12) results are summarized in Table 15, The tension
specimen geometry is shown in Figure 10_. The comnression specimen was
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: ,. - Figure 88. Southwell Plot for Compression Specimen 65C17773-1-1 (Test 10)
•_. obtained by cutting the tension specimen in half, and casting an epoxy ring around
- o _ " the end to stabilize the compression loaded surface. Figure tO7 shows a typical
:-°_ tension test setup, and Figure 108 shows a typical compression test setup. :
_,_:, All the tension specimens failed in net area tension in the region of the last
,..i fastener. Figure 109 shows a typical tension failure, The compression specimen
__ :i_ {ailed by ultimate material compression failure at the epoxy ring surlace. This
_±_,..,_., typical failure is seen in Figure 108,
.co o',..
.....i,.i' Strain gage readings from the 65C1777_-1-I tension specimen are plotted in Figure
..... ,:: If0 (see fig. !06 {or location). Strain gages 17 and 18 show that no significant
bending was present during test. These two _ages indicated that the graphite-
,;' epoxy failed at an average gross section strain ol 3387 microstrain (IJ_). Geometry
" calcu]ations of the specimen cross section show that the section had an EA value of
' 170.0_N (38.23 x 106 lb) using nominal modulus values. At the failure load of
,, 572.4 x 103N 1130.9 kips), the strain would be 3425 _, which is within l.l% of the
,._ • me=_sured va]ue,
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Figure 89. Southwell Plot for Compression Specimen 65C17773-2-6 (Test 10) _t
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_: Strain gages 15 and 16, plotted in Figure ll0, indicated significant changes in load
distribution near the ultimate load. Load redistribution was caused by local
fracture of the graphite-epoxy lam!nate in the lug area, resulting in a change in the
fastener load pattern. A typical graphite-epoxy laminate failure in the area of the
lug is shown in Figure 111. l!
. . The stub box strain survey results (Test 21) and the spar lug test results were j
reviewed and compared. The comparison showed that the spar lug tension design
:: had a margin of safety (MS1 of If%. Based on this MS and the unknowns of i!
extrapolating the stub box data to ultimate conditions, it was decided to improve II
the sDar lug joint strength. Therefore, a program was initiated with Boeing funds I
. to design and evaluate a new configuration.
" !
_;i_......
._ To select the redesign approach, an analysis was made of the failed specimens.
_! The tension specimen failure area (fig. 109) was inspected, and there appeared to i• be an interaction between the last two fasteners in the titanium plates. The first !
_ i improvement was to change the fastener pattern to reduce the stress concentrationfactor. The end fastener also was reduced in size to increase the net area.
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Euler Column Buckling Load
i,
_' 13.86 in)
J= W J 127mm I W J
_ I_ (0.50 in) I ;
[ I
iI5 ts II.... • Test specimen 65C17773-1-1 30 mm_: ; (1.184 in)• _,_ _r2 El J_', .
i-_ ..... Pcr = )2 _ L(L/JE I __
.... ___ 15.2 mm___J _i
i o!;;: J (0.60 in)_ ,'1E Elastic
P--. modulus
i _ " I = Moment of inertia 25.4mm
(1.0 in)
_;= L = Column length
" C = End fixity • See Figure 79 for ,:
' • _'-' laminate definition ,q
_I_ ':i, _1
! .ii: Moment of inertia (I) includes effective skin width I i
i- __ We = 0.5 + 2W 0.5 = Basic.effective skin width ]
; "";d._ 2W = 1.7 tsk tsk = Skin thickness
__ ...... 2W = 45.0 mm (1.77 in) eB = Axial strain at maximum load
i ...... We = 57.7 mm (2.27 in) = 0.0030 mm/mm (in/in) !
E = 5.23 x 104 MPa 17.59 x 106 Ibf/in)
_ ': - Column sectioni :
i _ I = 153.6x 103mm 4 (0.369in4)
Column length L = 1402.1 mrn 155.2 in)
! ...... Column end fixity C = 3.5
• _r2 El
i Pcr = (L/_)2 = 141 373N (31 782 !b)
• Comparison with te'-'t
Pcr test _ 146 784 = 1.04
Pcr theoretical 141 373
Figure90. Eu/er ColumnCalculationsfor CompressionSpecimen65C77773-1(Test 10)
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..... Table 12. ShearPanel Test Results
i! ......... Envlrcmmental Failure Shear
,'_ ,, condition load flow
._. Specimen Paneldefinition Humidity Temper.
:,- ,,:._ 85(317773- ature, kN [kips] N/mm (Ib/In)
% °C (OF)
i, -5 Skin: 7-ply fabric (5 at Dry 21 (70) 1_08 124.2 88 (502)
_J _'i ±45, 2 at 0/90) ,,
Channei; 3-Ply fabric (2 at
i , _, ±45, i at 0/90)
i_i _' Cap: 9-plv fabric at 0/90 [
F_t,,_r... _ Skin: 1,0-plyfabric (7 at ! 186 (41.5) 181 (861)
_!i_...i." ±45, 3 at 0/90) 185 41,3) 180 (856)
_:. .. ,' 21 (70) 193 (43.0) 156 (892)
_,,_,'.,",=,.. ... Channel: 4-ply Grade 190 Dry -54 (-65) lr_l 134.7] 128 (719)
'_,', tape at 90 Wet• 21 (70) 218 148.1) 179 [1019) "i
"_,_:: } 21 (70) 173 (38.0) 142 (809) :_
_._ Cap: _ply fabric at o/9e, Wet 82 (180) 162 (36.4) 132 (785) i
Dry 21(70) 160 _ (36,01 131 (747)!": :: 21 (70) 170 (38.31 139 (794)
_' Dry -54 (-68) 201 ,_ (44.8) 183 (829) i
_, ,:_i,_.' Wet 21 (70) 162 ._ 36.51 133 (757)
o '
_;,_. Wet 82 (180) 165 (37.0) 134 (7671 ;
_=,,,,, -7 Skin: 7-ply fabric (5 at Dry 21 (70) 131 _ 129.5 106 (612) !
_..,:." _45, 2 at 0/901
i-'o_-:_ Channel: 3-ply fabric (2 at !I
_'_ ::_ ±45, 1 at 0190):: _:i' _ _!
! _ _i_' C_p: 1-ply f_bric at 0/90 I
i-''\:_:': -67 Samaa165C17773-6 Dry 21 (70)i192 _ [42.7] 155 (886) i
i ,_; :_' _ Impact damagetest panel.i ._,_:_: 'i
: _'_';'°':,__. 12_ Apparent premature failure by stringer delamination.
__' I_ Lightning-strike test panel (lame _onfiguration as65(:17773-6).
|
: The second improvement was to increase the _raphite-epoxy laminate axial i
i " ,- modulus which, in turn, would increase the load capability. This improvement l!
_: i_,: assumed that the failure strain would not be reduced by the hi_her stiffness i
.: _,, material. The average modulus of the lug cross section was increased from
r_ " " " --" 64.12 CPa (9.$ x ]06 lbf/in 2) to 69.64 GPa (10.l x 106 Ibf/in2). Ii
',_,_'•
L ,_ ,'
•. Two specimens of this new configuration were fabricated and tested. With this
- new configuration, the gross section failure strain in the graphite-eDoxy increased
:. from an averal_e of 3500 I_ to 39251JE:, and the MS for the tension lug in the
: graphite-epoxy area was increased from l 1% to 2_%. A :ested s_ecimen of this
new configuration is shown in Fisure ! 12,
u-
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Figure 93. Shear Panels, Average Ultimate Load Versus Temperature and Humidity (Test 10)
These new configuration specimens were initiallytested by loading them through
the lug pins. Both specimens failed in tension in the titanium lug area. The
i.:..i, specimens then were clamped in the test machine grips and loaded al_aJn until
..... failure. Both specimens failed in the graphite-epoxy net section. Both types of
i.--_.' failure are seen in Figure I [2, and the test results are summarized in Table 16.
i>_ All of the heat-treated titanium lug s'_raps fabricated for the stabilizer production
and test program were partially annealed and had sustained surface contamination.
: This was caused by a manufacturing heat soak process to straighten the lug straps
.... °_.. after machining, Following a review of this condition, a decision was made to
=:'+ scrap all the titanium straps except those installed on the ground test article. The.._ , ;..
partially annealed straps will provide acceptable test results for the I_round test
_ ')L'" article based on results from tlne stub box ultimate and fatigue tests. Replacement
:_:". titanium plate material was impossible to obtain to support the production
schedule, Therefore_ 15-5 PH s_ainless steel plate_ heat treated from 12/+0 to
:' .... 1380 MPa (180 to 200 lbf/in 2 x 103)) was substituted.
i;'._:. ,"i
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• :. Table13, Shear/CompressionPane/Test Results
• ;" ;Specimen Panel-_._eftnition-'- Environmental condition Ratio, _est load, kN (kips)
i_ I•" 65C17773-
_i;'" Humidity Temperature, compre_lion [oC (OF) . . to shear Compreuion Shear
' ..... Skin: 10-ply fabric (7 at _-45, Dry 21 (70) 4/1 721 (162) II_'o,s)
_:,-i.. ' 3 at 0/90), 2-ply Grade I
190 tape at 90
-42
.._. Channel: 4-ply fabric (2 at +45,
2 at 0/90)
Cap: 9-ply fabric at 0/90
..,_.:. Skin: 7-ply fabric (5 at :P-45, 4/1 498 (112) 125 (28.01
. 2 at 0/90), 2-ply Grade 3/1 463 (104) 154 (34.61
190 tape at 90
;: -43 Channel: 3.ply fabric (2 at +-45, Dry 21 (70) 2/1 391 (88) 196 (44.0]
1 at 0/90) Wet 82 (180) 4/1 409 (92) 102 (23.0}
C_p: 9-ply fabric at 0/90 Ory I_ 21 (70) 4/1 400 (90) 100 (22.5]
Dry _ 21 (70) 3/1 467 (105|_ 181 (34,0]
<. [_ Impact _amaged panel.
i; Corru
shear wlb
ro=ooi
_- Shalt Iold
• cylinder
panel o o o o o o o o • o o o 0
,;5 -
-- :_%, _ L- cylinders
J
h,,,_, - O O O O 0 O O O O O O O
- .'_'.o Plnll Itrlnllr Pt.
S '_ Comprauion i .....
° JI.;. frame ii ii ii {3 I I
.... / -1/
" Figure94. Shear/CompressionPane/Test Fixture Assembly
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- Table 14, Fatigue Test Results-Skin Panel Tests(Test 10)o ' ;
: Condition Assembly number Temperature, I Environmental Load, PT kN
u ,
', : -identification number oC (OF) condition (kips)•
iv .. _ =
.... 222.2
....'" -9 -001 21 (70) I Dry (49 950)
- :: ' 231,7
• -9 -004 Wet (52 100)
'!' A 276.2
_' .... 10 -002 Dry (62 100)
'L i
_.'
-81 --003 ! Dry 222,9
- _:,'.:s..... (50 100)
-81 -004 r Wet
:;_i. .. (57 350)
_;ii -9 -001R 21 (70) Dry 78.7
-_-_q_;_"::. (17 700)
70.0
B -9 -003 -64 (-65): (15 750)
90.5
_81 _002 (70)
"_" _' (20 340)
'::'_: -81 -C04R -54 (-65) • Dry 67.3
,,_':_:" (16 140)
_": C -81 --005 82 (180)" Wet 99.8
(22 440)
I
-9 -005 ..82 ( 180_ Wet 94.1 ;;
•;. (21 150)
_;,_,, :-
,;_...... • Test condition A ,,
• One life spectrum fatigue test
=_;_::_;,_:_,. • Limit strain in compression
__, _:,_',, • Tension loading to failure
: condition B
Test
• One life spectrum fatigue test
:_ _;_, • Damage inflicted at three locations (see ref. 1)
_,._"-\:.. • One.half life spectrum fatigue test (periodic inspection)
-_::.,._"_:: !:: • Limit strain in compression
::_,_:_'_": • Increase damage level bv cutting stiffener (area cut = 18%)
....." _ • Limit strain in compression
_; .... • Tension loading to failure
, • Test condition C
:, ..... • One-half life _pectrum fatigue test
':: • Damage inflicted at three locations (seeref. 1)
/'., • One life spectrum fatigue test (periodic inspection)
• ,:: • Limit strain in compression
r it Increase damage level by cutting stiffener (area cut = 18%)
= ,_ :_!. • Limit strain in compression
_, ':' • Tension loading to failure
, • .
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L.-_._;_ • _- •
i-_ ''_''_!_:' !32_.8 mm
_';_._....-_:_: (52.0 in) 1
................. , !!:!'!:
'E ;::a. _ !
::_222:::=,_:._,_"..', ..... _L,W" 329.62 mm;_:_;_;_._;!I 0 (13.55 in)
_: " " - ) (3.85 in)/Stiff"_ G rib
• _; Specimen_5C17773 I Channel-4 plies (7-mil fabric)2 at #.45,2 at 0/90t Cap-9 plies (7-mil fabric)at 0/90
A,._embly Basicskinlayup Rib padlayup
_ ': number
+2-ply tape, Grade 190, at 90
-9 7-ply fabric (5 at +-45,2 at 0/90) +2.ply tape,Grade145,-at90 _
l(Yply fabric (7 at -+.45,3 at 0/90) Sameas-9 _i
-10 +2.ply tape,grade190, at 90
-81 Sameas-9 Basicskin+ 2.ply tape, Grade 190,
,_,: at 90
":_'_:, Figure 97. Fa,igue Panel Geometry-Skin Panel Tests (Test 10)
:=_ ,-- Damagelocation1 j
t
),. :; ..... .!
',[i: C:
_'° Damage Damagelocation2
_J: "_'; : location3 Cr.lib
_= _ .... Location1 (skin) Location2 (skin/stiffener) Location3 (stiffenercap)
' ± l
:_ '_! 3.81 mm location
_. Stiffene,' cr_Stiffener Cr_Stiffen0r P.p.stirrer,s'
Impact level = Impact level = Impact level =
_: _ _' _ 5.65 N-m (50 in-lb) 11.30 N-m (100 in.lb) 11.30 N-m (100 in-lb)
_......... F/gum 98. Fatigue Panel Damage Levels and Location-Skin Pone/Tests (Test 10J
...::,s_,:==.=;_=, ............... _.-::a(/
",,I
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_" ._ 'i '_" : • Damagelocation2
iJ':_ = Damagelocation 1 ,,:!: I_, '_'4- _pl,,:I •} ,_:'u ,,;_:_,,,,==_flrt Damageat stringer
• Midbay skin side skin side
_. damage • Impact energy=
i ..... ..' '., • Impact energy= 11.30 N-m (100 in-lb)
: _-..". _ 5.65 N-m (50 in-lb)
:;L

Figure 104, Additional DamageL ocation 2, Skir) Side-Skin Pane/Tests (Test 10)
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=";_;._ Table 15. Spar Root Lug Static Test Results (Test 12)
_;;:i,,_._, Specimennumber Temperature, Environmental Condition F_ilureload, Gro. section
_'_'_"" condition strain,/_
+.__,,:,,.. (OF)
" _:, ; 65C17774-1 1 21 (70) Dry Tension 582 377 (130 930) 3425
_;_;:'_ _ 2 21 (70) 602 704 (135 500) 3544
,_ .. 3 -54 (-65) 633 840 (142500) 3727
_. ;: 4 -54 (-65) " 556 000 (125 0(30) 3270
,_ 5 21 (70) Wet 582 688 (131 000) 3427
. _ 21 I70) 582686 (1310001 3427
_'__ i 7 82 (180) 597 144 (134250) 3512
_ ; ;ii_!_ _ " 8 82 (180) ' _ 601 592 (135250) 3538
_ ......
65C17774-2 1 21 (70) Dry Comprestion 1209 856 (272 000) 7115
'> .
_ - ..2 2 21 (70) _ I 934 080 (210 000) 5193
;: -2 3 -54 (-65) i I 980 780 (220 500) 5768
_ -16 _ 1 -54 (-65) i 986 340 (221 750) 5800
: :' -16 _ 2 82 (180) 936 304 (210 500) 5506
_/!
' -t6 3 82 (180) _ 885 152 (199000) 520,5
-- ,_i _ -2 4 82 (180) Wet 927 408 (208 500) 5454
_. ; i _' -16 4 82 (180) Wet ' 786 154 (176 750) 4623
.......- _ Specimen conditioned at 60°C 1140°F1, 100% relative humidity until 2.29-mm (O,09-in] rider
specimen reaches 1.1% moisture content.
Basedon a grosssec_.ionEA of 170.04N (38.23 x 106 Ib).
-2 and -16 are the two halves cut from the -1.
_, :
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ll_ _ I
3100
'+'i:,'" Strain gagenumber_
r ":" 0 17 *
"'J 3000 _ 15r .i, ..
:_ :" x 16 /
_ ':: Reference:Specimen65C17774-1-001 l__[__ _
...... _reaundertitanium plate
,'....+,,: Z,"
..... _ L : 2000 _:
::_,!'_,_ /p_ / Failureload: 582.4 kN
_i;] 1130.93kips)
_. :i I
• 2/"
"+'k6",
; +_ ,,2:.
" . :, . 122.5) 145.01 167.41 (89.9) (112.41 (134.9)
_::,:: o I • ,,t I I I I
+. o 3oo 4o0
_-: ...... _,,:"
° ,S'. Load,kN (kips)
+ Figure 110. Spar Lug Specimen-Strain Gage Readings (Test 12)
The test results are presented in Table 17, and the specimen confiRuration is shown
:,, in FiRure 113, This set of test specimens demonstrated suflicient load-carrying;
1 1--'' d+ Ca pab ilit y.
, 4.2.3.6 Discontinuous Laminate
L_ :_ r_ " •
• ,: Discontinuous laminate (Test 221 was conducted to determine stress concentration
_" factors for discontinuous cocured laminates. Three laminate Reometries that
• . represent areas on the stabilizer skin panel were tested at 21°C (70°F) (room
i / ,
:, 132
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Figure 112. Modified Spar Lug Tension Specimen (Test 12)
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- Table 16. Modified Spar Lug Specimen Test Results (Te._'t 12)
- : Specimen Temperature, Environmental Failureload, Grosssection Failure
r _"",: 65C17983 OC (°F) condition N (Ibf) =train,#e 1_ location
!, " t
-902 -1 21 (70) Dry 638 288 (143 500) 3682 Lug
-1 656 080 (147 500) 3956 Graphite-epoxy
net section
: -2 I_ lp 653 856 (147 000) 3780 Lug
' . -2 21 (70) Dry 665 865 (149 700) 3900 Graphite-epoxy
" net section
,i:;/
: -901 -1 21 (70) Dry 613 855 (138 000) 3700 Graphite-epoxy
netsection
i ' -2 21 (70) Dry 613 855 (1380001 3780 Graphite-epoxy
_, net section
i S,ra.-,-g.em.suradv,,,,ue,.
i- • ;- Table 17. Spar Lug Test Results (Test 12B)
= ,
I
.....""'. Specimen Temperature, Environmmtal Condition Failureload, Gross
! , '." ° c (OF) condition kN (kip) sectionstrain,#e
.....
i -20-501 .53 (-651 Dry Tension 828.7 1186.31 2966
; !'_- , 770.9 (173.3) 2689 ,_"_1_ I
! .....:_ -20-002 !
_ -21-002 _ j 781,5 (176,6) 2713
-21-003 496.0 (111.5) 3052 J_
..... : -21-004 _6.0 (120.6) 3328
-22-00'1 479.5(107.8) 2965 Ii _ IE:::__ _:: - - 2 2.8 (106.3) 8 8
o ri: "23--001 504.0 (113.3) 2960
.2oo2 .. Ten on 521.8(117.3)_:. -21-005A 82 (180) Wet Compre, ion 899.9 (202.3) -
-21-0055 1066.7 (239.8) - !
-21-006A 1048.7 (235.3) -
:: -21-006B 1142.3 (256.8) - i
:_i 22-003A Li 1104.5 1248.3) - ! ]..... 22.oo38 1217._(273.8) - !'; 3- 'r I 073.4 (241.3) - 'I
.. -23.003B 82 (180) Wet Compre, ion 1040.9 (234.0) - _ i._::>
• _ Strainsfrom straingagereadingstaken at midpointof tensionspecimens,No measurementsare
a_ailablefor the compressionspecimens,
I_ Specimen21-002 wastaslad in the -20 configuration.
: _ Specimenfailed in lug.
p
m m
Specimensubjectedto two tendon spectre.
Flawed._4r)ecirnen-imp=ctdefect.
• _ Flawedspecimen-malantomitted.
Specimensubjectedto two compremionspectra.
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_ .: _-- Gagesmeasuring
..... T X-- 15"5PH CRES strap (typical 4 places) _ _
_!_'- _ 449.6 mm 6.4 mm
(17.7 in) r9.65 mm i._ I0,25 in).... I_ I . (typical) _ i (3.8in) typical)
:;:' + +1 +i+,1.._J_ = _
L _ ( ,, r_
(typical 18 places) (typical 2 places)
F_itigueSpecimen 66C17986-21
Gagesmeasuring
! IIII ' 'i I I I , " . _ grossareastrainl _ + "'
_;!:!i; :ii T _ 15-5PHCRESstrap(typical4 places) I 6.4mm2i_i:'_:: 449.6mm (0.25in) ;,
_i_: -;'; d!- ; , 117 7 nl ----3t_._mm"" ---"(1.q4-1n)diameter hole--\ (typical) li
A A _S
_:::_, 16o.o [ + - 1 ,
: .............. r " i
_. 9.5-ram 10.375-in1 diameter
_:_ : (typical 18 places)
_,._ .,: Static Specimen 66C17986-20
I
Figure 113. Spar L_,g Configuration (Test 12B)
temperature) :,;,d -}g°C (-65UF). Coupons with and without discontinuous doublers
were tested. The specimen geometry and laminate definition are presented in
Figure l lg, and the test setup is shown in Figure 11_.
_.2.3.7 Pressure/Shear Skin 3pint
The pressure/shear skin ioint test (Test 24_ is shown in Figure t16. Test specimens
- were fabricated to simul _te the anticipated cover panel and rib for the lower and
upper sur£aces. Specimens were loaded at one of two anl_les to determine the
e_ect o_ horizontal load component on _astener tension strenl_th. The results
(table I$) indicate that upper surface specimens (ribs attached with 4.S-ram
[O.19-in] shear-head bolts) failed by the bo]t hulling through the skin, whereas the
lower surface 3pecimens (usinl_ /_.O-mm [ O.16-in] tension-head bolts_ failed in the
rib clip radius.
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:b ®
.. + ,oo+><__ in);- ,,' (2_Oin) _ 9 000 J
.... •,_ - L.__53.3 mm._._ _ _
" (2.1in) - I
r!''W'" 304.8 mm E 8 000 _h
i _""'++ '" = = m. ,.I.- - /
. _,_ (12.0in) d
! P,,7ooa
/--,o.+,, /----S,,,r, .0.=
, , ,,.
i- 6000
(-65t (70)
'1 I
Specimen Skin layup Doubler layup -53 21
-: Temperature,°C (OF) '_
._: 1 7-ply fabric 3-ply fabric
" 2 7-ply fabric, 4 -ply tape 4-ply fabric Symbol Specimen
i
_,_.. 3 15-ply fabr[e 3.ply fabric x 1
..i,:i"_'_: :i_: 5 Same as 1 No doubler _ 5 i
+-_.? • 2 I
_,,,..._: .. 7 Same as 2 No doubler ® 7 -
"T'. 9 Same as 3 No doubler • 3
_._= • Environmental condition--dry • 9
:_":--; • Data from Test 22, Appendix C
...._.!/.. F/gum 114. Effect of Moisture and Temperature on Oiscontinoous Laminates
.= _.o,=
+ :;.:. t$.2.3.8 Skin/Rib 3pint
+ L? + The skin/rib joint test (Test 27_ provided additional data for the rib flange-to-skin
• .+.... attachment and assessPd the effect of environmental conditions on fastener Dull-
_'_.
:= , o...+- through and rib flange strength, it consisted of three specimen types (figs. l i7
,:_ . through 119): a rib-to-skin specimen similar to the Test 2_ specimens, a rib clip
.... : specimen, and a lap tension specimen. The rib-to-skin specimens were tested with
_' only vertical loads on the t_.$-mm (0.tg-in) shear-head fasteners, and the test
....... " results (table 19) for this confi_;uration are not significantly different from the
_= _ :+ Test 2t_ specimen results, l he rib clip specimens were tested using a k,0-mm
_'- + l ' (0.16-in_ protruding head bolt. All tests of the rib clipspecimen (table 20) show
that failure occurred by delaminations in the rib clip radius, The tests at the $2°C
:.. ([80°F)wet conditions produced the greatest reduction in load capability. The lap
....::.- : tension test results (table 21), usin_ a #.8-mm (0.lg-in_ shear-head bolt, indicate a
+ maximum reduction of 6% in strenl_th for both the hi_h- and low-temperature test
conditions,
Additional rib clip tests were conducted following the decision to use unidirectional
• tape on the stabilizer ribs to improve the surface quality. Consequently, test
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' _, Figure 115. Typical TestSetup(Test22)
_, specimens were produced that resembled the Test 27 rib clip specimen (fig. 118)
:. except that four layers of 0.188-mm- (0.007k-in-) thick taDe (two at itS, one at 0,
: : and one at 90_ and a layer of fiberglass replaced four layers of fabric. As with the
I . other specimens, environmental conditions weakened the specimens by as much as
= " 8% (hot, wet condition). The nontape sl3ecimens were about 6% stronger than the
tape sDecimens,
_, ...-
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_-_ !.. i P2 /--'-'-7- Loading point
'"" , _____ Stiffener
_i_, Honeycomb.-_ _Fastener diameterf D _/ * Conflguratmn 1: Lower skin panel,D = 4.0-mm (0.16.in',
_',L" " * Configuration 2: Upper skin panel,
Loading plate._._ _ -_--Loadi'ng point JJ D = 4.8.ram (0.19-in)
,, ,,<_2 P1 shear.head bolt/
• _-: . | • Skin Panel
! : "° " I 5-ply fabric-45 P2 • PV = Vertical component of failure load
7, : 2-ply fabric-0/90
• _ • H Ho izontal component of failure load I
! ....
• Figure 116. Pressure/Shear Skin Joint Test Specimen
.
i ;
, _i"
_, Tab/e 18. Pressure/Shear Skin Joint Test Specimens and Resu/ts
Environ-
7/i - Config- Temperature, mental Direction of Failure load, PV, PH,
' A uration °C (°F) condition applied load N (Ibf) N (Ibf) N (Ibf)
• i i i
_, 1 21 (70) Dry P1 3781 (850) 2171 (488) 3096 (696)
_ " 21 (70) P1 4141 (931) 2375 (534) 3394 (763)
21 (70) P2 2865 (644) 2865 (644) - -
,r "53 ('65) P1 4186 (941) 2402 (540) 3430 (771) '
"53 ('65) P2 2629 (591) 2629 (591) -- --
: 1 "53 ('66) P2 2402 (540) 2402 (540) -- --
_" 2 21 (70) P1 2740 (616) 1570 (353) 2246 (505)
..... 21 (70) P1 3696 (831) 2122 (477) 3029 (681)
_ _%. 21 (70) P2 2055 (462) 2055 (462) -- --
r_'_ _ 21 (70) I P2 2037 (458) 2037 (458) - -
.... I 21 (70) I P2 2220 (499) 2220 (499) - -
•" " 2 -53 (-65) Dry P2 2153 (484) 2153 (484) - -
I
_r
During production of the five shipsets of graphite-epoxy stabilizers, some lower
" surface panel holes were misdrilled for 4.8-mm (0.19-in) shear-head fasteners. To
.," rectify the problem, use of 4.$-mm (0.]9-in) tension-head bolts was suggested. To
' r verify using these fasteners, five specimens were fabricated with /4.g-ram (0.19-in)
• tension-head bolts, which were the same configuration as shown in Figure 117.
Specimel_ testing verified that production ribs could meet required strength by
L, using the larger tension-head fastener (table 19). Specimens failed by delarnination
,, in the rib clip radius,
(._,i " "
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I
• 325.6 mm I
(12.2 in) *"1 /-- Loading
_._ Fastener diameter, D I __,/point
....." " _. • Skin panel
• : 5-ply fabric-45
_-,_ 2-ply fabric-0/g0 _i;
.._._.._. (sameas test 24 panel) "_
• I _;
Loading point Side View
,,: , Figure 117. Skin/Rib Joint Specimen (Configurations 3and 4)
_.2.3.9 Basic Laminate and Fracture Coupons ._"
_: The decision to incorporate tape on the stabilizer panels to imorove surface quality ,
_ generated a test requirement to provide additional data for the basic laminates 1
_o_,: used in the horizontal stabilizer. Static tension tests were performed on three
,_-_ laminate configurations to determine design values for the skin material. Basic .j
laminate test results are shown in A_pendix C.
- :"_ A model prol_osed by Waddoups et al. in Reference 14 was modified for use in
analyzing the data obtained in the fracture program. Waddou!_s model is stated as ii
r;
, II
il
,o,
where Oc is the l_ross area stress at fadure
,. KIC is the material's fracture touFhness
L is the half crack len_;th
i "a" is a zone of intense energy at the tip of the crack.
,, .,..
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.... 304.8 mm OF POOR QUALITY
I- ' _12.oin)
I iTM::, j, 12.65in)J
i - 4.0-mm 10.16-tn1 diameter
- tension.heed fastener
_'= _ u_ _ -_
i- _,;: ' • Configuration 5: 12-ply fabric-
_-_ _ ,
_o. , 6 at (0, 90), 6 at (¢45)
i • i:_ • Configuration 6: 8-ply fabric- I4 at (0, 90), 4 at (_:45);4-ply
i, Grade 190 tape-1 at (90), '
i. _'i .. 1 at (+45), 1 at (-45), 1 at (0)
r,.
i " :.- Figure 118. Rib Clip Test Specimen
i ,_;.... (Configurations 5 and 6)
!
i. _.8 mm(0.19 in) shear-heed bolt
: ,X "
i=: .
• • Each plate fabricated with lO-plies
_.._ ,. of fabric-7 at (0, 901, 3 at(¢45); and
2.plies of Grede 190 tape at (_:45),
Figure 119. Lap Tension Specimen
140
_i :_',._,i Table 19. Skin/Rib Joint Test Results (Configurations 3 and 4)
L _', ....
I!_'," • Configuration3: D = 4.8-mm (0.19-in) shear.headfastener
""!"_;- • Configuration4: D = 4,_-mm (0.19-1n)tension-headfastener
_ :_:_,..; ORIGINAL PAGE IS
_,,.;., Environ-
__,_,-_..... Conflg- Temperature, Failure load,mental OF POOR QUALITYL¢ ',t. ", "
: .;;-:, : uration
_'_*, _. °C (°F) condition N (Ibf)
3 21 1701 Dry 2302 1517.51
2115 (475,5)
2453 (551.5)
_' I 2380 (635.0)
_ ,'.; 2295 (516.0)
' " ;,i 4 2500 (562.0)
,'_, I 2927 (658.0)
=- ,l.. I
2834 (637.0) _
-:' °' i'. I' _' 1' I' 3087 (694.0) ,i
,,' 4 21 (701 Dry 3078 (692.0)
. Table 20. Rib Clil_ Results
.... (Configurations 5 and 6)
.... Config- Temperature, Environ- Failure load,
' uration mental
.... °C (°F) condition N (Ibf)
_ 5 21 (701 Dry 3714 (835)
t• 3541 (796)3599 (809)
•: : 'r 3585 (806)
_-_. 21 (70) 3710 (834)
_ ' .53 .65 ' 3591 leO5)
• I i 36o816111
Dry 3358 (7551
..... Wet 3608 (8111:
..... __. I Wet 3462 177611
- __ .i .53 -65 Wet 3616 (813)
="_ " 80 180 Dry 3623 (7921:
Dry 3594 18081
_, Dry 3403 (765);
_ Wet 3123 (7021
__ 1' iI Wet 3385 (761)
_ _: 5 82 180 Wet 306'_ (6QO)
. 6 21 (70) Dry 3274 (7361
21 (70) 3234 (7271
_.1 (70) 3465 (779)
• ; -53 -65 3265 (734)
-53 -65 I_ 3309 (7741
-53 -56 Dry 3874 (826)
82 180 Wet 3541 (796)
,_ 82 180 Wet 3145 (707)
6 82 180 Wet ?-/27 16131
\
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Table 21. Lap Tension Test Results
• Conflg- Temperature, Envlror_' FailureIoed,mental /
uratlon °C (°F) condition N (Ibf)
_"' Laptension 21 (70) Dry 2100 (472)
i "" ' 2073 (466)i
' 2O02 (450)
• : 2157 (485)
'_ 21 (70) I 1971 (443)
-53 (-65) ] 1962 (441)
"_. -53 (-65) 1957 (440)
! , -53 (-65) 1868 (420)
'_ 82 (leo) 1984 (446)
: , 82 (180) 1882 (423)
I 82 (180) Dry 1962 (441)
. -53 (-68) Wet 2233 (502) !
@_.:_ -53 (-65) 2024 (455) '_
.o -53 (-65) 2055 (462)
82 (180) 2015 (453)
__ _ _p 82 (180) 2002 (450)
i ,.,_ Laptension 82 (180) Wet 1855 (417)
i o"j_;-.
The factors KIC and "a" are found by testing specimens with and without cracks i"_ and equating the followingexpressions:
_
[ _," ,,C
i
-.. KIC = G° _-_ (nocrack)
...._,_,.. KIC = ac _/Ir(L+a) (crack)
Then L
E
For the purposes of this program the gross area stresses were replaced by their
,,o- equivalent strains so that
a
•, a0 =
..... 2-I
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W
ill l' : ' " " Table 22, Tensi.n Fracture Cnupnn Test Data
' _ kWup . (r'FI IIh(I mm 2 (in21 MP_ x 104 (IhfN_ 2 x 1061 v,m/m _i_/inl ltr_lin __ _i
fl,35C (0,25C) Pl 170) l)_y 1Dq,f_ (24 t'_OO) I_l_).0 (G,90) 3.6 ...... (ti,2) b_40 f}170
. -59 1-751 102,[1 122 t]401 I 4900 fl4I]Q
ill; B.'_bC (0,25C) -ti9 (:15) 93.2 (2_39flO) ...... L 441_0 I_[_1_
25,4C (1,00C) -59 (-75)
A 25.4C (1.00C) ,50 (-75) 5&3 (13 100) ......I 2800 8480
6,35E (0,25E) 21 (70) 106.3 (23 gO0) 5110 9170
'| _' (70) 113,9 (2_ _JlO0) r_70 9170.59 (.75) 1_0. (] (203=) 4360 84=
_,35E (0.25E) -59 (,75) 9(].4(2182) 4630 8480
.: 25,4E (1,00E) .59 (.75) 45,0 (10 110) _ 2160 8480
25.4E (1.00E) -59 ,,(.75) Dry 51.2 (11510) 580.9 (0,90) 3.6 (5,2) 2460 8480
6.35C (0.25(3) 21 (70) Dry 91.6 (20 600) 434.2 (0,673) 5,7 (8.2) 3730 9530
I 21 (70) 92.5 (20 SO0) I 3770 9530
.59 1-751 _.3 (_8l_l J 339o 8s906,3543(0.25C) -59 (-75) 84.8 (19 060) 3450 8590
25.4C il.00C) .59 (.75) 45.4 (10 200) 1850 8590
B 25.4C (1.00C) -59 (-75) 43.5 (9770) 1770 8590
8.35E i0.25E) 2i (70) '9e.4 '(21 6EOi ' 3930 9530
| 21 (70) 91,9 (20 650) 3740 9530f •59 (.75) 83.7 (18820) 3410 8¢g0
;':" 6,35E (0.25E) -59 (-75) 7&7 (17 890) 3210 |
! .... 25.4E (I.00E) -59 (-75) 42,5 (9 560) 1730 1
25,4E (1,00E) .59 (-75} Dry 42.6 (9 580) 434.2 (0,673l 5.7 (8.2} 1740 85_0
8,38C (0.25C) 21 (70) Dry 75.2 (16 gO0) 434.2 (0.873) 3.1 (4.5) 5580 94i0
l 21 (70) 71.1 (i 5 990) 5280 9410-59 (. 5 59 7 (13420) 443 8 d
6.3.5.C(0.25C) .59 (.75) 57.8 (12 _60) 4280 8480
25.4C (1,00C) -59 (.75) 34.3 (7 700) 2540 8460
._, C 25.4C (1.00C) -59 (.75) 33.5 (7 520) 2480 8460
i!= 6,35E (0,25E) 21 (70) 63'.1 (1'1 190) 4690 9410
21 (70) 57.9 (13020) 4300 9410•59 (. 5 8, 40) 7 8 8
6.35E (0.25E) -59 (-75) 49,8 (lt 200) 3700 |
:, 28.4E(1.00E) .59 (-76) ( I 31,1 17000) { t t f 2310
_, _ 25.4E,.ooE) .r_ 1.75) Dr_I 28.5164101434.2_o.673)3.1 (4.8) 2120
_o,:. _ c c,.,,,.o,o,.E Edgenotch.
. .:.ii:_.il: [_= Failure strain of couponw,thout notches,seeAppendixC. FractureCoupon Coritro, Specirn....
_:-: where "a" has been substituted _or L and a for "a,"
___...._: Thus_ o
.':. (cr =
_.:,: . _ (a, %)
o
,, .,°". Fracture panel test results are shown in Tables 22 and 23, tension and compression,
':!.:. respectively. The ply layups are shown in Table 24. Fracture coupon control
"_-.:; specimens (detai!ed in app. C_ were used in conjunction with the data from the
_i: 6.#-mm (0.25-in) half-crack-length test panels to calculate the K and a_ values
,: for .the fracture equation. The circular symbols on the curves (fiKs, 120 through
" ]25)' at a -- 6.# mm (0.25 in) indicate the t'racture panel test results. The fracture
panels with a- 25.# mm (l.0 in) are shown to verify the curve. Verification for the
: : :. tension specimens was good, The te_t results show that the edge notch is more
• severe than the center notch, The -59o0. (-75°F) critical fracture strain is lower
. than the 21°C (70°F) value that is consistent with the unnotched data, The
_: : " compression curves are shown in Figures 123, 124, and 125. Because o_ the
' increased scatter for the compression specimens, accurate correlation cannot be
made at this time,
..
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: Table23. Compression Fracture Coupon Test Data
'; __:.-i :" Crack _it, C_mparative
' "l't!ml)nr aturn, Elwi, "Jr=m_'_ntal I-allure lend. Gross al _a Modulus, Eo 0traill,
and Ic)ctt ioiz nC strain
_._._ ("F) condition kN (Ih) mm 2 (in _) MPa x 104 (Ihf/in _ x 106) pm/m (,Uin/m)
1'
I 6,35C (0.25C) 21 (70) Dry I04,5 (23 500) bf_O.O (0.90) 3,6 (5.2) 5020 9300
' 1 21 (70) Dry i0_.0 (_3740) _ 5570 9300!, 82 (180) Wat 98.4 (22 120) 4730 8380
• 6.35C(0,25C) 92 (180) Wet 102.5 (23044) _ 4920 J
'" 25.4C (1,00C) 82 (155) Wet E0.1 (13500) _ 2880 _
":" 25,4C (1.00c) 82 (180) Wet 65,7 (14 770) 3160 8380
.,: i.: 6.35E (0.25E) 21 (70) Dry 94,3 (21 210) 4530 9300
.... " 1 21 (70) Dry 100.8 (22 660) 4840 930082 (180) Wet 101,7 (22 870) 4890 8380
. 8,35E (0.25E) 82 (155} Wet 96.2 (21 632) 462C
25.4E (I.00E) 82 (180) et 66.5 (14980) _'- ' 3200 ---T--
,, ,ii 25,4E (1,00E) 82 (180) Wet 55,4 (12463) 580.6 (0.90) 3,6 (5.2) 2660 8380
'_' _'i_! 6.35C (0.25C) 21 (70) Dry 83.6 (18 800) 434,2 (0.673) 5.7 (8.2) 3410 6750
: 82 (180) Wet 81.4 (18 293) 3310 6700
l_.O" : 6.35C (0.25C) 82 (180) Wet 82.6 (18 573) ._ ___ 3370"_ _" 25.4C (1.00 ) 82 (180) et
..... 25.4C (1.00C) 82 (155) Wet _.3 (12655) 434.2 (0.673) 5.7 (8.2) 22-90 8700 ,_
: _ i ' 6,35E (0.25E) 21 (70) Dry 79.3 (17 820) 43.4 (0.673) 5.7 (8.2) 3230 8750
,... _ 21 (70) Dry S0.o (17990) I I 3255 878o
i_i_ 82 (180) Wet 75.2 (18906) 3060 6700' 'r_ 6"35E (0'25E) 6 5 4 730) 267
1900" 25.4E (1.O0E) 82 (180) Wet 46.5 (10460)
: ..... _- " 25,4E (1,00E) 82 (180) Wet 51.8 (11 650) 5.7 (8.2) 2110 6700
i : "" 6,35C(0.28C) 21 (70) L_ry _ _ . (4.5) 5070 9070
_: ' " 1 21 (70) Dry 59.1 (13 275) 3jl 4380 9070' _, . 82 _180) Wet 55.8 (12 547) 4140 7430
5.35C (0,25C) 82 (180) Wet 57,4 (12 897) _ 4260
_, 25.4c(100c)82 (18o) we, _ _ _7o _;25.4C (1,0OC) 82 (180) Wet 42,0 (9 440) 3120 7430
' " ' : 6,35E (0.25E) 21 (70) Dry _ _ 4010 9070
_,_. _ 21 (70) Dry 53.7 (12 070) 3990 90702 180) w. 83.111940) _ 7430
' _38_-(0.28E)82 (1.0) wet 51.9(11855) _ _so
= _, : "_ 25,4E (1.00E) 82 (180) Wet 4"_ "_ _ _ _ 3370 --t--
,. - 25,4E (1,00E) _ Wet 38.7 (8 700) 43.4 (0.873) 3.1 (4.5) 2870 7430
i ;_ ". _ C Center notch.E Edge notch.
:: _ Failure strain of coupon without notches, _l
•. see Appendix C, Fracture Coupon Control Specimens, ,j
t_.2.t_ Production Verification Tests
:: Production verification (Test 2_) was conducted to determine baseline material
' " properties of critical sections of the stabilizer that had been _abricated on
i !. production tools (fig. ]26). Specimens were cut from production tool tryout
i _":' sections of skin oanels, ribs, and spars in the areas defined in Figures t27 through
_ _..- 130. The test results are presented in Table_ 2J through 27, and the detail
.:... specimen dimensions are shown in Figure l _]
• .. #.2._ Rear-Spar Manufacturing FeasiDility
.i A rear-spar manufacturing feasibility study was initiated ear]y'in the program to
. verify tooling and manufacturing concepts, The drawings for the rear spar were
modified to include defects varying; in size from 0.6_ cm2 (0,2_ in2) to _,72 by
l_.2_cm(2.2_by 6 in). These detects were placed at various depths in the details I
' (fig. 132), The defects were created by introducin_ two layers of Teflon 0,00_-cm
:.. (O,OO2.-in) thick between the fabric plies and in the bondline of the precured
-_- deta ils,
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-._-;_.?,_ Table 24. Fracture Panel Lam/nate Definition
_L:,_',::i, Layup Plyi_yup Thickness ORIGINAL PAGE IS
dasignation .ram"-',.,, OF"POOR QUALITY
i:i" A Fabric: 3(0, 90) 9(-+45) 2.29 (0.09)
;" B Fabric: 2(0, 90) 5(+-45) 1.71 (0.0673)
, Tape: 2(90) Grade 190
_ ?. , .
o_ /" Fabric: 2(0, 90) 5(¢45)C 1.71 (0.0673)
Tape: 2(,90)Grade190
.e
_._,. lOooo
' __:.' 126in)I _ I
_' notch 110in) ;
8 000 21°C (70°F), dry I _='
-. r ::; _ Ke = 6170 Centernotchpanel _
o '_'' ;_ .E ao = 0.144 660 mm
..... ! E E_ ......
" -...E (70°F) , dry i I __ i 254 mm f
.... E 60OO
- _ ": E Ke = 5750 / I (10 in)
_: _ :=. ao = 0.125 I- i:
3 "f-- :
d Edgenotch )anel
........._ ...: _ Fractureecuation
° _ 4000 '_
:" ! E'cr _/r (a + ao) i
" ' _ LE-'-e notch
....... ' -;9_C (-75°F), dry-_ = . _ -59°C (-750F), dry
" 2 000 Ke = 4990 Ke = 4680 "I
% : ao = 0.110 ao = 0.097 "l'estpointsat a = 25.4 (1.0)
.,, Z_ Centernotch
.... •- .59°C (.75°F), dry
' _ Edgenotch
_ ,: .59°C (-75°F), dry0 I , I I I I
...." " 6.4 (0.25) 12.7 (0.50) 19.0 (0.75) 25.4 (1.0) 31.8 (1.25) 38.1 (1.50)
Half.cracklengl_,a, mm (in)
_.... Figure 120. Tension Fracture Coupons (Layup A)
i
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1000O
": :=":':.... I 660 mm I
""...... I_ i2el I",,,' ,
++" ] , I:,,,_.. (I0in)
_ ::,, ,_,; 8 000 notch
• (70°F), dry C_,nternotchpanel
_:;_,i.: $• _ Ke = 3700 L. 660 mm -_1
+_'" _ .o-0.045 l----m,._T- i_L
I J++
E ,_ c..to,.otoh (1oi/)
6000 21°C (70°F), dry I
E Kc = 3620
i. _ ao = 0.046 Edgenotch panel
Fracture equation
• "_ 4000 _cr - V/"_"_a"+-a_ ,:
Test pointsat a = 25.4 (1.0)
m Z_ Centernotch
• I_ .59°C (-75°F), dry
_ =o
u Edgenotch
.59°(3 (.75°F), dry
_.. 2 000 notch
.59°C (.75°F), dry
:, .:,: K_ = 3300 Edgenotch.59°(3 (.75°F), dry .:
_; • aO = 0.047 tK_.= 3190
. ao = 0.044
,, I I I I
' ":_ 0
6.4 (0.25) 12.7 (0.50) 19.0 (0.75) 25.4 (1.0) 31.8 (1.25) 38.1 (1.50) li
= ,,. , Half-cracklength,a, mm (in)
- / :+:!:
=" ': Figure 12 I. Tension Fracture Panels (Layup B)
oi
I
:::+: ii,, ,
'i
: li
'!, -
j
After the rear :_par was manufactured: specimens were tested to verify the _
:':_ :" material properties. Fi_,,ure 133 shows the locations from whore the specimens
were taken_ and Table 2S presents the test results.
....... 4.2.6 Repair Panels
,+
Ti_is test evaluated the strength of typical skin panel repairs. The panels were
. damaged, the dama_;ed skin and stringc, r._ were removed, and the area repaired
,.lsin_ the procedt_re described in Appendix /\.
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. 10000 I
[ro.. l _ 660 mm .....I
:: ,. i .J._ 12_4mm
.- 8_ _\_ .--Ce.,erno=h I I._.. 1,1oin)
r__[ _ o o i / I .
_ _21 C (70 F),dry ,_ . i'
_ _ ..... Crater notcn panel ?
_ _ r_ = =_uuu
-0 125 I_ 660mm ___j
'-' 'eL I_ _ a° _..' notch r'-_26in)_ t
,":: ; 2,rc170°F.d I 'T 1254mm
.. i !I" E I_ 8'000 _%/'__S/ K_ - 4540 I ,-L I (10in):..... 00=0. 74 . _ . I
=_'"""- % I '_XV "_ Edge not= panel
- 'i'] ._ _¢_ I _,_ -_ Fracture equation
: : Test points at a = 25.4 (1.0)
" ao = 0.090 .59°C (.75°F), dry z_ Center notch
,, o, Ke = 4080 .59°C (.75°F), dry _
: " ao = 0.074 o Edge notch !.
_ -59°C (-75_F), dry ',
_ I I I I
//_/_.i:ii: 0 6.4 (0.25) 12.7 (0.50) 19.0 (0.75) 25.4 (1.0) 31.8 (1.25) 3C.1 11.50) li
_- ii Half-crack length, a, mm (in) i
;_ _ Figure 122. Tension Fracture Panels (Layup C)
_,_
-:_: _ The skin panel configurations were identical to panels from the skin panel test '
''" r" _" _ "" (Test lO), Compression and fatigue panels from Test I0 were used as baseline ii
_q""?,°'ii undamaged data. The compression repair panels were statically tested in the same
_,:;::,;;._!_:.. . manner as the baseline specimens. The repair fatigue panels were cyclically loaded I_
-:"" ...... the same as Test tO condition A, and then statically failed in tension. (See sec.
_". 4.2.3.1 for compression panels and #.2.3.# for £atigue panels._ The results are
_ _ shown in Tables 29 and _0 with correspondinR baseline results for comparison. Iii.
{:
" t_.2.7 Lightning Protection Panel Tests i
I
" LightninR distribution studies, scale model, and flight experience show that the
" horizontal stabilizer and elevator are likely to be struck by liRhtnin_,. The
predominant liAhtnin_, attachment point on the stabi!izer is at the outboard tip.
' Therefore, an aluminum Hame-spray coatinA covers the outboard _8 cm (18 in/ of
- the _raphite-epoxv stabilizer (fiRs, on and 21l. A discussion of the liRhtninA strike
threat and requirements is pres{,_,t_ in Section #.l.l.#.
[.
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:, ;" OF. POOR QUALITY
: 10000t
",,..,. J- (25 - IJL-
......._ • _ notch --_
_ " ,- 21°C (70°F), dry Centernotchpanel /::L
. ,,..... .. -- K_=5320 _ 660mm .__.J
r ;fJ_"_. _¢E ao =0,104 1 (26 - I_inll I ,mLi.
L ] # r,_ d + "q ' _ ' _a 5o0o I '-_- 1254mm
"_!:_iL_!,_.: "., t.. notch
......._'. _u (180°F), wet
_:_!_;,_',;" =" Ke = 5120
_'_: _ ao =0.119 Edgenotch )ariel
" ':.'_,_:::,:"" _ 4 000 ecr -V _17(a+ ao)
(70°F), dry not=
2 000 t K_= 4810 82°C (180°F), wet
ao = 0.085 Ke = 5230 Test pointsat a = 25.4 (1.0)l ao =0.124 zl Centernotch" 820C (180°F), wetn Edgenotch', 82°C (180°F), wet,-- *-.. I I I I I0
_- 6.4 (0.25) 12.7 (0.50) 19,0 (0.75) 25.4 (1,0) 31.8 (1.25) 38.1 1.50)
. _ Half-cracklength,a, mm (in)
"" Figure 123. Compression Fracture Panels (Layup A)
Lightning protection system tests were performed on subcomponents of the
stabilizer. The tests were required to:
• Validate the existing bonding requirements
• Determine lightning damage to the graphite-epoxy structure
• Determine lightning damage at the interface between the aluminum and
graphite-epoxy structure
• Determine P-static current conduction through a coated fiberglass panel to
the graDhite-epoxy structure
• Validate the lightning protection system for the stabilizer
The lightning protection system is described in Section _,2,9, Testing was
per formed in _oeing's lightning laboratory, Lightning strike waveform components
as set forth in MIL-STI3-!7_7 are described in Figure l_t4.
+j,_
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_._.. ORIGINAL pAGE |$
_. : : OF POORQUALIlY,
_:: ,ormo
+ I 660 mm I
-,:_,.+ ,, '.
_:_'.... I --t._ 1 254mm
L,":',._' _ (10 in)17-1
_'--'i!!_)_!.;' Centernotchpanel "_
:_Ji_!_',!_' . _ 660 mm I
"+'_:_:: E /---'Edge notch _ (25 in)l-'--" I _.L
:_',, _' [ 6000. _ _1= _ 21:C(70°F)'dry I FractureltequationI 2s4mm/ =, I I (10in):_ _V Edgenotch_)anel +"_" --Center notch _,;
_= 4000 k_L /--210C(70OF).dry ecr = ,_K_+
i-,'_ _ _- Ke = 3320 V _r(a aol =
j X_e=_ %=0.077 Test pointsat a 25.4 (1.0)
,_ _ A Centernotch
,+ / 82°c(mo°F),w.
_a / _ _ ^ n Edgenotch
¢Jh 6". O
=+,,+.+ 2o0o /--
_--_'_I'_'_'''L;; 82°C (180°F), wet o o-- .
_:: _+ Ke = 2810 82 C (180 F), wet
ao = 0.056 Ke = 3420
._+,-i+" ao = 0.083
:j_.:,;_:_ i
._-,':.;_. 0 I I I I I
E _,?_('!' ;
_+:_.-::, 6.4 (0.25) 12.7 (0.50) 19.0 (0.75) 25.4 (1.0) 31.8 (1.25) 38.1 (1.50)
r_ ,::/, ,_
I-_:_ Half-cracklength,a, mm (in)jr" ,:,_,:'
Figure 124. Compression Fracture Panels (Layup B)
,! Lightning test generators were electrically connected to the test article by remote
._=:,_..... switches that allowed sequencing of the discharge (fig. 135). The titanium strap
:_/!: length controlled the resistance of the test circuit. Circuit parameters were
,: calculated and displayed by the computerized oscilloscope.
_ !!':::::! ".2.7.1 Tip section
The tip section test specimen was a panel o_ stringer stiffened skin and included
• the lightning protection system proposed for the outboard stabilizer surface. An
", aluminum leading edge, rear-spar cap, closure rib, and an aluminum bus bar were
• included to reproduce the current paths of the production configuration.
' The first series of tests (figs. 136 and 137) resulted in penetration of the skin and
delamination of the stringers. Review of the test specimen and data showed that
, i the peak current was 29% high, the energy of the strike (action integral_ exceeded
requirements by approximately I]5%, and the support system for the test panel
: was not consistent with the flight hardware. Based on this review, additional
--:-_ panels were manufactured and tested.
L"_ ORtGINALPAL_Lt5
": OF pOORQUALITY
10 000
I 660mm/ /
, r---c28 ---I
Center notch panel: notch
21°C (70°F), dry
Ke = 4900 (26
E a° = 0.093 ml ,= I(10in)
:" 'l "" E 170OF), dry Edge notch panel
.... _ 4 000 Test point= at a - 25.4 (1,0) .:!'" :"J I_ z_ Center notch :,
:_ : i 82°C (180°F), wet
: " I 'I: . _ 0 Edge notch
..' _ =notch 82°C (180°F), wet
"_ -'-. _ (180°F), wet
2 000 Ke = 4060 ;l
- . ',,
- .:. ao = 0.095 /--Center notch _,
82°C (180°F), wet Ii!
. ":._ Ke= 4500
"' :.: ao = 0.117
., . , • -.
_ :": 0 I I l I I I II
.';_' 6.4 (0.25) 12.7 (0.50) 19.0 (0.75) 25,4 (1.0) 31.8 (1.25) 38.1 1.50)
.... . ;, Half-crack length, a, mm (in}
; ,,,,_.. Figure 125, Compression Fracture Panels (Layup C)
_ Skinpanel
_i..... _ • six tensioncouponsfromskin/stiffener, 305x25mm (12x 1 in)
((i_,_ • Six compressioncouponsfrom skin/stiffener,152 x 25 mm (6 x 1 in)
_ : • Threerail shear,152 x 76 mm (6 x 3 in)
,7 _"" j
_, 737 stabilizer_-_
..... : Sparweb
• _ / _ •Six rail shear,
J :" :"I" I ,....__ / "----- SparchordL_ _ I ./ • Nine ten=ion tests,
::_ _ I/ 305 x 25ram (12 x 1 in)
)f _ • Fifteen compressiontests,
....._... ' : Ribchord -----I _ 152 x 25 mm (6 x 1 in)
• Two tens/or \ Ribweb Note: Specimensweretakenfrom routinetests,
, 229 x 19mm (9 x 0.75 in) • Threehoneycombrail shear, meuf_tured pertl, and all test=were
': o. " • Twocompressmntests, 152 x 76 mm (6 x 3 in) conductedat loom temperature,
76 x 13 ,nm (3 x 0.5 in) 21=C (?0oF).
." Figure 126. Testing of Production Verification Hardware (Test 25)
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: Table 26. Compression Test Results (Test 25)
................................... .............si,g.
..... •: Specimen 1 ......... "_ "A_;- rFaii"r_i_d-
.......MPa M_I 1 (ksix "11m/m_in/in...... '-" -i Identlficatk}n Detail l_.t type[-- -1 ...... 103)i ,, ,. number mm2 (in2l _ kN (Ib) (kd) x 103 Dmscrlptlon Ply layup
'i,, - a ' " _ Roarspar irboard 22 (O°/9OOF), 30 (_450F)
,,:. 119-1 C Compra_don1530.3 (0.640)1246.6 56450 597 (86.6) 73.61(10.t_8)10.0061 Jlo_rchord 6(145t_oe),28(1_tlJ_) ......
' ............................................ ] -l -- 1......... rl.O°F
-T---I-- 1""rspar'°' ar'".o,.6°F,=p 11.46o)
i _,:r.'' 121-1 D CompreNion1561.4 10.650 59800 634 192.01 66.311 9.621/0.0096/iower anQle 28 (190 tape) t "
, 66'3 I(9'62) J0' Rear spar inboerd 30 (+45°F) Cap 11(+46 °)
i " _: 121.2 561.4 (0.6 6280_ 560 (81,2] 0084 Iowerangle 9n[la(:tl,e_
" _._,_ j_ Ql_Jnrmoa/ Rear_arinb°ird 2210°Fl'8 (146 tape) J'1310°F)
.... 28 1190 tape)
• -- I I / Rear sparinboard 22 (O°F) 8 1146tape) j'13(0°F)
• v'. 129"2 I CompreJon ,'1' L1°66°1126626769( 11611118U.61 66.3 1 9.621 0.0092 upper ingle 28 (190tape) -
• ' • Environment-dry
'_ :-i' • Specimen geometry- Figure 131, Detail Specimen C, D
_- @,_'?.• • Test temperature-21°C (70IF)
,'1
_'¢!' .
[ ,.,.
..... Table 27. Rail Shear Results (Test 251
.... _':, Specimen Specimeng_ometry Shear Ixaa Failure load Failure stress Nominal shear Failure Specimen information
:_ ,_.:-: modulul strain __ ),
i _:_ _q.'- identifi- Test Leffective Thickness
_ L:?_r'_ P cation type . MPa = ram/ram 1
,; -_:_'_"_".... number mm2 (in2) kN (Ib) MPa (kli) x 10`3 (ksi) (in/_n) Description Ply layup 1,'
r _ _-¢, mm (in) mm (in) _,
_ " > Rill 16 ply rear .i,
:. _-o.-_S: 123-1 shear 126.9 5.00 3.05 0.120 387 (0.600) 84.7 19 0501 219.3 (31.8) 21.0 (3.05) 0.0104 sparweb 6 (0°/90 °) 10 (+45O)
16 ply reari J:3.05 0.120 387 (0.600) 83.2 18700: 215. (31.2) 21.0 (3.05) 0.0102 sparweb - t
_o-':.:_:ii; 123.2 6 (00/9o°) lO(,,46°:
i- 16 ply rear
123-3 3.05 3.120) 387 (0.600) 80.3 18 050 208. (30.1) 21.0 (3.05) 0.0100 I sparweb 6 (00/90 °) 10 (_+45°. .. I
.';: 8 ply front
' :" 124-1 1.52,10.060) 192.9 (0.300) 58.0 13 000 299. (43.3) 17.9 (2.6) 0.0167 spar web 4 (0°/90 °} 4 (+45 °)
:=_ 8 ply front _'
. 124.2 1.52 I0.O60 192.9 (0.300) 53.4 112000 276. (40.0) 17.9 (2.6) 0.0154 spar web 4 (0°/90 °) 4 (-+45°)
8 ply front
" 124-3 1.52 0.0601 192.9 (0.300) 53.6 12 050 277. (40.2) 17.9 (2.6) 0.0155 spar web 4 (00/90 °) 4 (+46 °)
.." 128.1 1.35 0.053] 171.3 (0.265) 44.2 9940 269. (37.5) 22.8 (3.3) 0.0114 7plyskin 2(0OAX)°)5(+45O} ii
t id ........
_: ' 125-2 1.35 (0.0531 171.3 (0.265) 38.9 8300 216. (31.3) 22.8 _,3.3) 0.0095 ?plyskin 2(0o/90o) 5(+45o)_ _il
" 125-3 1.36 0.053 i171.3 (0.265) 35.6 8 000 208. (30.2) 22.8 (3.3) 0.0091 7 ply skin 2 (0o/90 °) 5 (-+45°) li
" Honeycomb 3 10°/90 °) 3 (_+45° i:
_,:. .:. 126-I 1.14 0.045 144.9 (0.225) 24.9 6600 172. (24.9) 17.9 i(2.8) 0.0096 ribweb 0.250" honeycomb (!
Honeycomb 3 10°/90 °) 3 1+45°] i126-2 1.14; 0.045 144.9 0.225) 24.3 F)47C 168. (24.3) 17.9 (2.6) 0.0094 rib web 0.260" honeycomb
Riil
rib _eb 0.250" honeycomb_:, 125.3 shear 128.9 5.00 1.14; 0.045 144.9 (0.225) 24.4 548(] 168. (24.4) 17.9 (2.6) 0.0094 Honeycomb 3 (0o/90 °) 3 (+45O'_
• Envrl_nmlnt-d_/
, : : Splctmlm glometlnf-- Fibre 131, Detail Specimen E
....... Test Temperatum-21 C (70 F)
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..... I ........:..:._
..... , '"':".i'..')
!.
:,:. A-- Graphite-epoxy
i _,,". "":'.:.i:i':i'-:'..;.. (typical)
_':),Jr _: _:: Typical defect
_ : _ _" 1 " ' * Over 100 !
__!_' * Varioussizes
J
,_o_._ * Variousdepths
;r ' _i_ ",
i _, : Machinedtitaniumplate
,2
'_ ° ")' i
il2i,_:_/. Figure 132. Spar Lug Defect Standards
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.... _ Fatigue specimen,
configuration 1
. Station Station
• _ ' 111.1 83,5
' II
. I II I
:_ _:-- ! I 1
t II I
:;_ : _ Compressionspecimens:-. Compressionspecimen
....._ -" Configuration 2 --- Configuration 4
.... :: Configuration 3
........" Note: All tesl_ conducted at room temperature, 21°C 170°F1.
..... Laminates contain known defects.
_ 25.4 mm _ 25.4 rnm-----_ 12.7 mm-----_
..... ,i". ,1.0in) -- 11.0 in) ___r._ (0.5in) _._
o ,. -
330.2 mm II 101.6 mm .
_ _ 355.6 mm' (4.0 in) i
r ,,0n '2L 1
, o
• ' 25.4 mm-----_
.....
..... . 13.7 in) --i I_ _ TL._._L__76.2 mm
25.4Imm ' (3,0in)
. _o _ 11.0 in) _ 25.4 mm
_ : 11.0in)
: Configuration1 Configuration 2 Configuration 3 Configuration 4
=...... _ "rffi_n4_ as cut from part.
[_ Potting compound.
_:, E_ Aluminum ring.
'I.L,_:'_ .._,
__ Figure 133. Testing for Rear.Spar Manufacturing Feasibility (Test 26)
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._,[=:--'::i;:'i:L- Table 28. T,,sr Re.,wltsfor Rear-Spar
i ,_"' Mannfaclurit}fl Fe_ibility (Test 26')" 'ii '
_ " Confi_ FailureI_ad,
L .....
: :_'%::""' ' I 303600 (68250)
2 711 700 (180 OO0)
2 638 300 (143 500)
3 240200 (54 000)
_;i 4 213300... (47950)
_ Fatigued,residualstrength.
Table 29. Repaire_tCompression Pane/s- Test Results
: ' ' Baseline '
• _:: °:" Panel Temperature, Environ- Failureload, (undamaged),
_*'_'_i_ '-- configuration mental failureload
_,_4 _;,. oC
: _. r_: _ _ (°F) condition N (Ib) N (Ib)|1 ii I
% _
1-1 82 (180) Wet 127 000 (28 560) - -
.... : _ 1-2 21 (70) Dry 128 100 (28 800) 147 0OO (33 OOO)
....... _ 2-1 21 (70) Wet 195 500 (43 950) 190 000 (42 700)
:,.', :',.,_ 2-2 21 (70) 182 600 (41 050) 190 OOO (42 700)2-3 ;59 (-75) 197 500 (44400) - -
"i 2-4 -58 (-75) 188 800 (42 450) - -
- " _',":'_ _ 177 000 (39 800) (41 350)
-_ _.__: 2-5 82 (180) 185000
-_ _ 2-6 82 (180) Wet 169 000 (38 000) 185000 (41 350)
.... r ' 2-7 21 (70) Dry 224 600 (50 500) 174 OOO (39 0OO)
"_,._ "i 2-8 21 (70) Dry 193 700 (43 550) 174000 (39 000)
m
• Table30. Repaired Fatigue Panels-Test Results
=_ ...... r' Duringfatiguecycling Duringstatictest BaselineJ
: ",.""' Panel Temperature, Environ- Temperature, Environ- Failureload, (undamaged),
; configuration mental mental failure load
• " _ OC (OF) !condition °C (OF) condition N (Ib) N (Ib)
: 3-1 -59 (-75) Wet 21 (70) Wet 207 t00 (48 700) 231 7OO (52 leo)
3-2 21 (70) 21 (70) 240650 (54 100) 231700 (52 100)
$3 -59 (-75) -59 (-75) 215 700 (48 500) - -
3-4 -58 (-75) -59 (-75) 187 700 (42 200) - -
i 3-5 -59 {-75) 82 (180) 235800 (53 OO0) - --
3-6 -59 (-75) Wet 82 (180) Wet 222 400 (50 OOO) - -
: 3-7 21 (70) Dry 21 (70) Dry 242 900 (54 6OO) 222 200 (49 850)
! 3-8 -59 (-75) Dry .r_l (.75) Dry 199 TOO(44 900) - -
4-1 -58 (.75) Wet -58 (-75) Wet 202 400 (45 500) - -
4-2 21 (70) Dry 21 (70) Dry 218 000 (48 000) 276 200 (62 100)
I
',', i. t60
-_,., ,, ' ,k_",'+k,'"
a
e
:- tc$ initialstroke)
.........+_ B (intermediatecurrent)
., r "
"g (continuingcurrent)
:' '-::'+ _"! _ D (restrike)
8
' |
!
I
!
A. I B C DI
I
+ I I I5:*-'"_": "" _ <500ps <5x 10"3sec 0.25 sec<T <l s <500p=
.... , Time (notto scale) +
:,.. Test Parameter Recommended
_ .:. waveform testvalue
I
" L " _ " Ipeak(ampere) 200 000
: ,+_ ,. Componen:A
i -o A (kilo;.'npere2-sec) 2 000
' lavg(ampere) 2 000
! ComponentBi
_+ • ,,_" Q(coulombs) 10
lavglampere) 500
Component C
=
_ Q(coulombs) 200
: 1peak(ampere) 100 000
• ComponentD ...
....' A (kiloampere2.sec) 250
, _ MIL-STD-1757
(_ " Fiq_,,re134. Lightning DischargeCurrent WaveformComponents
.*. 16I
,+. ..... _+',:m_-...... + . _ -+ . + .. ,=._yw- .......... _ , " •
_; ._T ''-_ ..... _",_ .... _ v
_!_!#'_!_i(, ORIGINAL PAGE Ill
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I)isr:har_tf,_
' ' " tch 14V
[ ] pow.,
' :  _kZ7
i I o o
_ , .....,, I _.o,..:_-:tr:dh_,. I ° ° °
_-, '.... [ discharge switchl ,, ' C!', "
I .ridyro..d [
.,
' Titanium Current
•: transformer I
_J_L:.,._ ;i... _le _[__ I __/_--_ i l, HVcapacitorbankA=a54.19/M
r :_ ' c. I I, B=2_oo_f
,}...."!!i_,,.::::. I Battery bank I J D=72.5pf
; :,i::!':,._.' Figure 135. Electrical and Signal Connections for Lightning Discharge Testing
I t.t'_,_
',_' . •
,_,,: The first series of tests on the new panels included a rib positioned on the internal
=J_" ' surface to provide support _or the ends o£ the strin_;ers, in addition, the entire
'_ .. : support structure for the specimen was revised to simulate actual conditions.
i ._:;. - These strikes penetrated the skin, but the stringers were not delaminated.
'.:' • For the second series of tests on the second new panel, the rib supporting the
i '; '_ : s,ringers was removed. The strike did not penetrate the skin, but the stringers did' , i L
delaminate. Based on these results, a rib was incorporated in.o the design.
'i .
:.,.. 4.2.7.2 Spar/Rib Intersection
: The trailing-edo;e rib-to-spar test specimen was assembled to produce an alumi-
.... r|um-to-graphite-epoxy interlace that represented the structure on the stabilizer.
' Material finishes, fasteners, and corrosion protection were included in this inter-
face representation.
: This te_t _perimen was,;uhjected to a reduced Zone 3 lightning; ciischar_;e because
there _smore than one _railin£-ed£e rib-to-spar joint to carry the lightning current.
" Figure It,_ shows the li/_htnir,_ entrance and exit points for this jointed test
,, f',pe(- JrneR,
Figure 137 Lightning Strike 7es=,Inner Surface
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_,:_ • Visual damage resulting from a Zone 3 lightning discharge was noted at location A. i
_,_~ Figure 138. Trailing-Edge Rib-to.Spar Jointed Test Specimen i
,L_ t
: Figure 139 is a cIoseup of location A in the joint, showing the damage caused,by ,
the discharge current flowing through the specimen aluminum to the graphite
inter face.
I
As seen in Figures 138 and 139, the damage to the structure is minimal. Arcing
occurred at two fasteners where there is an aluminum-to-graphite-epoxy interface,
This arcing left burn marks in the paint and outer surface of the graphite-epoxy_
but no structural damage was present.
,!. 4.2.7.3 Spar/Trailinff-Edge Panel
This test was performed to evahJate P-static current conduction through the
antistatic coating on the fiberglass and the phosphate-coated titanium fasteners
that interface with the graphite-epoxy substructure. The specimen was made of a
section of the rear spar bolted to a trailing-edge panel, it was hardwired to a high-
' voltage power supply so that P-static current conduction, arc over, and corona
_i could be evaluated.
Figure I/_0 shows the P-static laboratory and test setup. During the testing, each
antistatic coated strip was tested for its ability to conduct P-static currents
_ through the respective phosphate flouride-coated fastener to the graphite-epoxy
spar cads without showing detrimental effects. Ti_e test results show that the
stray charges were conducted to ground.
:. BI.ACR AND WHITE PHO
,, ', , ,
:_-.. ,_ ...%:. _ _%:_" ,_ " .,,
,, (..% T-'-_7"-
(( -,,
Closeup of lightning current caused damage at location A.
Figure 139. Detail of Location A- Trailing.Edge Rib. to.Spar Jointed Test Specimens
#.2.8 ._anic Box
A graphite-epoxy box specimen was tested in a sonic environment to evaluate the
_:, sonic resistance of structure that was rept'esentative of the 737 stabilizer design
' configuration. Overall sound pressure levels measured on the horizontal stabilizer
.... during maximum takeoff power were lg3 _B0
....... The _est specimen was mounted in a 50-Hz grazing incidence horn as shown in
.-- Figure 1#1. Sine scans were conducted to establish the first three resonant
: frequencies. Mode shapes and node lines were defined. The specimen then was
'_, subjected to the following overall sonic pressure levels (OA._PL) during the first
" phase of tests:
• 165
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), Control room
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Jr./!' d_,
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o
o, ::2:" 'i
" }_ ..
.... Figure 140. FiberglassTrailing.EdgeClosurePane/P-StaticLaboratory TestSetup
'_:'. Maximum OASPL, dB Test time, hr
1#5 2
157 3
160 3
' 161 3
fl •
;' No fatigue failures occurred during the first ohase of tests. _
-. For the second phase of tests, the panel was intentionally damaged and then ;1
subjected to 161 dB (OASPL) for 3 hr. No crack propagation occurred at the _i
intent iona I da mage.
0.2.9 Stub Box I
• : ." I
I
I
The stub box (fig, 1#2_ was designed, manufactured_ and tested early in the
Drogram to evaluate design concepts and details _rier to fabrication of the full-
_ scale ground specimen. It is a full.-scale inboard root section of the graphite-epoxy
_. horizontal stabilizer and consists of a structural box extending from the side-of-
f': ORIGII'_/._LPAGE 1,5
• OF POOR QUALITYL.
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i •
i
: Fi#ure 141 Sonic Box Test Setup
ii body fittings outboard to stabilizer station 152,#5 including the trailing-edge
: structure and simulated leading edge. The section between stabilizer stations
133.7 and 152.g5 was reinforced to provide load distribution.
o :,"
- o !,
_.2.9.1 Test Specimen and Setul)
i i
L_-_- . All details of the stub box represented production design concepts. The skin
._ :: surfaces were cocured l-stiffened panels (fig. it). The spars were composed of
channels and cap members, secondarily bonded, with precured chord reinforce-
,.... merits at the inboard end. The front and rear spars were reinforced with titanium
o plates at the lugs providing strength,' geometry, and envelope compatibility with
' : _ the existing 737 attachment configuration (figs. 12, 13, and 1#). Ribs were
.... fabricated per production configuration:,. Inspar ribs were graphite face/honey-
! ,,: comb web (fig. 15) and the closure ,,ib was st'iffener-reinforced laminate (fig. 16).
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-_ ..... ............... V)
,:, ,,, J k_ ...........
kTJ
,q
Up
i_ . Forwar_n
i_,,, : reactionsFr°ntspar _ board
• ion
" '"....... Rearspar
i,..:,-- reactions
i' - ' . '
,/:,= ....
................ hingeloads
-__ ': Sta ion
-:,:;_;";" V (shear) I 111.1I
._ ::..
Station 1778-mm (70-in)
:--:_: 138 longinsparbox test section
, . ,; Testseuuunce
_jy,. ' ' 1, Statictest to 40% designultimate loadconditions
:, _ 2. Spectrumfatiguetest(one lifetime)
° _ _:- 3.Static test to designultimateloadconditions
i ®...... ," 4. Damagegrowthassessment(one-halflifetimespectrumloading)
, " 5. Fail-safeloadtest (threedamagedareas)
i _ 6. Destructiontest(criticalcondition)
i ,'!/, Figure 142. Design Development Test Stub Box (Test 21)
The stub box was supported at the front- and rear-spar lugs simulating the actual
• aircraft installation. An aluminum extension was attached to the outboard end to
'= ,,_ introduce the required shear, moment, and torsion. The test setup is shown in
• Figure 143. Bonded pads were attached to the uDper and lower surfaces. Airload
_. i_ distributions to the surfaces were simulated by loading the pads through evener
' , , systems, A total of 98 rosette and 7l axial strain gages were installed to provide
. ,:o.,_..... data regarding strain levels and distribution.
' _5 "-
:: o'_/_ : #.2.9.2 Test Results
Strain Survey-The stub box was loaded to #0% design ultimate load (13UL) for the
three load,, , _les_gn cases _L_:
; :' • Maximum Dositive (up) bending (load case 47g01
," • Maximum negative (down) bending (load case _010)
..... • Maximum torsion (load case 3710)
qF ?l_s_ QUALITY
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'I 0 Taxi Single loadpeak OF POOR QUALITY
--_ ,,
,_., @ Takeoff Single loadpeak
..... : /
. ::. _ Climb Gustandmaneuveralternatingloads
_ @ Cruise endingwith the lg
,. :': (_ Descent load
',: : @, . ; Landing Singleload peak
i:v,- "I
,, ,,':
_!:_... .,4;
....i I
V'®0 i
=,'. Time
j r _ ' _ Figure 144. Test Spectrum General Loading Sequence
These load cases were applied to establish baseline distributions. The strain gage
,: output for all three load cases was reviewed and compared with the finite element
,_, model predictions. Results showed good agreement between the calculated and
. .'i.i measured values. In addition, five unit load cases were applied to the stub box.
' :..:.:. The deflection data ta!.-.en during unit loading3 were used to correlate with stiffness
. . ._ calculations.
.... :.- Fati_Je Test-Fatigue testing was performed on the stub box to indicate any
"_:":" fatigue critical design details. Spectrum fatigue loads representing one lifetime of
:'...... service (75 000 flights) were applied.
• The test load spectrum used throughout the program was developed from the
.... original 737 fatigue analysis and 10 years of service history. The test flight phase
.. is defined as taxi, takeoff_ climb, cruise, descent, and landing. The taxi, takeoff,
• and landin_ phase alternating loads are of a relatively small magnitude; thus, these
ii" phases are represented by single excursions of the Ig load plus the secondary cycle
excursion. Significant alternating loads exist during climb, cruise, and descent
phases; therefore, these test phases contained an appropriate number oi alternating
• load peaks about the lg load levels. The load sequence has been developed to be
':. similar to the European standard spectra TWIST and FALSTAFF (refs. 15 and 16),
in which flight conditions of varying severity are applied with more and larger load
,,,. peaks in severe flights than in less severe flights. The resulting general load
•. sequence is shown in Figure 1_#, Truncation load levels were established according
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;'_ " to the standard spectrum, TWIST (,-of. 1.5). A 10 000 .QF POORQUALITY, -fliglt hi k wa., established
....;",.. according 1:o the TWIST spcetrlJm, and 1:his block was repeated eight times to
, accumlllal:e go 000 flil_hts .for one lifel:irne.
,... Many of the alternating loads contained in the test spectrum o_cur less than once
_ per flight, necessita1:inR several test flight types with different severities and
., frequencies. Test flight severity levels were delined in a similar manner to those
•: defined in TWIST. Eight flight types were defined. The resulting frequency and
,_........, cyclic load content of the flights is shown in Table 3l Tlle load points for an
, ,. _ .': F-type flight are shown in Figure 14_, The I00% load level shown in this figure
corresponds to 4296 of the ultimate design bending moment at the reference station
':. :. (stabilizer station 13g). The /_2% bending moment condition occurs once each A
._ ':" flight (fig. 145), which occurs once during each I0 000-flight block. The high load
point ffig. 145) shown for the landing condition oroduces a bending moment equal to
:34%of the ultimate design bending moment. This condition and level occur once
' r[ .
[T';I";'I:!";_ every flight.
_-:'.,_;,_a At the end of each block of 10 000 flights, nondestructive inspection (NDI) fort-- '_[.'_'...:.: .
,:, ........a., damage was performed. Strain surveys and deflecfion measurements also were
, °4,,. taken before the start of fatigue testing and after every 20 000 flights to establish
comparative strain data throughout the fatigue test. No damage was detected
_::{,!!_._:i._ during or after the fatigue cycling, and no changes were noted in the comparative
_'_:_...... - strains or deflections.
_q :; L' r :_) Static Test, Design Ultimate Load Conditions-Static tests were oerformed by
,i',!.:oo. applying the three load conditions described for the strain survey (see. 4.2.9.2).
...... Load level and sequence were:
• 'o" " %'_.
'-_::Z-/ :':_' _ Load case 3710 to 100% DI.JL
.... • - Load case 4010 to 72% DLJL
:. ,_: • Load case 4740 to 80% DUL
,,:.!. The box was not loaded to 100% DUL for load cases #010 and 4740 to preclude
. _ damage to the titanium lugs. A review of the results of the strain survey resulted
_. ,, in a redesign and strengthening of the production rear-spar lug details. Since the
stub box was scheduled for further fatigue and damage tolerance testing, reduced
- _ -,! loads were applied to preclude failure and loss of the test sDecimen.
The strain gage data taken during these load applications were extraoolated to
=_-_"ii:i'":::i[:,,,, ultimate and compared with the finite element analysis results. This comparison
- .:i,_ " showed:
. ,,,:, • Good agreement between measured and calculated values
• Strain levels in the critical details compatible with the limits established as
' 'c
criteria for the program
'_: - ?L
'_: Damage Tolerance Growth A_e&sment-Damage Lolerance testing evaluated the
-_ ' _' effects of repeated lo,ads on discrete damage, r)amage was inflicted at critical
:_'", _ locations. A description of the damage is shown on Table 32 and in Figures 146
-'__:";£',,,,,o.:_ through 14g. Photos of examples of damage are shown in Figures 149 through 152.
'.7: :
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_= fable 31, FILqht Type Definition
..i. FIi(lht/ Number
Numberof gust loadcycles Numberof maneuverloadcycles of load
,, ' ateightamplitudelevels at eightamplitudelevels rJolntl
"' " in one
"':!i..___ I II III IV V Vl VII VIII , I II ,111 IV V Vl Vl,! ,,,VIII, flight
i; • , A _
...." " _"_1 1 1 2 2 6 14 112 766 1 3 5 2 7 3 2 3 1866
1 1 2 6 10 91 655 1 3 3 7 2 2 2 1578
k_ _
p _
_'/F; 1 1 2 2 39 468 2 8 7 3 1 5 1084
D1"_4a I I 2 14 166 4 12 8 6 7 488
/ ,r
i i "'"
• _',,,,i,. E/,_6 2 1 2 4 73 5 13 10 15 252
_' "" _"'_20 1 3 15 3 8 10 86
...._" 1 6 3 8 42
'_- :, 4 8 30
i
-_ " _ Number of flights in a 10 000-flight block.
:.... 100
'" * 87 load points Landingcondition
_ •, 80
; "_ 40
,. i_ .
_,),. .20
'- 0 20 40 60 80 100
Loadr' po_nzs
"_ _ Figure 145. F.Type Flight Definition
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• . Table 32. Stub Box Damage Location and Description
Damage
" dentification Location Description
lumber ..
' .... LS-1 Lower skin at stabilizer station 77 between the Cut skin 12.7mm (0.5 in) long at 45 deg to the
i ,,, rear sparand stringer 1 rear spar. Simulates servicedamage
; i, ,,-', LS-2 Lower skin at stringer 1 and stabilizer station 111.1 Damaged skin in fastener countersink.
, and -3 rib intersection Simulates delamination causedby improper
fastener installation
i
:' " Lower skin to rear spar fastener at stabilizer (Same as LS-2)
LS-4 station 80
,_!! :.
_-";:'_'Or_":' Lower skin at stringer 2 and stabilizer Impact damage. Simulates service damageLS-5
station 111.1 rib intersection _ _;
i _''''":- ......... i
,, _. Lower skin stringer 2 inner chord between Impact damage. Simulates dropped tool during
i ,,,:o _,_ LS-6 stabilizer station 83.5 and 111.1 assembly
i= ,,
% ;_": Upper skin (same as LS-1) Impact damage. Simulates dropped tool or hail
....... US-1
_ , ",_;.: damage
_:__i:," US_2 Upper skin (same as LS-2 and -31 (Same as LS-2 and -31
,_ :_:_ and -3
.......!. US-4 Upper skin (same as LS-4) (Same as LS-2 and -3)
'_..... " Rear spar, edge of web cutout at stabilizer Impact damage. Simulates fabrication or service
RS-1 station 90 damage
, , . Rear spar, edge of web cutout at stabilizer Web cut 6.4mm (0.25 in) long. Simulates fatigue
i RS-2 station 86 or servicedamage
! _ '_,':7' , .....
F ,,:,' ;
_:':i '_ ' RS-3 Rear spar chord forward flange at stabilizer Cut from flange edge to fastener hole. Simulates
......,' station 72.5 fatigue or service damage
_. RS-4 Rear spar web at stablllzer station 96 Impact damage. Simulates fatigue or service_ damage _
!= ,;,.
i- ,':o . Rear spar web at stabilizer station 99 Cut web 12.7mm (0.5 in) long. Simulates fatiguei .
- RS-5 or service damage
i i_'_ i' _ Impact damage level. Detectable by visual inspection.! • _..
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' '_'_" Figure 148. Rear-Spar Damage Location
o _ ,,y
_ Spectrun fatigue loads representing one-quarter lifetime (20 000 flights/ were
c_ apDiied after in!lictinl_ small damage at critical locations. Inspections using
_':"_" , Sondicator and X-ray techniques were performed after each 5000 flights. After
"_;" 20 000 flights with the small darna_e, static loads equivalent to limit loads of load _!
:: :::: cases 4010 and t_Tt_0 were applied. The spectrum fatigue loads then were continued
for 20 000 additional flights. No damage or flaw _rowth was detected during or _
:': _ after the fatigue cycling. ,:_ ;' ,
,_'.._i': Damage Tolerance_ Fail-&aIe-Fail-safe tests demonstrated the capability of stabi-
'. lizer structure to redistribute loads with a major member failed. The Dins ii_
attaching the stabilizer to the aircraft center-section structure were sequentially ,
• removed to simulate lug failures. In addition_ effects of the inflicted damage !i
.. shown in Table 32 were included. Strain gaKe data were obtained for each I
.... condition for correlation with the ATLAS analysis mode. The fail-safe testing is
_:_,_ summar ized in Table 33.
I
........ X-ray inspections were performed before and after testing, l IItrasonic inspections
" also were performed after each load anplication. No increase was detected in the
v o size oi the inflicted damage after the application of these static loads.
o .*
•. The next test phase demonstrated that the structure can sustain oarnal_e to critical
?:: structural details and continue to carry load. Three large-area ct,t_ were inflicted
::', ,, in the structure. In the first test, the front-spar upper chord and adjacent leading¢,
edge and upper skin were cut, as shown in Figures 153 through 155. Down bending
(, . _ i75
' (-_ IIII =_L l
........ :.2_:..Z:___:__L2__.'2.L.Z.,._-."-2--..5 "L_%.:I-_2:..__L.--.- ±-. -
iFigure 150. Lower Surface Damage (LS-2 and LS-3)
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_. Table 33. Fail-Safe Test Summary
•- Load level,
,. :.,,_,. Load case percentage Pin configuration
.......... qf DULJ,i
:; _' :" 1 4010
.,' , Maximum down bending 67 All pins installed
,:,,
"__;':;:_ 4010
i _- 2 40 Upper rear spar pin deleted
...- _...._. ; . Maximum dGwn bending
-;t_._,.:._,:.,"" 4010
_'"_f " 3 Maximum down bending 60 Upper flcnt spar pin deleted
:' 4 4740
Maximum up bending 67 All pins installed
_ 5 4740
Maximum up bending 40 Lower front spar pin deleted
." :- 4740
6 Maximum up bending 40 Lower rear sparpin deleted
o
o , i.
,o . •
50,8 mm_ Station
• -- '_'- (2.0 in) -_ ,fr Uppe, skin I"_ _
_=- ./Leading edge (aluminum) 83.5
.... :,. _____ _.: _,,, ,,,, _ _, ,_ _ _. .... _ Station
#1 "'' %" " .......... __I 111'1
/ ,, 381mmi 11.5 in)
'; Upper chord . _/
• • Section through front spar, showing area of cut (shaded)
Front spar
: Figure 153. Stub Box Damage Tolerance Test-Front.Spar Upper Chord, Skin, and Leading Edge
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z
I (load case 4010) was applied to a level of og% i)lJL. With this load api)lied,
:.... i._i instrumentation showed a redistribution of load adjacent to the cut. Visual
il inspection showed cracks progressing from the ends of the cut to the upper skin and
o,,: _ spar web. X-ray and ultrasonic inspections were performed to define the crack
limits. Results of the inspection indicated that the graphite-epoxy was fractured
o an additional 63.5 mm (2.5 in) into both the skin panel and spar web.
!. ,
'°•_!. Aluminum splice plates were installed over the damage to prevent further crack
" growth.
....
For the second tes% the low_.r surface stringer 2 and the adjacent skin were cut, as
• i "
_ : :_ shown in Figures 156 and 157. Down bending (,oau ,,ase 4010) again was applied.
_.: Strain Rage data were recorded to determinr load redistribution. Limit load (8796
i/ _ DUL) was applied, with no apparent crack _;rowth. This cut was repaired, and
,, testing continued to the third phase.
_:-." For the third damage tolerance test, cuts were made in the rear-spar lower chord.
:.._ The location and size of the cuts are shown in Figures t55 and 159. The test was
....... conducted in four steps. The stub box was loaded to 6796 DUL for load case 4010
2,_ :i (maximum down bending) after each successive cut. The structure sustained the
•, loadings with no apparent crack _rowth. The cut was repaired by adding aluminum
,_ i."_ plates, and testing continued. !I
- !i
:• For the last damage tolerance test, the aluminum repair plates were removed from "_
the front spar. Load case 4010 was applied to determine the residual strength ofj:
i _.._ the structure with the induced damage and exist:.ng crack. As load was applied, the i
_ :_ crack progressed in the upper skin, aft and toward the rear-spar lug to the
" intersection of stringer 5 and the rib at stabilizer station 83.,5 (fig. 160). The crack
: ':' stopped at tLat point, and the structure sustained limit load (6796 DUL) without
further damage growth.
o Destruction-The final test on the stub box was the application of load case _010 to
failure. The structure sustained t00% DUL without failure. Failure occurred at
_,_t_ I14% DUL. The test is summarized as follows'
o _Y ""
• All strains were linear to [00% DUL.
• li The load system dumped a_ I08% DUL. Strains in the front- and rear-spar
- upper (tension) lugs departed from a straight line between 100% and I0_%.<
_ • The stub box was reloaded to 100% DUL. The upper rear-spar (tension lug)
.' gages showed loss of the graphite-epoxy portion with correspondin_ load
red istr ibut ion.
. • The load system dumped again at 114% DUL.
• The stub box was reloaded to 100% DUL. The upper front-soar (tension lug1
- gages showed loss of the graphite-epoxy oortion with additional load redistri-
"' _ " bution.
._.,, 180
t:
165.1 mm (6.5 in)
.;,;._._, _
IZ._: Station I
_i_., 97 Rear
:_,:;_ • Station Forward Station Station _- spar
111,1 (_ 83,5 68,14
: - Inboard
_ Figure 156. Stub Box Damage Tolerance Test-Lower Surface Skin and Stringer
• Failure of the (tension loaded) upper _ront-spar lug occurred at Lib,% DUL
(third loading) (_ig. L6t). Skin damage and closure rib damage were apparent
at the (comDressLon-loaded} lower rear-spar/closure rib intersect}on (figs. 162
• and [ 63}.
Summary, Stub Box Test-All tests were completed successfully. 3"he box sustained
• load case t_010, the criHcal down-bend..n_ condition, to t00% DUL without _ailure
; after completion of the full series of tests, By testing the critical structure early
o _ in the program, the following advantages were _ained:
: 1 Modifications to design (i.e., the lug chan_e discussed in sec. 4.2.9.2, Static
. . 'rest, Design Ultimate Load Conditions) were identified with minimdm impact
on structure and schedule
"!-
.... % ....... ,,:i i
: -.-....... ............... n
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.:. Q View looking up at tile lower edge
¢,i
I1_ = "l=" _ "
L ' ,_
"-. Cut through skin
_,'_:'......'" and stringer ....
1
'_ Figure 157. Stub Box Damage Tnlerance Test-Cut Through Skin and Stringer !1,
,i
_": s-2S'3 [
!
' Cut gap = 3.05 mm +1.5 Rear spar
• _" ::" (0.12 in ±0.06) lower chord
, == _ _ \\ - '.-spar
Cut 4 Forward Station _\ Station i
locationL_
i _ [_=" Reference Table 32.12.7 mm
•,i _ (0.50 in) 35.56 mm
_.° :. _..,.35.56 mm_,=. (1.4 in)(1.4 in)
_; 66.04 mm
....... '"-: _ (2.6 in) _'_
Figure 158. Stub Box Damage Tolerance Test-Rear-Spar and Lower Chord
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I_t_ ;,. -' "
_;: ...... _
r-_, " Figure 159. Stub Box DamageToleranceTest-Cut Through Rear-Sparand Lower Chord _J
F:iL"I :i
' Crack in upper skin and front spar after 67% DUL !-: :_ (. points
':_ Rib, stabilizer statmn 83.5
Figure 160. Stub Box DamageToleranceTest-Upl;er SurfaceCrack
18a
r
I
_._ ........ _ ,.
,s_::i: Figure 161. Front-Spar Failure
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Figure 162. Rear-Spar Lower Lug and Chord Damage
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• Verification el" str,,ct,,ral lend pnths OF' pOOR OU_/_
- • bi:ifiration of finite element mod_l
..: • Ibnl:a support for the no-Rrowth damag,e tolerance philosoplly
4.2,10 Environmental Test Panel
• As part of the stabilizer certification program, an environmental test panel was ,
tested to demonstrate:
r .
• The effects of moisture and temperature on the strain distributions of a :,
! highly loaded structure j
_:-' : -
I ,,:a_.: • The capability of the critically loaded graphite-epoxy structure to withstand !
:_,_,:,::,:,,_• limit and ultimate loads under hot-wet and cold-dry conditions '
:F;: iii i
•-_.,_,;,,'[", • The capability to predict the effects of moisture and temperature extremes
,'!
r-. , by analysis
'_-._ii: The test panel represented a lower surface section of the stabilizer. Loads that
_, °" _'_ produced biaxial strains in critical areas were applied.
d..... - )
, The configuration chosen for the test panel is shown in Figure 16#. It was designed .,
i, :: sufficiently large to ensure that the desired strain distributions would be obtained J
":_ in the corner area formed by the closure rib and the rear spar. All span,v_se I'
:.;. applied loads are reacted by the rear spar, which was designed to 63 503 kg Io, :_
....: _. (l#O 000 lb) ultimate load (stabilizer lug design ultimate load equals 6# 864 kg t,
,._,_" [ 140 000 lb]). Simulated elevator hinge loads are applied through three lugs on the "
,,7', trailing edg,e.
i , A finite element model of the panel was developed for use with the ATLAS
..... :.: program. The purpose was to establish a correlation between test and analysis. 1
; i
: ': The outboard and forward boundary elements have thicknesses and/or material
! i,:_ i, ".. properties designed to aid in providing comparable strains in the test panel and the
: i_,. ,!/ full-scale article. The load case producing the strongest possible degree of J
i_...i. _L biaxiality was chosen for application. Internal loads for this case were found from
_:,,.,_:. the full-scale ATLAS model and were factored up to obtain the 63 503-kg I
_i!i':il;_,':, (It40 000-1bl rear-spar lug reaction, i
 ii: t
_.,_._;.,...
_,o:_;_ ; Figure 165 shows strain contour plots in the region of interest of the test panel and I
._'_':_,_i• the stabilizer. The comparison showed good agreement between the stabilizer and i
_:'__._' the environmental test panel.t;.; _' '
:[.... "" The test panel, assembled and ready for test, is shown in Figure 166. Testing was
_..,! conducted according to the plan contained in Table 3t4. Cold tests were conducted
O • ' a
r_-._ .. at -_9°C (-7.5 F), which was obtained by circulating liquid nitrogen through the
F."I-:': ' environmental chamber. A wet condition was created by exposin8 the specimen to
_-..... 60°C (l#0°F) and to 80% to 85% relative humidity until the specimen weight
:i_ : stabilized, as determined by a stand=rd moisture rider. Hot-wet testingthen was
i_ " conducted by raising the temperature to 82°C (lS0°F), zeroing the gages, and
•i_,:_:_' : applying ultimate load.
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%i:: st°tioo
_ 83.50
ilT_i_"--_':- _-....... Lowerskinpanel
i-i_ Tr_ilin_udge
_:,. panel
_:; . _S-3
_-_, ,.S-2
_,_- , .- Rear-spar
_._.-:_ lowerchord
, . ,.,:,_ _ Rear-sparlower lugload _ Skin panelshearload
_, _:i.!: _ Rear-,sparclosurerib intersection _ Closurerib chordreaction! "_"! Ribchordreaction
_, _. [_Elevator hingeloads
. _ _Spar chordload _ Trailing_dgepanelload
_-_Skin panel load _ Trailing-edgebeamload
....•'-." 6_Trailing-edge rib spar intersection
_ Figure 164. Environmental Test Pane/
_i!i -i:i: The environmental test panel was subjected to the following test conditions:
1• i i
Cond it ion Load Env iron ment
? | 67% DUL 2i°C (70°F) ambient humidity
2 67% F3tJL 39°C (-75°F_ ambient humidity
_r: '! 3 100% DUL 82°C (I$0°F)wet condition
--r" "" The test panel sustained conditions l, 2, and 3 with no apparent damage. During
condition 4, faihlre occurred at 137% DilL in the spar lug. This load level had been
,, predicted by previous l,_le,tests (see. #,2.3.5).
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,,.. _-_ Inboard
, Forward
Strain contour identification
1 -0.0010
2 -O.O0O9
,_ Rear spar 3 -0.0008
r 4 -0.0007
_i_ 5 -0.0006
: Stringer 1 6 -0.0005
7 -0.0004
..... 8 -0.0003
¢,,_.:_;_:: Area used 9 -0.0002
,,_ _ for strain 0 °0.0001
.... , comparison A 0
' Station Station Station
,, ,: , 138.70 111.10 83.50
• _ r _ _ :" (C) Environmental Test Panel-Ultimate Chordwise Strain
T
': 1 " .-- ,_, . _' [--= --" Inboard
, ' I_v '/ !: !',i' Forward"-"_" !_, ' '_' Strain contour identification
' . ,' , ,_.. , ), _! _..'_ , _ --
•". / • _.,_".,_ _ . _ / . '\ 1 -0.0014
"-...... -..- ; "- " " Rear spar 2 -0.0012
., / ._ .'/,. ,, ,, \
' •.... _ ..... 3 -0.0011
• , / ."* ;_ • ,'/,.,_ _ '" , , o t,
•. it, '/1/ " \ _,£ 4 -0.0010
" _- .... ,'_'----i _ "/ l,.... _,/ i Stringer 1./ -" .' 5 -0.0008
,_ ,_' / _", '! ";" / .... _'-_ 8 -0.0007. , , j- y/.
: /' [ / /" / \ - Area used 7 -0.0005
I orran OOO
, ,,,, _ _ ,-,',/,
• ,.' /5. comparison 9 -0.0003
' _ ' _ ' 0 -0.0001
: (/ _. A 0
,_ , /, ! ,, _,,,
Station Station Station
• 138.70 111.10 83.50
..... (d) Stabilizer Lower Surface-Ultimate Chordwise Strain
..... Figure 165. Strain anti U/t/mate S/tear Stress Co/ttoz/rs (Co/_tim/e(l)
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F
_i_ ': '. _ Inboard /_p'_
_!_:.i_;} Forward: Stresscontour identification
1 0 C 6000{ 2 500 D 6500
_.' --'- 3 1000 E 7000
: • Rear spar 4 1500 F 7500
5 2000 G 8000
_(_ 6 2500 H 8500
_._inger 1 7 3000 I 9000
c" _ 8 3500 J 9500
/.//;_ _ "Area used 9 4000 K 10000
•_il forstrain 0 4500 L 10500
_ ;_ comparison A 5000 M 11000
9 5500 N 11500
_,_', O 12000
#_" _' Station Station Station
__ _-_:_ 138.70 111.10 83.50
_.... (e) Environmental Test Panel-Ultimate Shear Stress
L " : "---_ _ I Inboard
_- .... /" 4
: . , , 'r" _ Forward
i
........... -_£ _/_-- , ,_ Stresscontour identification
". - _ 1 0 C 8200
........... " ' 2 700 D 8800
:...... - .'. -±.i"""_ .... "" " ;::_::---_-_-_ _._ Rear spar 3 1400 E 9500
.. "- /..: ;.--::-;_X_ .-_;_:_ 4 2000 F 10200
...........: , , , , , , ,..' ,. "_' "-:;>_ _ 5 2700 G 10400'' " " " : I. / ; : :
,/,"...... _,_; , / ; ! ' __''"\'_ Stiinger 1 6 3400 H 11600
, , /.._. , . ? , , .,/_.._ ,.._..,_:_. _ 7 4100 I 12200
_"..'_;. _ 8 4800 J 12900
'" '" 1 " ...... : "" ' ; .... " " '_ l Area used 9 5400 K 13600
•.. " qL - :; ' ..... ' .... ; .... ' "_-J'/ L for strain 0 6100 L 14300
. - _.._ . ', !_ .... ' ,i . -; ..... ; K;_' I comparison
_( , .. .... 0,.,, , , _ , , %, , A 6800 M 15000, ,_ .... ....... _ • B 75 N 6| ° , /"
" [. " _ ,_.", ,. _"#-, , , , , , _, O 16300
-'%., Station Station Station
138.70 111.10 83.50
(f) Stabilizer Lower Surface-Ultimate Shear Stress
" F/gure 165. Strain an(/U/timate Shear Stress Contours (Conc/uded)
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Figure 166. Test Setup
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• -. Table 34. Environmental Test Panel Test Plan
Environmental condition Load Data requirements
"+ ' .+" Test Temperature Humidity
,:- condition
, "" I i i i i
_ 1 Ambient Ambient 67% DUL Strain and deflection
: ',_ 21°C (70°C) 21°C (70°F) dat= taken at zero load,
_.-'+ 16%, 32%, 48%, 67%,
" " 32%, 0.
! . 2 .59°C (.75°F) Ambient 67% DU L Strain, deflection, and
• :_.:, , _ thermocouple data
=_ ...... - taken at zero load, 21°C
_ _._,,ii. _, (70°F); zero load, 17.8°C(0°F); zero load, -23.8°C
"'_>_: ('75°F); 16%, 32%, 48%,
....+ _ 67%, 32% and 0 while at
•23.8°C (-75°F); zere
_ load, 21°C (70°F).
_,_:: " 3 82°C (180°F) Wet 100% DUL Strain, deflection, and
-_:+ _ thermocouple data taken
,._ .:." at 82°C (180°F); 16%,
_'_- .... 32o/0,48%, 67%, 80%,
100% DUL, zero load,
' : 21°C (70°F). i,
o'
'o ' '1'
o-.-... _ Refer to Figure 164. Loads given are referenced to DUL.
:. _ As received after manufacturino_
.. !, _ Wet specimenswill be exposed to 60°C (140° F) -+12°C (+10°F) and 80% to 85%
+. relative humidity until specimen weight stabilizes, asdetermined by a standard
+ - moisture rider.
Because of the testing sequence involved in the t_ot-wet condition, thermal strains
: associated with temperature rise• from ambient to 82°C (]80°F) are not Dart of the
! _t° gage readings. However, correlation between test and analysis was obtained for
+ " • o o ) .the -59 C (-75 F condition and the analysis was influenced by thermal expansion
....... factors in the input. Consequently, the analysis was used to provide thermal
,--'_. _' +_: ....
_ contributions to _trains develooed during the hot-wet test.
Strain gage data, together with equivalent ATLAS values, are shown in Figure 167.
+: The highest axial strains were observed at station $t.00onthe spar durin_;thehot-
"' wet test. At ultimate load, the avera_ie strain at this location was 2663 IJm/t-n
..... (Iain/in), with a slight degree of bending. The reading at the center ol the section
' was 2508 lJmlm(lJin/in) strain. The corresponding ATLAS values agreed with the
test within |0%.
All the spanwise loads applied in testing this panel are reacted by the spar lug,
" whiciJ _'a,Jsesdominant axial strains along the spar. Chordwise strains are induced
_ +'"
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2000 2000
'°_ o'_ _"
+ o o I
.... _ I I I I -2000 I i I
. -2000 0 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 41_ 60 80' 100
i_....
L o
"8000 20 40 60 80 100 0 20 40 60 80 100
";z _
:_ 2000•
: P" I
oO{
I I l I
__ : -2000 ..i, i , i -2000 0 20 .40 60 80 100• " 20 417 60 80 100
Percentageof designultimateload Percentageof designultimateload
., !
BetweensparendsUinger1, station79.00 BetweensparandsUinger1, station87.00
i
_ Back.to,back gagesindicatedbending. Gageoutput affected by Legend: Test ATLAS +
•:+ long-termpowerapplication in moist environment, LoadcaseI 0 • II
.. _ Strain levelsare too low for percentagedifferencesto be significant. _ Loadcase2 z_ •Loadcase3 [3
. _ Very steepspanwisestraingradient. Slight variationin gage
• positionresultsin significantdifferencein strain measurement
'':. (seefig, 168).
_.:. _ Load case3 (hot, wet) data containsATLAS thremal strains,
: Figure 167. Environmental Test Pane/Data
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'4
: _ 2000 20
If0' ".... Z,. '
il.
' _ . -2000 ,2000 a
0 20 ;tO 60 80 1,00. 0 20 40 60 80 100
, - Percentageof design ultimate load Percentage of design ultimate load
i
• _ " Rear spat station 81.00 Ram spar station 108.60
=
......... . ,2000
1
i00, Legend:TestATLAS
_,=_;"i F. _ Load case 1 0 •
_:" ' Load case 2 z_ A
• ;: ' Load case3 n m
o-.
*_ -600 l I I I
o- ,:!!: 0 20 40 60 80 lOq
Percentage of design ultimate load
........ Stringer 1, nation 82.4
/i
: _ Back-to.back gages indicated bend,,,3 Gage output affected by
-'._ long-term power application in too!st env;;r, nment.
_= • _ Strain levels are too low for percentage differences _, he significant.
,_ : [_ Very steep spanwise strain gradient. Slight variation in gage
position results in significant difference in strain measurement
, (seefig. 168).
, [_ Load case 3 (hot, wet) data contains ATLAS thermal strains,
Figure 167. Environmental Test Panel Da_a(Concluded)
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. by Poisson's effect, as seen by tile decrease of strain levels with increasing loads.
The same situation exists in the full-scale stabilizer with comparable test results.
,¢
_ In some cases, differences between test and analytical results can be explained by
,. noting that the test gage was located in a zone of severe strain gradients. A small
u
,; . displacement el the gage results in large differences in strain readings. This effect
is noted on appropriate data fiflures and is shown in Figure 168.
.2
_,- It was determined that strain gages should not be maintained with current applied
° for appreciable times in a hot-wet environment. Drift of up to 1500 Iam/m (Ijin/in)
_:, _'- '_.
i.__ of strain was noted in _ages in this condition for '.onger than an hour,'
_'.. 0.3 WEIGHTS
: _) 4.3.1 Technical Approach
..... • Graphite-epoxy component weights were calculated by the ply-by-ply method that
....:...... was used successfully on the NASA/ACEE 727 graphite-epoxy elevator program.L,
_°2 ,, This method determines the areas for each ply of material within the component
, _: and summarizes them by style of fabric and/or grade of tape. Nominal drawing
, _ ' ,: dimensions and nominal material areal weights were used for weight evaluations.
.o _: An acutal weight program of all point design test components was instituted early
o,, i:)- in the program, and these actual weights were compared to the calculated values.
o- ,
_ A close correlation was found between these values and a contingency addition to
the calculated values to account for manufacturing and material tolerances was
..... . not required.
.... 27
i _',_ : #.3.2 Preliminary Analysis
i
The inspar primary box structure of the horizontal stabilizer was selected for
.... il. redesign using graphite-epoxy material. Only this structure is reported for weight
• comparison purposes. The existing aluminum leading edge and fiberglass-aluminum
i .... / trailing-edge structures were retained, together with the tip fairing.
! ,..
.... i_ ,_" Design changes not considered in weight comparisons were: thermal expansion
.....o_._, provisions, comprising a linkage system to the elevator hinge to permit usage of
• the existing aluminum elevator, and the change from aluminum to graphite-epoxy
_ on the trailing-edge beams to minimize thermal expansion in the trailing-edge
.... , . structure.
._ .... Initial weight evaluation of the graphite-epoxy inspar structure shown in Table 35
was developed using preliminary design information and layout drawings. Later, a
complete reanalysis was performed by extrapolating the stub box design to the full-
. size structure using the finite element analysis data and the stub box test
i component drawings to represent the production structure. This resulted in a
..... weight increase ol 7._ kg (16.6 Ib).
The initial weight comparison between the graphite-epoxy structure and the
! - existing aluminum structure showed a reduction of 29%. After incorporating the
• stub box design revision, a weight reduction of 27% resulted.
r_, ".'_
For production weight data analysis, see Section 3.5 of Reference 6.
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" Rearspar
o_
i, ,f'
t
_ _: .. BeW_een
_._ I _ rearspar
_;,,' and
- _" ; stringer1
/,,
I
Station Station • Strain gage
i .........-_ 83.50... 111.10
i
i _.- Straincontouridentification
!_3 1 0 C 4000• 2 333 D 4333
...... . 3 667 E 4667
i _'_" 4 1000 F 5000
5 1333 G 5333
• ". 6 1667 H 5667
.... 7 2000 I 6000
8 2333 J 6333
9 2667 K 6667
, 0 3000 L 7000
,'_ A 3333 M 7333
i. B 3667 N 7667
- O 6000
Figure 168. Expanded View of Environmental Test Panel Shear Stress Contours
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_-;-"_:_......,,;- Table 3g. Composite Stal)ilizor Inspar Structure W_.,ight Comparison
i
; ...... .. Horitontal Metal Col_]posite W{:i!tht IP.(ILIctI_)Jl Por,-,,nt change
,_-'_1,; .,, stabilizer-737 desi.qn weigh! des gn weight kg (Ih)/airl}lanc
_'i_', "_::',, kg (Ih)/airplarle kg (Ih)/airplane
'_:" " Fror_t spar 31.3 20.2 - 11.1 -35,0
":;' (69,0) 144,61 1-24.4)
._- Rear spar 71.2 42,9 -28.3 -40.0(156.9) (94.6) (-62.3)
Skins 72.3 71.8 -0.5 -0.7
_ (159.5) (158.3) (-1.2)
!_ii i:
Ribs 60.9 30.3 -30.6 -23.0
" (134.21 (66.81 1-67.4)
Access doors 0.7 0.9 +0.2 +28.0
r " 'r_ (1'61 12"1) 1+0'51
" " Total stabilizer 236.4 166.1 -70.3 --29.0
'°_ insparstructure/ 1521.21 (366.4) (- 154,81 i• i
airplane _
l:
o_ - _
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_. 5.0 FABRICATION DEVELOPMENT
-7-_.__-..:i_ This section presents the results of manufacturir, i; development of tooling and
/,:,'.::: : fabrication processes and of quality assurance technique:; and procedures. Tile
.......:, work includes precontract, Boeing-funded, feasibility, and trade studies_ ancillary
_--..... :_' test component fabrication; and manufacturing verification hardware production.
' 5.1 TRADE AND PRODIJCIBILITY STUDIES
'?.,,.. The following sections describe trade and producibility studies conducted prior to
f_ ,'_.: and during the contracted development and production of the five 737 stabilizer
,_a,2; .- shipsets.
p i'
,,.. 5.1.1 l-Stiffened Panel Development
' A trade study was conducted to determine the producibility and cost effectiveness
.o _:-,,,_ of the l-stiffened design for the stabilizer panels. Woven fabric and preplied
, unidrectional tape material forms were evaluated. Both materials were ]aid up on
,J:')":'i: the same tooling and processed to the same Boeing specification. The woven fabric
-°'i°_' proved to be the most economical material because it required 36°A less fabrication
.... j' s _'_'',.
_._'" labor for debulking than the preplied material when spring=back occurred during
_---- -.i Iayup. The layup sequence is shown in Figure 169) _nd the first test panel in
"'_" :. Figure I70.
/--Trim line
• . _. o3 plies each • Trim edges e Join halves and pin
Ply 3 +45, .45 deg • Separate from wood block
Ply2 90, Odeg
,_, Ply 1 .45, +45 deg
. ." '.' i" • LaVup and debulk
• ,., !,o,"_
' : • Locate stiffeners on skin,
,.. • Debag add fillers and cap strips • F illers...lower flanqe
_, " • Remove •luminum mandrels to upper flange
,,,._,._ '.'., • Remove _ins
• Replace steel Dins w=th Teflon pins
" ' 'i : • Bag and cure
' i' _,., ' Figure 1691 Layup of/.Section Stiffeners
,: Tooling design and manufacturing procedures were relined with the fabrication of
• two panels measuring 216 x 76 cm (_5 x 30 in)_ each incorporating five I-stiffeners.
' To prevent stiffener misalignment, a locating (checking) template was used in
-- ;).
_.1 _, " conjunction with locating plates and spacers (figs. 171 and 172). These were
_,,." incorporated into the design for the production tool. In practice, the locating
= ....' plates and spacers are retained through the debulking and compacting cycle and
....!: ::,-, then are removed for bagging and cure.
i •
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' All panels fabricated during this producibility study showed some porosity on the
,. :: tool stlrface. 11: was flot sufficient to catlse rejection, however, and tile routine
.. application of statir: conditioner (pin-hole filler) provided an aerodynamically
°'_ ; acceptable finish.
, _ _.!.2 Inspar Rib Trade Study
,', An Lnspar rib study was performed to compare the producibility of a corrugated rib
with a honeycomb sandwich rib. These ribs were both fabricated on production
=,,,, ... - quality tools using 3K-70-P woven fabric. One inspar rib of each type (figs. 173
'" and 17#) was made and the Iabrication labor determined. The relative cost of each
_'.,_,, design was 1.0, honeycomb; 2.1, corrugated.
T
_--,%_,.
:i':,' _ "
_' ,_':_ Figure 170. I-Stiffened Skin TestPane/
::' 17
.... ,:::,'.i Checkingtemplate
o ".." i
,;; .
" (typical)
r" : : Locating plates
4"':
Figure 171. /-Stiffened Pane/Tooling Approach
_' Comparing part quality, the corrugated rib showed surlace porosity on the outer
•" radii areas, a routine condition caused by fabric bridging that occurs on sinewave
": and corrugated designs. This study showed that the honeycomb design had definite
. producibility advantages over the corrugated design.
,, :i, I
• i
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t.... 4/vo,.. v4ti
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'_& ,.
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,}..e ,
..... ' Figure 172. Tool Concept of 1-SectionStiffeners
_.,,-:: 5.1.3 Spar Lug Fabrication
,o_,._" Three spar attach lug designs were fabricated and subjected to nondestrucxive
:::: testing. These designs included an all-graphite lug, graphite with bonded titanium
' o@ straps) and graphite with bonded and bolted titanium straps (fig. 175). On the basis
of the nondestructive inspection (NDI) test/inspection and the observed labor cost,
:_ Manufacturing recommended the lug with bonded and bolted titanium straps for
.. production; the labor cost was one-third that of the all-graphite design, and NDI
_,i_¢_:. showed that bonding was significantly improved over the bonded but not bolted
}
a.. _.I.# Rear-Spar Lug Interface Producibility Part
, : Because of the complexity of the layup and assembly at the rear-spar lug interface,
. fabrication of a producibility test part was required to establish tooling design,
! "_'_' : layup procedures) and quality control inspection techniques. The part was a 1.8m
.....o!_ (6 ft) section of the rear spar that included the three lugs (fig. 176). In addition,
--'°:_: defects2consisting of 2 plies of 2-mil-thick Teflon that varied in size from
,,,, 0.64 cm (0.25 in2) to 5.72 x 15.2# cm (2.25 x 6.0 in) were incorporated at more
than 100 locations and at different depths to allow quality control to assess NDI
capabilities.
. 201

All-graphite Bondedtitaniumstraps Boltedtitaniumstraps
Figure 175. Spar Lug Concepts
5.I.#.I Manufacturing Sequence
r "_ "
Fabrication of this part involved:
• Layup and cure of prebond details (figs. 177 through 180)
;.y
• Layup for the bonding operation including defect incorporation (figs. 181
through 195)
• Verifilm determination of adhesive bondline thickness and uniforming; Fig-
ures 196 through 200 illustrate the Verifilm process
• Bonding operations; Figure 201 illustrates both bonding operations and
includes Verifilm determination of cap/web bondlines
_ • Machining of titanium straps
• Profile milling lug area (tig. 202)
• Bonding titanium straps (figs. 293 and 20#)
,: • Drilling and fastener and bushing installation (figs. 205 through 207)
_.1._.2 Discussion of Manufacturing Development
Verifilm, a fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) film used to evaluate adhesive
films and to preven[ adhesion during simulated cure cycles, is illustrated in Figures
196 through ]99. The contrast in appearance of the two adhesives is shown in
Figure 200. This test established that precured spar webs and spar caps would bond
with an acceptable bondline thickness variation and an absence of porosity or voids
in the adhesive film. The adhesive used to bond the producibility part and
::.'- Graphite-epoxy
_::__-"o"'_. (typical)
' I
Typical defect
• _:. • Over 100 1
_. "r
_ _ _' : • Various sizes
• .Z
., • Various depths
• J ,I
• _ Machined titanium plate ',
o i!
.... j<_, x
c_; Figure 126,Spar Lug Defect Standards
o
_ ' :. subsequerlt production parts was American Cyanamid's FM-300, grade 05, which
-_: was later qualilied as a Boeing materi__Is standard specification supported film
_ _,.._-. adhesive. Both the test and NI_I inspection el the bonded part showed the absence
'_,;_! i ol voids and porosity. Thickness measurements of the cured Verililm layup varied
.,.,,_._.: between 0.005 cm (O,O02 in-)-to _O30cm (0,012 in) between the v'ebs.
204
O:.:: Figure 178. Layup Too/forSpar Lug fea$ibi/itg Hardware
205
.!
_. Figure 180. CheckingProcuredGraphiteChordsPrior to Layup
: 206
_ X

,, ,? Figure 184. Locating Template for Defects and Ply Termination
,:, 208
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Figure 188. Placing Teflon Defects on the Procured Graphite Chord
210
.i
Figure 190. Incorporation of Teflon Defect into the FM-300 Adhesive
211
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...... :- Figure 193. Spar Lug Feasibility Part Baggedand Ready for Cure ,,
.,: •
'4' '_,
,.,? . .:r_;,
,, Figure 194. Completed Part in Tool
_ ' 213
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------_-- _j --_ Caulplate
_-_T-"_ _Verlfilm (typical)
I
(a) Bond websandcure filler/cap subassemblies
-%
_ Filler/cap(typical)
"'" F Tape J /-- FM-300 grade8
, [- -'_1____ adhesive(tyPical)
 llf Or.o,,...0ox,
;" (b) Fill radiiof webswith graphite.epoxy (u) Bondfiller/capto webs
--_ tape, upperand lower
FigJre 201. Spar Lug Feasibility Hardware-Bonding Operation for Details and F!llor/Cap
mR ,_
= _ , ,£1lil ", _._ ,,
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I00
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. Figure 202. Spar Lug Feasibility Hardware-Machin;ng of Graphite.Epoxy
Lugs Udng a Profile Mi#
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Figure 206. Spar Lug Feasibility Hardware-Bushing Hole Being Drilled
_=,. :
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Figure 207. Soar Lug Feasibility Hardware-Finishing Cut on Bushing Hole
iL
_ i :_ Machining of the graphite-epoxy lug area (fig. 202) was accomplished on a profile
_:" mill using a diamond cutter. The titanium/graphite-epoxy lug fastener holes were
_'"!':;: piloted with a carbide tip drill. The titanium lugs were then bonded to the
!- _ _ _ graphite-epoxy using bolts through the pilot holes [or pressure. Figures 203 and
' 204 illustrate the polysulfide adhesive application.
i _
The final fastener hole size was obtained using a carbide tip drill and a carbide
_ , reamer. A boring bar and a carbide tool were used for the bushing holes (figs. 20.5
'_ _ through 207).
..... 5.2 ANCILLARY TEST COMPONENT FABRICATION
The ancillary test components comprise all test parts used to determine material
design properties, evaluate environment_| effects, and establish concept validity at
the coupon, elem,ent, and subcomponent test-specimen level. The parts, all
fabricated in a production environment, are listed and illustrated in sections 5.2.l
• and 5.2.2.
:, $.2.1 Material Properties and Environmental E[[ects
<,
, ; Hardware fabricated for this portion of the ancillary test plan included laminate
• and honeycomb panels that provided test coupons (fig. 208) and mechanical joint
test assemblies [or:
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.... Figure208, Ancillary Test- Typical TensileSpecimens
i ° !:
i _ ' _ Specimens for determining material propertkes included honeycomb panels
i-- with and without impact damage (Test 1)
_ Environmental test specimens with panels_ as in Test 1 (Test _)
• Mechanical joint test with assemblies (Test 5) (figs. 209 and 210)
_:, _" - All ol this hardware was manufactured in a production environment using materials
o ; and processes described and delined in Boeing specilications.
_,_ 5.2.2 Concept Verification
•;i .
This phase of ancillary test plan manufacturing was supported by Engineering_
Manufacturing R&D, and Fabrication organizations and provided the following
_: subcornponent test specimens;
"_.. Spar Chord Crippling-Figures 211 and 212 show Manufacturing-designed multiple-
: - station end potting fixture and spar chord specimens (Test 7).
i Skin-to-Rib Attachment (Also Test 2#)-Figures 213 and 21_ show the assembled
:" test specimens (Test 9).
q.,-
' l-StilfenedPanels-Figures 169 and 21_ through 220 show details of the te_t
assembly fabrication (Test 10).
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':_"_ 88.9 mm 2.29 mm
_ ;.... (3,5 in) (0.09 in)
"J " " I _
.... .- / I T ' ' i ,
'_: / 4.57 mm I I I I e = 2.5D
_._ .. Fiberglassgrip=--, (0.18 in)
14places) e _ s_ e s= 4D 'i
: Figure 209. 50% L oad Transfer Jointi rti::
o*',.,_ "I
]
_o,_ .:
88.9 mm 2.29 mm
L:_'_" :: 1=_.13,5 in) 10.09 in)-- P-- CSK fastener(2 places)diameter-D
,;:.' Fiberglassgrips 4.57 mm "
; (4 places) (0.18 in) e = 2.50i ..... !
: Figure 210. 100% Load FransferJoint
_ _ ' Spar Lug Specimens-Test-part fabrication and completed tension and compression
specimens are shown in Figures 221 through 228 (Test 12).
,_ : Sonic Test Box-Figures 229 and 230 show the test box belore closure (Test 20).
_ Stub Box-This test part was produced as manufacturing verification hardware and
is discussed in Section 5.3 and illustrated in Figures 231 through 254 (Test 21).
Front Spar 5ection-P_oduction Verilication-Figures 235 and 256 illustrate the
; ...... precuring and two-stage bonding procedure validation (Test 2_).
_.3 MANUFACTURING VERIFICATION HARDWARE
i The stub box (Test 21) was used for manulacturing verilication, This box is a lull-
,' scale root section el the advanced composite stabilizer and consists el the
structural box from the side-of-body outboard to statior, 152J,5. Included are the
trailing-edge structure and closure rib. Problems that were encountered and
resolved during fabrication of the graphite-epoxy detail_ for the box were:
222
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_;_/ Figure 213. Panel-to-Rib Joint Test (Test 24)
, _ Figure 214, Panel-to.Rib Joint Test (Test 24)
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_--_': r$' Figure217. I.StiffenedPanelSectionMadefor WarpageStudy (Test 10)
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Figure218. FatigueTestPane/WithBondedGraphite-EpoxyGrip Tabs(Test 10)
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_:;:. Figure223. Spar Lug-SpecimensReadyfor Cure(Test 12) !_
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• Figure224. SparLug-Peel Ply BeingRemovedFrom Completed
• Detail Halves(Test _2)
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..... Figure 226. Spar Lug-Completed Detail Halves Baggedand Ready for Bonding (Test 12)
• Figure 226, Spar Lug-Trimmed Compression Specimen (Test 12)
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:'" Figure227. SoarLug-Trimmed TensionSpecimen(Test 12)
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: Figure228. SparLug-Drilling of FastenerHoles(Test 12)
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:: Figure 231. Stub Box Rear Spar-Incorporation of Orecured Insert Into Layup fTest 21)
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_ _ : Figure 232. Stub Box Front Spar-Completed Details Being Inspected (Test21)
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__:.::__ :i Figure 233. Stub Box/-Stiffened Skin Pane/-Layup of Skin (Test 2;)
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. Figure 234. Stub Box/-Stiffened Skin Panel-How Locating Template Is Used (Test 21)
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r
:ii Figure 236. Stub Box I.Stiffened Skin Panel-All I.Stiffeners in Place (Test 21)
..
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Figure 237. Stub Box/-Stiffened Skin Panel-Cured BaggedPart (Test 21)
• o,.
,, .,.
..
Figure 238. Stub Box/-Stiffened Skin Panel-I-Stiffened Side
of Cured Pane/(Test 211
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i '_ Figure239. Stub Box/-Stiffened Skin Panel-Exterior Surfaceof
" i. CuredPanel(Test21)
/s
Figure240. Stub Box/-Stiffened Skin Pane/-TrimmedPart (Test21)
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_ : Figure 241. Stub Box-Dummy Front Spar With Aluminum Nose Ribs (Test 21)
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-_' Figure 242. Stub Box-Aluminum Trailing.Edge Ribs and Fittings (Test 21)
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_ ....... Figure 243. Stub Box-Drilling of Titanium Strap on Front Spar (Test 21)
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Figure 244. Stub Box-Bushing Hole Being Bored in Graphite-Titanium
:_ Stackup of RearSpar (Test 2!j
(_
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.!i,: Figure 245. Stub Box-Aluminum TrailinpEdge Ribs (Test21)
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Figure 246. Stub Box-Rear Spar, Inboard Closure Rib, and Aluminum
TrailinpEdgo Ribs (Test 21)
...... " Figure 248. Stub Box-Trailing-Edge Fiberglass Closure Pane/
_'.'" and Lower Skin in Place (Test 21)
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,1". _ Figure 249. Stub Box- Trailing.Edge Beam, Rear Spar, and .......
,_,_ Graphite-Epoxy Ribs in Place (Test 21)
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,,, Figure 250. Stub Box-Front and Rear Spar, Lower Skin Panel,
and Ribs With Instrumentation (Test 21)
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_ i Figure 255. Production Verification-Front.Spar Section Prior to Trim (Test 25)
• i
Figure 256. Production Verification-Front-Spar Section Prior to Trim (Test 25)
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Figure 257, Honeycomb Rib Corner Details
Rear Spar Fabrication-The first chord details were scrapped because of excussive
resin bleedout and bag failure during cure. Bag bridging and pleating, the causes of
_ill+ these discrepant conditions, were eliminated by modifying vacuum-bag installation
and bag-sealant usage. These processing procedures were incorporated into a
Boeing process specification.
Rib Fabrication-The first verification ribs showed excessive material buildup in
the corner areas where the drawing allowed only overlap splices, Manufacturing
R&D concluded that the rib design would effect some buildup in these areas in all
production parts with resulting part rejection and/or expensive rework. Engineer-
ing revised and improved the rib design (fig, 257) for the producticJi of ribs during
the manufacturing phase of the program.
l-$tiffe,;ed Skin Panel Fabrication-Production of the verification l-stiffened skin
• panels for' the Test 21 stub box show_'d that problems existed with excessive
. porosity on the panel tool sur£ace and with panel warpage in excess of 1.40 cm
(0. _s_ in).
<+
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....._ Figure 258. NDI Standards-Laminate and Honeycomb Panels
_: The porosity on the tool-surface side of the skin was reduced to an acceptable level ,
..... by adding fiberglass yarn to provide paths for air evacuation. The Boeing process
r _ _ specification has been revised to require the use of _.iberglass yarn in proportion to
;, the area of the layup.
Warpage was reduced by half to 0.76 cm (0.30 in) by substituting woven graphite-
_ epoxy _abric for tl_e 0-des-oriented unidirectional tape along the stringer topi.
(fig. 169, sec. 5.1.i).
,." 5._ QUALITY ASSURANCE DEVELOPMENT
_ NDI techniques were developed and evaluated to define inspection procedures for
both production and inservice use.
,o. • J.#.INDI Standards
, Two types of standards were built, and used in the evaluation: preliminary
.... standards, which represented anticipated detail designs, and production standards_
: wnich exactly reproduced the production part configuration.
_._.1.1 Preliminary Standards
The following preliminary standards were built to qualily NDI techniques for
testing parts built per Boeing specifications:
Laminate Standard- 0. 6k x 0.64 cm (0.25 x 0.2_ in) defects (figs. 258 and 2_9).
Honeycomb Standard-0.64 x 0.64 cm (0.2,5 x 0.25 in) defects (figs. 258 and 260).
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i _ " Dimensions: mm
. ..: (in)
i ° ,i
,,.. I-" 229:. ( ) ---"1
o;,L
,;' I--,---- 76 76 _ 76 ---"I
..... 131----_1"'---- 131 -' - (3)
_,...:_ 131
__ 152
-- .-. 76 [22> I_" :_:,,"_;. 131J_ i
L
• V
•- Ply No. Oflentatlon,de9
• 1 0
i: _ ,, 2 +45
.... :: 3 0 ED 0,63_n (0,25-in) iquaredisbond
m _ 4
-45
E_ 0,63-cm (0,25-in) squarefabriccutout§ 0
.... 6 0 E_ 0,63-cm (0,25-in) squareTeflonshims-2 mil
7 -45
; 8 0
9 446
10 0
Figure259. NDI ReferenceStandard-Graphite,Epoxy Laminate
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• Figure 260. NDI Reference Standard-Graphite.Epoxy Honeycomb
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-__ - ........ _'_.... " ............................. _-" .....- - -"--- ........ -2., .,-::_-':-'_
-- • I ....... IHaHI,=Ia II III I IIII I
Dimensions: mm
(in)
,: 75 -'d ---I'-
(typical)
! )
' I 41 (3)l_ "16 I "I .12 .10 "8 "6 *4 * 2!
1_- 610 1241 =-{
°_ ; P 11-15)
..... |
-2 '
0
:: Defect 1 and 2 Betweer_P1 and P2
_i::. Defect 3 and 4 Between P3 and P4
:_ Defect 5 and 6 Between P4 and P5
Defect 7 and 8 Between P5 and P6
Defect 9 and 10 Between I)6 and P7
,_ Defect 11 and 12 Between P7 and P8 _ 0.63 x 0.63-cm (0.25 x 0.25-in) defect
i Defect 13 and 14 Between P8 and P9 [_ 1.27 x 1.27-cm (0.5 x 0.5 in) defect
: Defect 15 and 16 Betwee,: Pg and P10
": :, _ Two2-railTeflonshimsofspecified
' _ defect size
(
_, : Ply No, Orientation, deg Ply No. Orientation, deg
.... 1 0 8 +45
.... :: 2 +45 9 0
: 3 90 10 90
' '; 4 0 11 • 45
5 -45 12 0
6 90 13 90
,': 7 0 14 +45
. 15 0
: Figure 261. Laminate Step Standard
Laminate Step Standard-Eight steps of increasin_ thickness with 0.6t_ x 0.64 cm
(0.25 x 0,25 in) and 1.28 x 1.28 cm (0.05 x 0.50 in) defects in each step (fig. 261).
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" Figure 262. Rear-Spar Channel Assembly
¢
_- o
• Rear-Spar Channel Assembly-Built to full scale (fig. 262) with delects ranging
:i;' from 0.6# x 0.6# cm (0.25 x 25 in) to 5.08 x 10.16 cm (2.0 x #.0 in). Figure 263 and
_,_ Table 36 illustrate conligurations and details ol defect incorporation.
_ Rear-Spar Assembly-With defects ranging from 0.6/4 x 0.64 cm (0.25 x 0.25 in) to
3.8l x 3.81 cm (1.5 x 1.5 in). Figure 268 shows this standard being inspected using
,' .... the Fokker Bond Tester (ref. 17), and Figure 265 shows inspection using the
;: Sondicator (ref. 17).
i
...." Honeycomb Rib-Built lull scale, with delects ranging from 0.65 x 0.6# cm (0.25 xi
! _ 0.25 in) to 2.5# x 2.5# cm (l.0 x 1.0 in) (fig. 266).
|-$tiflened Skin Panel-Built to scale but with delects ranging from 0.6/4 x 0.6/4 cm
b (0.25 x 0.25.in) to 2.5/4 x 2.5/4 cm (I.0 x 1.0 in) incorporated in both the skin and
" ,, "' I-stiffeners (fig. 267).
!_ ,?2
5.#.1.2 Production Standards
:, The following were built to production prints and in accordance with Boeing
: standard processing:
_/i Rear-Spar Channel Assembly-Built full scale with the same configuration anddefect inclusions as the equivalent preliminary standard (figs. 262 and 263 and
table 36),
'i_i Rear-Spar Assembly-Built with defects identical to the preliminary standard.
Figure 265 shows this standard being inspected with the Sondicator.
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Figure264. Fokker Bond Testingof Rear.SparAssembly
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..... Figure265. Sondicator Inspectionof Rear-SparAssembl!,
?
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,., .....- Figure266. Honeycomb Rib
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_ _' - Figure 267. /-Stiffener Panel-Preliminary ND I Standard
'. Rear-Spar Channel No. l-With no built-in defects but with porosity caused by
" b]anket leaks as shown with the ultra,;onic. C-scan recording in Figure 268,
.... '.... Rear-Spar Channel No. 2-Similar to No. 1 but without porosity as described in
Figure 269.
! i
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Figure 268. Rear-Spar Channel and C-ScanRecording
GOODSCAN
_: Figure 269. Rear.Spar Channel and C.ScanRecordir,g
Laminate Rib-Fabricated lull scale with defects incorporated as described ill
Figure 270.
Honeycomb Rib-Fabricated :full scale with defects incorporated as described in
.. Figure 27 I. ....................
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P_
'ql .. P_
r P1
.!
':° _' " P3
" P2
J Ply No. Orientat|on,deg
_":'r:_ P7 '
'" side 1 45
2 0
,, 5 45
,,, 7 0 i
_'_ ' 12 45
' Adhesivebetween
r coreandfacesheet 0.250 (reference)
-3
_:.:.'_, 0.295
_ _ (reference)
i
._,nglenoted
P11 R(typical)
PIO
": " P8 --
....... 0.090 (reference)
. c_. r "
'_ ' 0.64 x 0.64-cm 10.25x 0.25-in), 1.28x 1.28-cm10.5x 0.5-in),r
:._ and2.64 x 2.54-cm (1 x 1-in)defects:
• BetweenP6 andhoneycomb
• • Betweenhoneycomb_ndP7
• BetweenP6andP7
• In the flanges
_: .
_ ? Figure 271. Honeycomb Rib
o
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_. Figure 272. I-Stiffened Panel-Production NDI Standards
I l-Stiilened Skin Panel-Built tO full scale with 0.64 x 0.6k cm (0.25 x 0.25 in), 1.28
' _-,_.,- x 1.28 cm (0.5 x 0.5 in), and 2.54 x 2.54 cm (1.0 x 1.0 in) defects in the l-stiffener's
: web and cap areas as shown in Figure 272.
..... _ 5.#.2 NDI Techniques
_: i;t'?: ND[ techniques and equipment evaluated were:
_;_ • Low-kilovolt X-ray (15 to qO kV)
: • Sondicator, modet S-1 or 5-25
r
° • The Fokl<er Bond Tester, serial number #-0028, type 0007-7217
.... • Through-Transmission Ultrasonic (TTU) with automated scanning and com-
" puterized C-scan recording
• TTU with manual scanning and visual signal display
:- 5.#.3 Restdts and Recommendations
_- " All defects in the NDI standards were detected by one or more of the evaluation
....._ " techniques. Tile automated and manual TTU inspection methods provided the most
"" sensitive defect detection to 0.6q x 0.6# cm (0.25 x 0.25 in) in most structures.
i . The defects included voids, delarninations, porosity, and material inclusions. X-ray
i inspection, wlnile not 'suitable for the detection of internal delarnination, picked up
i :. voids m rao_i and de!amination at machined or drilled edges when an X-ray opaque
• penetran[ was used. Table 37 s_lmmarizes test method suitability and limitations.
Jl
'-I
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Table 37. NDI Capabilit/es and Detection Limits
o
• :. - _,,,_omposlte Production PartConftguratinn
NDl_,_pe Laminate, Honeycomb Flat or " RadiL Flanges, In serviceand
• Technlque'_ cm(In) sandwlch, moderate holes/edges, cm(in) maintenance,' cm(In) cuwe,cm(in) cm(In_ use,cm(i )
.... : " Through-_ To To To
: Transmission
Ultrasonic- 0.64 x 0.64 0.64 x 0.64 0.64 x 0.64 Not _itable Not suitable Not suitable
o ' :. automated (0.25 x 0.25) (0.25 x 0.25) (0.25 x 0.25)
.... Through- To To To To
' ' " Transmission
Ultrasonic- 0.64 x 0.64 13._4" ^ 0._ 1.27 x 1.27 Not suitable ;1.27 x 1.27 Not suitable
: _ manual (0.25 x 0.251 (0.25 x 0.25) (0.50 x 0.50_ (0.50 x 0.50)
= O '' _ 'r_ Fokker TO To [_> To 'To
,_;: Bondtester 0.64 x 0.64 Not suitable 1.27 x 1.27 Not suitable 1.27 x 1.27 2.54 x 2.54
(0.25x 0.25) (0.50x 0.50) (0.50x 0.50) (1.0x 1.0)
: To To To To To
...... o :i Sondicator 0.64 x 0.64 0.64 x 0.64 1.27 x 1.27 Not suitable 1.27 x 1.27 2.54 x 2.54
_t_i (0.25x 0.25) (0.25 x 0.25) (0.50 x 0.50) (0.50 x 0.50) (1.0 x 1.0)
° _ Below Below Below Below _ Below Below
X-ray 0.64 x 0.64 0.64 x 0.64 0.64 x 0.64 0.64 x 0.64 0.64 x 0.64 0.64 x 0.64
: (0.25 x 0.25) (0.25 x 0.25) (0.25 x 0.25) (0.25 x 0.25) (0.25 x 0.25) (0.25 x 0.25)
___ i:.
i .... : _:> C-scancapabilityprovidesprintedrecordshowingporousareas,
, _ Not suitablefor honeycombsections.
: _> Will not detectinternaldelamination.
:" _'> RequiresX-ray opaquepenetrant.
F
_ _ _ Figure 273 shows the automated TTU unit, and Figure 275 provides a sample
.... C-scan recording. Semiportable TTU scan: :,_g is shown in Figure 27% while a
: hand-held model is used to scan a flange section in Figure 276. Figure 277 shows a
" .._ _ portable TTU probe and its application to the inspection of I-stiffener sections.
The skin-to-l-stiffener cap bond, because o:[ accessibility, was tested using an
instrument with a probe that contacts one surface onJy, as the Fokker Bond Tester
,, - in Figure 278.
o _. 5.#.# Discrepancy Analys;_
o-
Production record_ that contained completed Manufacturing planned orders with
inspection results were compiled in a central data storage area. A collation and
.... statistical analysis of rejection tags was conducted to obtain discrepancy facts. Of
the 1722 parts that were analyzed, 37¢ discrepancies (21.7%) were noted. Some
• parts had more than one discrepancy, making the actual number of tagged parts
': less than 21.7%.
Of the rejected parts, 49% (I0.7% of the total) were structurally acceptable (use as
": ..... is). Parts that required rework before use amounted to 35.0% oi tl_e total
rejections (7._% of the total). Parts that were scrappc.d were 16.0% of the
rejections (3._% of the total).
Discrepancies that were not related to graphite characteristics of processing or to
.... " dimensional errors and that were not manufactured to drawing requirements
totaled 32% of the rejections. One of the gKatest causes of graphite-related
" " 260
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....,; Figure278, Fokker Bond Testingof Skin-to-CapBondof I-Stiffener Panel
! • Scrap 3.5% Percentage of
" :. discrepanci.£:,.'_ :_:::__:_:_:_::__:":":".............' "::::' ':::::'":"%::"_ Operator/machine error-dimensional,
:_ iii::il;i_;iii_i_i_i:iil;i;i;il;i:::ii;i;i::i;iii_::il;i_i:;;;:_ii_ili_[3: > "
..... :_ iii::i::i::ii0seash1(J27%::Jiiii r,,ot to drawing 32
ij_ _ _ i?i_:i_?_???ii??i!??iiiii??i_?i_ii!_???_i?ii_?!i_?;?_i?i_i_3i?::iii::• Proc(:ssfailure-bag broke, test panel fail 14i';:.;:__:_:?!:.;.:!:::!:::!:.:::i:::i:.::;;! = Surface discrepanci_-r_in staNation, scratches 50
:_, :, _..._._._.._._...._........._ • Miscellaneous-voids, delamination 4
.... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
.... iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiii!ii!iiii: 100
_ ', ..:.:.:...:.:.:...:.:.:...:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:...I _ 374 discrepant parts (21.7%)
°i
i
.'f
1722 parts
Figure279. 737 StabilizerAccept/Reject E,,aluation
oF 0.v i.ni
_;.0 CONCLIJ.SIONS
..--..,. NASA established a program for primary composite structures tinder the Aircraft
-% ., Energy Efficiency (ACEE) program. Ampart of this program, Boeing has redesigned
'_,.i' and fabricated the horizontal stabilizer of the 737 transport using composit e
2,, materials. Five shipsets were Iabricated, andFAA certification has been obtained.
Airline introduction will follow.
n •
J/-
"': Key program results are:
\"" "_ . • Weight reduction greater than the 2096 goal has been achieved.
_:, • Parts and assemblies were readily produced on production-type tooling.
i
',_7, • Quality assurance methods were demonstrated.
•,;...._:. • Repair methods were developed and demonstrated. '.
':"_''' ' r _ Strength and stillness analytical methods were substantiated by comparison
_"_-_ wil:h test results.
....j.,
L
',,_ • Cost data were accumulated in a semiproduction environment.
• FAA certilication has been obtained.
,, The program has provided the necessary confidence for the company to commit use
:"_, . .i." ol composite structure in similar applications on new generation aircrait and has
/i/ laid the groundwork for design of larger_ more heavily loaded composite primary
_. structure.
, .._i,
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i ,-_;, A. This document contains repair procedures for the graphite/epoxy horizontal
i :_::. stabilizer. The stabilizer structural box, consisting of ribs, skins, and
,_._: , spars, is fabricated o[ several layers el graphite tape or graphite woven
:,_:. fabric in an epoxy resin fnatrix. Solid laminates and sandwich panels
. stiffened with a nonmetallic (Nomex) core are used in the stabilizer. The
" locations of the principal components of the stabilizer are shown in Figure
J
i S'", L.I.
._-,, 'i',. The limitations of damage that may be repaired using the techniques
_.,.; ,::,,,.: described in this document are shown in Figure 1.2. Repair el damage to
, ..... ,._ ,-. the stabilizer structural box exceeding the criteria of Figure 1.2 or repair
__,..,..,_,,.,,--.-. of damage other than to the I-section stiffened skin of the structural box
l_q
-_." '',. 4 (i.e. to the spars or ribs) is considered a special condition and requires
!-._ ...._ ": ,,.,,/ coordination with Boeing engineering.
i--_ .....: ..,..,_ BODY GAP
i °" o.,i:, F,XEDLEA_,N_EDGE COVERS
%
' _..... * FIXED TRAILING EDGE
i- o,• ;/" REMOVABLE LEADING
, ..........•,_"..... EDGE
_-"._;:)"'_:"_"- STRUCTURAL BOX
• 21.67 in.
' , !i
STABILIZER TIP
°
FIBERGLASS JL,• ;¢,,, ,
, i:i_.,_.:' LAYER ALUMINUM ELEVATOR TAB
_- FLAME SPRAY
'- ELEVATOR
: ,_,_.'.', MATERIAL 11.00in.
GRAPHITE/EPOXYi o
i .... _ METAL "TRA_U_G-EDCEaEMOVABLEPANELSONLOWERSURFACE
!:_ _ FIBERGLASS
:.- Figure 1. 1-737 Graphite/Epoxy Stabilizer
.... --_- • A-5
il_!,_r..r, .-_ _-..F,v ,,_..-_-_,r!,:!
__ ORIGINAL PAGE ISOF POOR QUALITY ,_
',' • -- ...........
;_:i'_ MINIMUM !MINIMUM MINIMUM
DISTANCE (t;_ RIB D_STANCI-:. _.. SPACING ALI_{}WAflLE REPAIHS
_:' 3ONSTFItJCTIOI_ C(]MPONENT FASTENERS TO ,_[RINGER ]C) ED(_E TO EDGE PER flAY • ((__ t]lf_ T() (__
_'_: • EDGE (-)F CUTOUT I_:DGEOF CUTOU' OF ctJrOLJTS RIB)
:/i,_; Ski=] 1.1B in. 6 in. 1 "-
)_,_; ' Laminate Ski== and Two ,_inNht.strin_t_r rel)air,_
' _'_'; " (].5 in,
_,,., graphitehtp()xy ,;trinctel er
_
:!_, ,
NOTE: REPAIROF DAMAGEEXCEEDINGTHESELIMITATIONSREQUIRESCOORDINATIONWITHTHE
[';;. BOEING ENGINEERING DEPAHTMENT.
1 " MAXIMUM OF THREE SKIN REPAIRS LOCATED ALONG THE SAME CHORDWlSE STATION
(±2,0 in.); OTHERWISE, SUBJECT TO SPACING LIMITATIONS ONLY.
Figure 1.2-Repair Limitations for Graphite-Reinforced Epoxy Stabilizer Components
I
Damage to the laminate skin may be repaired by cutting away the skin to
remove the damaged area and bonding and mechanically fastening a
precured graphite/epoxy patch over the damaged skin. Damage to l-
section stringers may be repaired by cutting away the skin to provide
access to the damaged stringers, cutting away the damaged portion of the
" stringer, and mechanically fastening and bonding graphite/epoxy repair ;
i_i;_i'::" channels and a precured graphite/epoxy cover over the skin cutouts, )
_i::; The bonding procedure uses a 250OF-cure a'Jhesive with pressure applied to '
the repair channels or patch using mechanical fasteners and/or 20 in, of
mercury vacuum pressure. The necessary pressure for bonding the repair
channels to the stringer is provided by fasteners only) since it is not
feasible to set up a vacuum inside the stabilizer box. See Section 2.0 ior
repair procedures and materials.
The stabilizer is essentially divided into three zones, as shown in Figure
1.3. Zone I is that portion inboard of stabilizer station [35.70. In this
' zone, repair patches and covers will consist of lt_ plies of epoxy-
preimpregnated graphite fabric and will be made to conform to the existing
curvature in the repair area. Zone 2 is that portion outboard of stabilizer
station 12S,70, excluding the aluminum flame-sprayed area, which is Zone
! / 3. In Zones 2 and 3, the repair patches and covers will consist of nine plies
of epoxy-preimpregnated graphite fabric laid up on a flat tool. In Zone 3,
' A-6
,: // , , ?"
11.00 in.
:::-_. Figure 1.3-Stabilizer Repair Zones
_":'.: ;... special care should be taken to remove the aluminum flame spray Item the
_ ....... repair area prior to the repair. A single ply of wet-layup fiberglass is
7. ?i applied over the patch or cover and finished per Section 3.0 herein.
c, , -
°__"_ To repair the metal and fiberglass comp_,nents of the horizontal stabilizer,
i _ excluding the steel front- and rear-spar lug straps, use the instructions
_i),_i.. contained in D6-15565, Eoeing 737 Structural Repair Manual (ref. l). A
_'_i,'_:i:.. special repair is required in the area of the lugs. Consult Boeing
_, i" engineering.
_;ii" lB. Repaint all repairs made to the horizontal stabilizer. See Section 3.0 for
- '_:. refinishing procedures, materials_ and limitations.
, . i
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_ ., 2.0 REPAIR PROCEDURES OF POOR QUALII_
,, A. Materials
' ,: .... Only preimpregnated graphite fabric as shown in Figure 2.1 may be used to
._,,,,, replace damaged graphite plies. The film adhesive shown in Figure 2.1
" shall be used to bond precured repair channels to damaged stringers and
' precured patches or covers over the damaged skin area or over the skin
cutouts.
r" '' Precured patches and covers shall be fabricated using either nine plies
, , (Zones 2 or 3) or IO plies(Zone I) of epoxy-preimpregnated graphite woven
:- :'_ fabric per BMS 8-212. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the configurations of the
_" 9.::
precuredpatch and cover. The precured repair channelsshall be fabricated
!'_ i: using eight plies of epoxy-preimpregnated graphite woven fabric and six
, pilesof unidirectional tape per BMS 8-212. Figure 2.# shows the
! ' _t_ _
! .;....... BOEING MATERIAL SUPPLIER'S PRODUCTMATERIAL APPRL,VED SOURCE
' ._ SPECIFICATION(BMS) DESIGNATION
Graphitefabric 8MS 8-212 Type IV, C_:laneseCorporation Rigidite5208
i _ preimpregnated Class2, NarmcoMaterialsDivision WovenT-300
_ " with epoxyresin Style 3K.70-PW 500 VictoriaStreet Style3K-70-PW
_i.;_!,,,.,- CostaMesa,CA92627 40 percent
L :.
_ _ Graphitetape BM$8-212 Type II, CelaneseCorporation Rigidite5208T-300-190
: _ : preimpregnated C,ass1, Grade190 NarmcoMaterialsDivision 35 percent
withepoxy resin 600 VictoriaStreet
_._,.. CostaMesa,CA 92627
Film adhesive B_.tS5.129 Type 2, AmericanCyanamidCompany FM-123-5
ClassIIC, Grade10 BloomingdaleDepartment
" or 15 Havrede Grace,MD 21078
= . Nylon peel ply BMS 15.3 Type l, FiberiteWestCoastCorp. MXM 7634/52006/60
Class3 P.O.Box738
,_ ,. Orange,CA 92699
Sealant BMS5.26 or ProductsResearchandChemicalCorp.tp
BMS5-95 5454 SanFernandoRoad
, Glendale,CA 91209
5
.... . EssexChemicalCOrp.
' SpecialtyChemicalsDivision
" 19451 SusanaRoad
=. Compton,CA 90221
• • BACB30UZ6-( ) MonogramAerospaceFasteners JLY12395-6-( )
= ..... 3423 SouthGarfieldAvenue
LosAngeles,CA 98524
! ,. Figure 2. l-Approv_d Materials for Use in Repairing Graphite.Reinforced Stabilizer Component_
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. "- • ::-_ ...... ." -_-'_/"-22
_............... ""'-- .i .................................. LL_..... --........................................
1.W.lllr---_-_.r_
....... -"I I QuAL,
....... ..... 90 deg A
_':_i ' 1/45deg J "_ I-: *P1-P14(ZONE 1) -- _ 0deg/S
' *P1-Pg (ZONE$ 2, 3) ,LLO \ ,_NLY_ '_- ,
-:"_ TOOLSIbE (OPTIONAL) -45 d
•., . " '
:""_"_: 0.03 in. 'r
r _:"' A-A
• *REFER TO FIGURE 2.5 FOR MATERIAL DEFINITION AND PLY ORIENTATION
'_ " D = DIAMETER OF REPAIR CUTOUT PLUS 1.92 IN.
-: NOTE: TO ACCOMMODATE A REPAIR THAT REQUIRES A LONGER PATCH,
. i.' THE PATCHCAN BE MADE OVAL, IN WHICH CASETHE PATCH LENGTH
;: EQUALS THE REPAIR CUTOUT LENGTH PLUS 1.92 IN.
,.. Figure 2.2-Precured Patch
_ TOOL SIDE (OPTIONAL)_--_ *Pl-P14 (ZONE 1) --_ _...._,
____.____ ............._ ...... *P!.-P9_.(ZONES2'_3)_I_._ __ __i_ 6T oN-;E-L; o.o.'_: ":: T NY L 0,030,02 (TYP)
. ,a,A
. _,,..- 146_-.
• [
':' " I- "_ 30 deg
': :. 7.92 90 deg
(1 STR. J +45 de0
" 2 BAYS) _ [/_,_. --'-_
• 11.77
::. (2 STR. _ 0 deg
_ ; 3 BAYS)
_" : / AI -45 deg A/ ,, /
i-'_- L _!
*PEFER TO FIGURE 2.5 FOR MATERIAL DEFINITION AND PLY ORIENTATION
L = LENGTH OF STRINGER REPAIR CUTOUT PLUS 10.84 _0.05 IN.
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
Figure 2. 3-Precured Cover
::: A-9
_ ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
o"{ ,, ,_,, ._ ,
I
" 0.104 (REF) _ 0.44
<. ,,
q
-;' " 0.62 (TYP)---_ -__k/
• .i_ 90 dog +45 deg 0,80
:i- 0 deg
_ ° 5 deg
/
F , .... B
,r, A 0.85
; '_:" A-A
:; _ *r'iF.FER TO FIGURE 2.5 FOR MATERIAL DEFINITION
; _ - (NO SCALE)
:i._,_ : AN'D PLY ORIENTATION
_'_ L = LENGTH OF STRINGER REPAIR CUTOUT PLUS 8,68 ±0,05 IN.
_ ' ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES.
_ :ii: Figure 2.4-Precured Repair Channel
it configuration o_ precured repair channels. The ply table contained in
_' i Figure 2J shows ply layup orientation for each precured repair part. All
._o precured layups are to be vacuum bagged and autoclave cured per Figure
_- 2.6.
,'_ Skin and web {illers shall be fabricated using laminated phenolic sheet per
.: MIL-P-15035 Type FBE, FBG, or FB]. Fillers shall be sized to match :he
thickness and length of skin and stringer web in the damaged area.
_(--, }.
" In addition, the materials shown in r)6-15,_6_ (ref. [), including supporting
!
., equipment (except fabrics and laminating resins), may be used in the repair
"c;
...... of graphite/epoxy components,
B. Laminate Graphite/Epoxy Stiffened Skin Panel Repair
,, .- I. Determine the extent of damage in accordance with D6-15_65_
• Section 5[-_0-09 (ref. t).
-;¢c ,:_/,.:_._: ORIGINAL PAGE IS
_ _._-_.,:,..:,_, OF POOR QUALITY
'"_'_:_......... PART TAPE FIBER OR REV
:._"x_'.,._:;' PLY NUMBER MATERIAL CLOTH WARP SPLICE
v:.7_,_:.. _ NAME ORIENTATION LTR
_.'oi._i_i:;_...... Patches
_,.;.._:_.a.-,. 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14 0deg
' ..:._:.'4::':.. • and
Cover(inboard) 2, 4, 6, 9, 1I, 13 +45 or -45 deg
Patches
'_..... and 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 _ 0 deg
• cove r
i _ (outboard) 2 4, 6, B _ +45 or -45 deg
1,7 8, 14 _ 0deg
_. Repair
channels or deg2, 6,9, 13 !_ +45 -45
3,4 5, 10, 11, 12 _ 0deg
, _ EPOXY-PREIMPREGNATED GRAPHITE WOVEN FABRIC PER BMS 8-212 TYPE IV,
CLASS 2, STYLE 3K-70-PW. FABRICATE PER BAC 5562 METHOD II.
,_ ,_ ; _. _ EPOXY-PREIMPREGNATED GRAPI-ilTE UNIDIRECTIONAL TAPE PER BMS 8-212
_=_o 7 TYPE II, CLASS 1, GRADE 190. I-ABRICATE PER BAC 5562 METHOD II.
_" - _ NO SPLICES ALLOWED
..i_p
,... F/gum 2.5-Ply Table
o
/
. : ......._. 355_-- f ' " 12u1(_ MINUTES, HOLD
:!. _\ AT ;55 +10°F (BASED
/ _\ ON LAGGING
_,, _ :, U\_.\ THERMOCOUPLE)
, ... OF
__,i BELOW140OF_
\ RELEASE PRESSURE
140 _' \ AND REMOVE
• PART (BASED
! _-'" ON LAGGING
THERMOCOUPLE)
= re 70 TIME _"
' • APPLY 22 IN. OF MERCURY VACUUM MINIMUM TO VACUUM BAG
• APPLY 85+15pSIG PRESSURE TO AUTOCLAVE
tJ
i>
, NOTE: VENT VACUUM BAG TO ATMOSPHERE WHEN PRESSURE REACHES 20 PSIG.
Figure 2.6-Cure Cycle for Precured Repair Patches-Cover and Channels
A-If
• " - ' _' .............. " '' l' ' __'_, . , ,L . .... i --'"
l_
Vi, . ..
,_i ,¸
' a. Check for delamination around the damage. Refer to Nonde-
structive Test Manuals D6-7170 (ref. 2) or D6-37239, Part 1,
" h •
o ,:-- Section 51-0#-00 (ref. 3) for delamination detection equipment
.... and calibration procedures. The instruments must be calibrated
"_'_..... ' with reference standards simulating the structure to be
:_. inspected and the delamination to be detected.
_"_ b. Determine if the damage is limited to the skin panel or if it
_._.:'_,_:.. extends into the I-section stringers by visually inspecting both
_.i skin and stringer. Stringer damage can be assessed using a
--_'_"' ''_'r _-- _": nondestructive inspection (NDI) reference standard simulating !'i.i
_':_ _ the original structure. In cases where a standard cannot be
L: used, predetermined '|like" areas can be used as a standa.r_l for
condition.,: an acceptable
•- accordance with Figure 1.3. Zone 1 requires a l#-ply patch, ,_
_: Zone 2 requires a nine-ply patch, and Zone 3 requires a nine-ply '
_-'_"_i" patch and a wet layup of one ply of fiberglass. Determine if
" Boeing consultation is required according to the limitations set !
; within this document. (Refer to Figure 1.2.)
I.S_-: 2. Removal of Damage i
"= '_'. a. Damage limited to skin panel= Cut away the damaged area to a ;
:,_ smoOthproceedoutlinetost p usingl#,a router or rotary carbide c _tting disk. _1!i
_:__ , b. Damage extending into the stringer= Cut away the skin pane._to
_ii I provide access to the stringer using a router or rotary carbide
cutting disk. The skin cutout should be centered about the
_! centerline of the stringer to be repaired and the centerline of-_=-=_ the damaged area_ as shown in Figure 2.7. Figure 2.7 also
_ shows the dimensions of the skin cutout for one- and two-
--_':,_c. A- 12
c:'
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_,_'_t. , OF POOR QUALITY
..-, .
• stringer repairs and the limitations as to the location of the
_:': skin cutout.
:q', .. 3. Cut away the damaged area of the stringer,
.>_ h, •
_:._.. g. Lightly sand the surface of the stringer common to the precured
repair channels, Use l$0-grit or finer sandpaper. Avoid abrasion of
i,!ii graphite fibers.
5. Clean out the repair area with oil-free air. Wipe the surfaces with
clean cloth moistened with methyl ethyl ketone. Dry the repair are_ !;
thoroughly. :
_'_ 6. Apply one layer of BMS 5-129 Type 2, Class IIC, Grade l0 or 15 to
the area between the stringer and web filler and the precureG
_,--_;_::' channels. !!
_: !
_="....._" _. RIB FASTENERS _.REPAIR SYMM _. RIB ',
_-'_..:': • 3.34 '
":' _' il I FASTENERS
_.:, * CUTOUT ,
__ _- 1-STRINGER REPAIR '
_i',,. 1 1.77_c_ 1.75 (TYP) I
" - . ... .
'-:: - - -I f ...... AREA'-"1
I
:.... _, i L:__ _-\
......... •"1'49 -t 1.18 (MIN) L(-
_MAX u
+" I • "--
_, ,... _ FOR 2.STRINGER REPAI-R-:-_w L /
t ,., J
• /
CMI N = 6.5 IN. C = -CUTOUT FOR
' SKIN ONLY REPAIR
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
"i
Fibure 2.7-Access Hole Size and Location Limitations
" A-L3
... (_
' _, i-7 '
...._ i... 7_ Remove the peel ply from the bonding surface of the precured
:_-- channels and install the channels and web filler per Figures 2.8, 2.9p
_......? and 2.10. Figure 2.11 shows the fastener configuration in the stringer
_:' cutout area.
_,L , Z
; 8. Tape two, or more thermocouples to the stringer adjacent to the
i
= ,_ 9. Apply strip heat blankets to the stiffener repair area.
'_, t'_", •
_-, :-:"_',_,,,,1,, 10. C-over the heat blankets with 3 or $ in. of fiberglass fabric or other _
_.,._;_.... insulation. ;
+15
• .: :', l l. Apply heat and maintain 22, +_2_O F for 90-0 minutes. Do not heat
._ faster than 5°F per minute, Record temperature continuously.
,_ : 12. After the adhesive has cured, cool slowly, remove the heat blankets_
i ,- i
.... o - and wipe surfaces with a clean cloth moistened with methyl ethyl
2::. ketone or acetate. !
_-,- 13, Fill the gap between channel and stiffener with liquid shim per ;
.... D6-979g, Installation of Plastic Shims and Metal Fillers (ref. #)9 as
.... :, shown in Figure 2.12.
.
i.:' 1#. Lightly sand the surface of the panel common to the patch or cover
! _-_ii; i.. to remove all paint from the surface. If any portion of the repair
_ ........" . patch or cover is in Zone 39 the aluminum flame spray also must be
_, removed from the surface of the panel common to the patch or cover
• and from an area 1 in, beyond the periphery o._ the patch or cover,
Care must be taken not to remove the underlying fiberglass l=yer.
• Use 180-grit or finer sandpaper, Avoid abrasion of graphite fibers,
, , The skin panel patch is a bonded repair reinforced with mechanical
fasteners.
. A-It4
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/-ORIGINAL STRINGER
STRINGER
'..... FASTENERS _
_.:: ONLY) , . -_J'l[ , SKIN CUTOUT
_, ;=_I" ,, (TYP) . . 2
...... 0.1925 _ _ "J LIQUID SHIM
'_'_ : _ 0.1895 0.1895 COVER
: _ ,. _"_ _(2 PLACES)
-,;'; " DIA HOLE A-A SKIN FILLER B'B
• :"'_:-'_ BACB30MY6R - _-_ COVER
"':"_'!'_: VARIABLE LENGTH
BACC30AG-------7 J O_UTAWAY WEB
OL_A34CESpy// (2_L9_-'_I_ ____ _ !!!G ' NAG_:_
_, _--(2 ' S)
#e
........ * ".._ -
.............1 ..... .........'I ...
"_ _, ' 0!84t"_'_"_' SKIN ' / ' I ' ' ' ' I ' \
, , _ ..11_1 _-P
_/ RECURED
= : (TYP FASTENER SPACING) FILLER A B COVER
NOTE: THE NUMBER OF FASTENERS COMMONTO THE REPAIR CHANNELS AND FILLERS WILL
, DEPEND ON THE LENGTH OF THE DAMAGED STRINGER THAT MUST BE CUT AWAY.
SEE FIGURE 2.11 FOR FASTENER DETAILS IN STRINGER CUTOUT AREA.
...... _ _ FILM ADHESIVE PER BMS5-129 TYPE 2, CLASS IIC, GRADE 10 OR 15
_° Figure 2. lO-Stringer Repair-Side View
"u ...
O=,, •
STRINGER CUTOUT
ORIGINAL STRINGER---_ _ e _ P_ e _-
REPAIR CHANNEL
_ \ Io,, hTyp )- IF
---: --------- -- I (TYP)_ _ " 4"1
' c_"_*' I-'l ......, "-I-- I I I I I
:_ _ ! I. I _ _,_- _ _ '" ,.,,I I
.,: I I I / I I
.t
" '/'i ::_ SKIN FILLER -./ _ I_ _ COVER PLATEN
.. I nl_ NUMBER AND SPACING OF FASTENERS IN THIS AREA VARY WITH THE LENGTH OF THE
_ STRINGER CUTOUT. IN GENERAL, N FASTENERS _N THE WEB WILL BE SPACED EQUALLY
. AT A DISTANCE p APART, SUCH THAT 0.75 _ p _ 0.95. DIMENSION e FOR WEBFAS-
" TENERS MUST BE IN THE RANGE 0.15_<e_0.45. (N- 1) FASTENERS IN THE LOWER
FLANGE ARE SPACED EQUIDISTANT BETWEEN EVERY TWO WEB FASTENERS.
Figure 2. 11-Fastener Configuration in Stringer Cutout Area
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p
.... --- _-- _ _._ - - _-_ _o :_2--±---. " ..... -.-22:
%. ?
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OF POOR QUALIW
...... - ....... 4-.-,._.:-................... . --:;:; _..STRINGER
...... ':: _"_ _GRAPHITE PA
, f
w_;i_.'i:i.j_._.,
_-;_".i,.:
,q :.: r
_, ; - _STRINGER
' _i.l
JS];
: . " 5 " DIA H
----"_-_-"_ A CSK 130 deg x 0.385 ±0.005 DIA FAR SIDE
_ _" BACB30UZ6-( ) (8 EQUAL SPACES)
% : _ALLDIMENSIONS IN INCHES
'_ ':. _ CAUTION: GRIP LENGTHS MUST BE DETERMINED AT TIME OF INSTALLATION(PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT FOR COMPOSITE STRUCTURE)
__".,,: .i Figure 2. 12-Skin Pane/Repair
,, ,-_,..:_. :
l.S. Clean out the cavity and repair area with oil-free air, Wipe the
• _;:
_ s. r ' surfaces with a clean cloth moistened with methyl ethyl ketone.
_=:L , 16. Apply one layer of BMS 5-129 Type 2, Class IIC, Grade 10 or 15 to
• the area between the precured channels and the skin filler, as shown
in Figure 2.10.
17. Install the skin filler.
,._...:.! 18. Apply one layer of BM5 5-129 Type 2, Class liC, Grade 10 or 15 to
,,. - the area between the panel and cover or patch as shown in Figure
2,1_.
: 19. Remove the peel ply from the cover or patch.
-"_........ A-iS
.... -....... :_.j
I#
;, LtTi
i • •
_. ,, ;;'-i • oRiGINAL P/'_ :_
...." OF poOR QUAL|TY
,, ,, ,.:. _---- FOUR LAYERS FIBERGLASS
• PVA, NYLON, OR MYLAR BAGGING FILM 7 ,/ _-----PVA PARTING FILM
• :_'' HEATBLANKET --7 / / / /--- PRECUREDPATCH
:. ": /" / ORCOVER
: ° i: ' / _ /_- SEALER
; " / TAPE
•,:....- " VACUUM t
° gt LINE
:_.,_. ,,
" :; _ OSNABURG ILM AOHESIVE
1 _ r; ' il_ _ BREATHER ./ BMS5-129TYPE2, / SKINPANEL
....,_'"...... CLOTH -_/ CLASS IIC, GRADE/
_!:_ ; 10OR 15
.... ':;,,_" Figure 2. 13-Layup Assembly for Repairing a Skin Panel Using a
• _.... _, Procured Graphite/Epoxy Patch or Cover
..... " 20. Install the cover per Figures 2.g, 2.9, and 2.10 or patch per Figure
.... 2.12.
" _.. 21. If any portion of the repair patch or cover lies within Zone 3, a wet
; layup of one ply of fiberglass is to be applied. The fiberglass layer
• _'r.
• should extend 0.5 in. beyond the periphery of the patch. See
, . D6-.t.5565, Section 51-#0-9, Paragraph #(E) or 5(B) (ref. 1), for the
...._ wet layup procedure.
:, 22. Directly above the patch or cover, apply a layer of PVA with four
. layers of fiberglass to ensure proper air removal.
o" 23. Tape two thermocouples (minimum) to the panel adjacent to the
repair patch or covey.
_::" 2g. Set up a PVA) nylon, or Mylar vacuum bag as shown in Figure 2.13.
., Surround the patch or cover with Osnaburg breather cloth) seal the
"' ::: vacuum bag, and insulate the panel adjacent to the vacuum bag with
8 or 10 layers of fiberglass.
= ,.
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--,_ 25, Apply heat blanket. Tile t_eat blanket should extend a minimum of #
;:. in. beyond the edge of the repair.
..... 26. Cover the heat blanket with 3 or g in, of fiberglass fabric or other
insulation,
__. 27, Evacuate the vacuum bag by maintaining a minimum vacuum of 20 in.
_:-.._ of mercury gage pressure, Check the vacuum bag for leaks that may
_._=_.:.... prevent minimum vacuum pressure, Correct any leaks in the system,
0'o°2g. Apply heat and maintain 225 .,2_ F for 90 .+ inutes. Do not heat
_','_;' faster than 5°F per minute. Record temperature continuously.
' ' 29. After the adhesive has cured, cool slowly and remove the vacuum bag
, ' and heat blanket.
,_: 30. Refinish surface to original condition in accorda==ce with Section 3.0
_=_ii:iill herein.
-
:' ' _ " 3.0 PREPAINT CLEANING_ PRETREATMENT_ AND PAINTING OF SURFACES
_I _ The graphite/epoxy components of the 737 stabilizer are protected by the
_,,_ ..: finishes shown in Fig_re 3.[. Prepaint cleaning, pretreatment, and painting of
•___, graphite/epoxy stabilizer components shall be accomplished in accordance with,:..... the sections of the 737 Maintenance Manual listed in Figure 3.2, except no
_' chemical paint strippers may be used to remove paint.
i /
.|
_i_. CAUTION: CHEMICAL PAINT STRIPPERS MAY ATTACK RESIN SYSTEMS
4_ :r AND THEREFORE SHOULD NoT BE USED TO REMOVE PAINT"
__-. The only acceptable method for removing paint is hand sanding using 2g0-grit or
_- finer abrasive paper. In sanding, do not abrade the graphite fibers of the
! .- surface, Remove sanding dust by wiping the surface with a tack rag,
i "
!-
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UPPER AND LOWER EXTERNAL SURFP.CES OF POOR QUALITY
r" i_. OF INBOARD STABILIZER
_.,-._:'-::"' • BMS 10-60 ENAMEL
• BMS 10-79 PRIMER!, i.
." • STATIC CONDITIONER
- , • GRAPHITE/EPOXY SURFACE
r _ h,
i '>--:'
_' ' 21.67 in.
N-_."
__i UPPER AND LOWER EXTERNAL SURFACES
11.00 in. , OF OUTBOARD STABILIZER
• BMS 10-60 ENAMEL
__:_!'_":: • BMS 10-79 PRIMER
-._i_ " • BMS 10-11 TYPE I PRIMER
" , • ALODINE CHEMICAL COATING
" " • ALUMINUM FLAME SPRAY
;_",_ • FIBERGLASS INSULATION
i-: _. _ • GRAPHITE/EPOXY SURFACE!-
_: :: Figure3. l-Finishes Usedon Graphite/EpoxyStabilizerSurfaces
. _..t
'_ BOEING 737 MAINTENANCE MANUAL
FINISH TO BE APPLIED SECTION NUMBERSECTION TITLE (REF. 5)
:i
Static conditioner Detailed Instructions for Pre,}aint 51-21-21
(Boeing finish code F 14.67) Cleaning and Pretreatment of Plastic
,' Surfaces
BMS 10-79 Type II primer Decorative Paint System Cleaning/ 51-21-171
_- and BMS 10-60 Type II Painting
: enamel (Boeing finish
, code F19.4t-707)
' Colored chemical coating Decorative Paint System Cleaning/ 51-21-171
<_ ,. (Boeing finish code F-17.10) Painting
BMS 10-11 Type I primer Decorative Paint System Cleaning/ 51-21-171
• (Boeing finish code F-20.02) Painting
Aluminum Type IV Boeing 737 Structural Repair Manual 51-40-9
flame spray D6-15565 (ref. 1) Paragraph 9
.,, Figure3.2.-Proceduresfor PrepdintCleaning,Pretreatment,and
PaintingGraphite/EpoxyStabilizerSurfaces
....
A-2I
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1¢_._:.'_ APPENDIX-EXAMPLES OF REPAIRS MADE TO GRAPHITE/EPOXY COMPONENTS
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i This appendix provides photographs of the repair procedure used to repair a laminate
... graphite/epoxy stiffened skin panel in which there is no access from the stifYened side
• of the panel) as in the stabilizer structural box.
Figure A.I shows a repair that was made to a laminate skin panel. The precured
graphite/epoxy patch is both bonded and mechanically fastened.
;. Figures A.2 through A.12 show some of the major steps in repairing the I-section
_-oli_
.. stringers of the stiffened skin panel.
.?
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' Figure A. 1-L_fninate Graphite/Epoxy Skin Panel Repair
2'
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Holes are cut to provide accessto the I-section stringer. Holes at fastener locations are drilled.
FigureA.2-hSection StringerAccessHoles
; -J.
'; Damaged portion of stringer is c[_t away. Phenolic filler is in Hlace,
FigureA.3-Access Holes With Stringer Damage Removed
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_ ;_, FigureA.6-Repair ChannelsMechanicallyFastenedInto Place
i"
FigureA. 7- RepairChannelInstallation
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.... Precured graphite/epoxy cover plate is installed to cover accessholes.
....._ FigureA.8- CoverP/ate Installation
L=
o •
', FigureA.9-1nstalled CoverPlatoPrior to Cure
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Figure A. 11- Typica/ Cure Setup for Bonding Precured Patch to Graphite Epoxy Skin Panel
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,c_..i' Figure A.12-Typical Cure Setup and Monitoring Device
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,'" NOTES AND ABBREVIATIONS
" " NOTES
=': _- Material and specification
::.... t) Fabric: epoxy preimpregnated graphite Iabric per BMS 8-212
; i..;._. _. Type II, Class 2, Style 3K-70-P. Fabricate per BAC 5562,
i-J<_ nominal thickness: 0.19mm (0.0075in).
_-. • Tape: epoxy preimpregnated graphite unidirectional tape per
"_r.1." BMS 8--212 Type II, Class I. Fabricate per BAC 5562; nominal
thtckness: Grade 95-0.09g mm (0.0037 in), Grade lgS-0.1g2 mm
_.... (0.0056 in), Grade 190-0.188 mm (0.007g in).
__ ,i _ Environmental conditioning i
- *' • Dry: normal laboratory environment
i.
,_::. • Wet: laminate specimens conditioned according to procedure
• described in Section g.l.6 of this document
-q'_ _ Maximum load during test
" Failure stress based on failure load, measured specimen width, and
...._' _ nominal ply thickness
= O-_,
o
.... ' _ Boeing nominal extensional modulus
,. • Calculated strain based on failure load, area, and modulus
. _<._; [_ Boeing nominal shear modulus
o'.. _ Specimen supported on 38. l-ram (l.50-in) diameter ring ard impacted
_-: with a 1.6-mm (0.625=in) diameter spherical impactor
.7. _ Bearing stress based on fastener nominal diameter and splice plate
; _,,_(,,,'- i' nominal thickness
",'_.,_:;,<.o ' _" Shear strain is based on gross area, with b = 331.5 mm (13.05 in), net
'..o?i:i:);i._,2 failure load, and shear modulus
- _ Load mode: tension
/ _ Load mode: compression
_i ."
:; _'' Fatigued one lifetime, residual tension strengthi! .:
i ,. _ Fatigued two liletimes, residual tension strength
':i. _ Impact damaged, 2.82 N-m (25 lb-in)
...." .... _ 2.82 N-m (25 lb-in) impact damage assumed
: _i ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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,;
'_: ABBREVIATIONS
mm dimension, rnil linieter
_;_ :: lain dimension, Inic:romcter
" L.
in dimension, inch
_in diniension, microinch
i .o4_-
_ ":: N load, newton
i...... i:
_ " •..... lb load, pound force
!p 6,,. : ,.
: : :":' MPa stress or modulus, megapascal
'_'i! ' Ibl/in 2 stress or modulus, pound-force per square inch
' ,7 '
o :,,,,: RT room tern perat ur e
, o
e ,
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°': STATIC TENSION-BASIC LPMINATE (TEST 31) OF POOR QUALITY
I I< •,.... 304.8 mm• ,.: :; _ (12,0 in) =
• F- i,: : 0deg 38.1 mm 11.5in) 50.8ram 12.0in)
, _t- .
° i. _ssembly [_=.
_., number Ply layup
_" Fabric: 2(0, 90), 4(+-45)
" -10 Tape: 21+45) Grade95 :2(0) Grade •145
: ::. 210) Grade190
!' ' Fabric: 4(0, 90), 9(+-45)
il T'i...... -12 Tape: 21+451Grade 95
! : 2(0) Grade190
! , ">.
? Drawing Temperature t B A Failure load T Stress E Strain. i
i and
(/ai-/ir=)
• i
" 9 548 ;
; : . sess
8 716
, 9 121
! 8615
9 790
! _' :'_'•: 10 308
_/'_': 10 263
i°- _ ssss i
:, . 9 716 '
.... _. ': 9863 I
9 683
_: "' 9 030 I
'_ 9263 '
10089
see3 ',
9760
8 _33
& 8 535
,"" 9 055
' _' 8 201
7 784
7 474
9 059
i'_ " 9 O03
65C17980.12. 9 407
tJ
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\" o '_ ?_...... .............. • .1
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I
i.... STATIC TENSION AND COMPRESSION-FRACTURE COUPON CONTROL SPECIMEN (TEST 31)
i :_i ', 304.8 mm
' , (12.0 in_
o_,
f
'_, - ,. " 38.1 mm (1.5 in) 50.8 mm (2,0 in)
i;--,_ ,':,: • , ,
...........,.' Assembly Ply layup
....,_""i number LL--"
_." -13 Fabric: 3(0, 90), 9(+45)
.. ..... 14 Fabric: 2(0, 90), 5(-+45)
o Tape: 2(0) Grade 190
....... :- -15 Fabric: 2(0, 90), 5(-+45)
_/ _ Tape: 2(90) Grade 190
Dial'. ,_'q Tenlpelatute B /_, Fadure load Stre_s E
'<" 65C1798('), 13
C-8
• ®
...i,t,

.... C-lO
_s_,p.._r._,.=_.,.,_,,,_ ,_'!_'.::: _ !i. a.: :' ,, r.,,-...i "_. .,_. _. :'; :a':; , .:' f_,.. ::.,.,_,a, ..:%:,L_ .L, ,.'.: , La._._ _..i 2 ...;: :, _,_ _c.:, .:_, _
_-_ :_........... _.... ,-; .................... ,.....
') i
• OtlIGl_l_L pAGE I$
: O'FpO0_ QUI_LI_I
: STATIC COMPRESSION WITH IMPACT (TEST 1)
/,.... 40a,4 mm
l, ( 16.0 in) =-
' ? l
76.2 mm
'_ X B
• i. 13.0 in) 0 deg ._L
'_ location
...... .. Ply Ply layup _ t
..,r code mm (in) !,
• A Fabric: 5(0, 90), 10(-+45) 2.86 (0.1125) :_
_ _ B Fabric: 8(0, 90), 16(-+45) 4.57 (0.18)
..... C Fabric: 810, 901, 8(+-45) 3.05 10.12)
:_ D Fabric: 12(0, 90), 12(-+45) 4.57 (0.18) i
i:
i
_' _ "' "" Drawing Temperature Impact level B Fadute load Stress E
: "_ arld
........ _,_ F_--_ D:> [_>
• =_:?, :
i
_ o
:. i:
i
•- li
I
• 11
:
.. 89-69825-1
85C11168-1L,=-=
• "*, 85C1778_.1
, 89-6_t5-1
-. C-If
......... : - :_.::.._.:_

/.
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STATIC TENSION-DISCONTINUOUS LAMINATE (TEST 22)
b _
= "_"i'_" _ 38.1 mm
i ._ '' (1,rain)
!
_i; .- _ 50,8 mm
;'!i:) = 0 deg -._ (2.0 in)
" -4_ 33.3mm___i:.. ,_,,, ,_ 12.1in)
mm
(12.0 in) _-"
o_''- ,, •
i r-t
' I ' Y
u" -
number
: ,:' -1 Fabric: 2(0, 90), 51+451 Fabric: 1(0, 90), 21-+451
• ;-:
'_- ,_• Fabric: 2(0, 901, 51-+45) Fabric: 2(0, 901,2(-+451
_ -2 Tape: 2(0) Grade145
i _;_',__i 2(0) Grade 190
:;_' -3 Fabric: 5(0, 90), 10(+45) Fabric: 1(0, 90), 2(-+45) )1
!i
!-_ -5 Sameas-1 skin No doubler I
,•.: -7 Sameas-2 skin No doubler
_'_, ,.i -9 Same as-3 skin No doubler
_'_ ; andOrawmg Te Mm.num area Fa,!ure load Stress E
_ssembly
_. °o _ _ [_ ____>
; , ,." 65C'17980-1 _ _ 318._'=_ 46 193
%" _
:. 65c,,9e0.1 .5_ _ _ _
2t
C-I#

__v;_,'U'l_ ...... ="_lil¢ "_................ i_'_ ¸ !
 dJ;"
t
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STATIC TENSION-FASTENER BEARING (TEST 1)
_ Assembly Ply layup P_l'--._ t
.... number _ rnnrn (in)
., .;:,.,_.,_-.. ' ,
. <_......... 7, -8, -9, -10 Splice Fabric: 4(0, 90), 81.+.45) 2.29 10,09)
<_ ,:,: -42 Web Fabric'. 8(0, 90), 16(:k45) 4.58 10.18)
": ' -11, .12 Splice Fabric: 6(0, 90), 6(-+45) 2.29 (0,09)
.... 13,-14 Web Fabric: 12(0, 90), 12(-+45) 4.58 (0.18)
.:-:L .
<
v • :
,, '. :- L .[
...... ?_C_..... l, "11" Odeg B = W
::__' 88.9 rnm 2.29 mm
" o_,,_:_i,_.:;i. L-(3.5 in) --...l (0.09 in) CSK fastener (2 places)diameter-D
...... :._- ['- (Typical) -, _L" , , ./F,,,_' +- _ ,"' J , i i ,"1
I_ I I I It I /
_. <° ".. e-L.-..c.._e 4.57/mmL,. ,; :.;" iberolassgrips (0.18 in) e = 2.5 D
_-.. <;,• _: (4 places)
.,_,_ i:
<.
, '" Drawing and L W D e W/D
"_ 'i;i assembly no. mm (in) mm (in) mm (in) mm (in)
.i
° _i' _,<" 65C17768-7 282.5 (11.12) 14.2 (0.56) 4.76 (0.1875) 11.9 (0.47) 3
'_ _ ; ' 1_ " . 65C17768-8 321.1 (12.64) 23.9 (0.94) 4.76 (0.1875) 11.9 (0.47) 5
_< ,_•. i':.° 65C17768-9 317.5 (12.50) 19.0 (0.75) 6.35 (0.25) 16.0 (0.63) 3
': 65C17768-10 368.3 (14.50) 31.8 (1.25) 6.35 (0.25) 16.0 (0.63) 5
._.".7 65C17768-42 321.1 (12.64) 23.9 (0.94) 4.76 (0.1875) 11.9 (0.47) 5
i_i "=
t.,IL ;.
>
_,
_" C-16
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_ ',_' ,.
• _ .; STATIC TENSION-FASTENER BEARING (TEST 1)(CONTINUED)
...... _ I= L -I
, it
.J "4- "JI- 0 deg B_:W
, _ " . I[ ---L
_f_ . 8B.9 mm 2.29 mm
_, ,. (3,5 in) _] (0.00 in)
' ; t"I"--(Typical) i I I I qSK fastener (4 places)diameter-D
,-: ; / 4.57mm I I I I e=:2.5D !., ,, ,. : ,
_ (0.18 in) b = 4 D
e ._L.. b,,._ e
Fiberglas,_,3rips
(4 places)
=' '_'''iriS;_' '" Drawin.:1and L W D e W/D
.... _.: (in) mm (in) mm (in) mm (in)
_' ' _'!i assembly no. mm
--':i(_": 65C17768-11 359.2 114.14) 23,9 10.941 4.76 10.18751 11.9 10.471 5
°°? 65C17768-12 396.7 115,62) 33.3 11.31) 4.76 10.18751 11.9 (0.47) 7
:.o
_ "'_ i'" " 65C17768-13 419.1 (16.50) 31.8 (1.25) 6.35 (0.25) 16.0 (0.63) 5
65C17768-14 469.9 (18.50) 44.4 (1.751 6.35 (0.251 16.0 10.63) 7
_x!t_i'_l'_" '! lmdDra'_ing Temperature Diameter B Fgilute =oad Stre_s E
=" '.;7
4._ ..
,'% ,_" . •
.... 7'
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,_: :STATIC "rENSION-FASTENER BEARING (TI_ST 1)(CONTINUED)
ill'H_litl_4U_ll _ !'_tllCtl_(tt(((! #|%t'llt(:(Wll¢ll= ('h;_¢_'_¢'_¢_1 (1 W/D I:nitulo h);)tI ._|1o_ E
I
4 (-
' (I(_C17768 42 P l I( r (} 4.70, O,167{$ 24.0 0,940 5 14 ;_34 3200 654 94 815 4,0 x 104 5,8 x 106
_, _c177611_ ___ ...... I_ 4._G 0.1_7_ 24.0 0,_4_ 0 1378,_ 3100 633 , pt.en2
;: _ 65C1776842 21 l_T 4,76 0.1876 ;P3,0 0.940 5 13945 3135 _0 92980
ii', 6raC17708 !! 21 'RT ..... O,36 ....... 0:2 _ .... !9,O 0.748 3 13,589 30,_5_._ 408.1 67880 .
_ 21 , PIT , 19.1 0,760 13723 3085 472.7 65556
_l_ 21 RT 19.0 0,746 12 388 2785 429,7 61 889
' _ J -53 .05 19.0 0.748 13945 3"135 480.3 69867
' .... _ 53 .65 18.9 0,745 .... 14 234 3200 490_3 _ 71 111
I 63 .55 D 18.9 0,744 13 901 3_.25 478.8 09 444
2"1 'RT W 19.1 0,750' 18 391 '3'460 530.1 76 869
;L 2'1 RT 19.1 0,750 13 987 3140 451.1 69 77"8
21 RT 19.1 0,783 15 213 3420 524,O 76 000
82 180 10,6 0_739' 15847 3585 549.'3 "' 79 667
': 82 160 18.7 0,738 16 058 3£10 553.1 60 222
65C17766.9 8_1 180 W i9.'2 " 0,756 3 '15 213 3420 524.() ' 76 000
65C17788.10 ' ' 2i RT 0 31.8 1,252 8 17826 ' 4030 617.5 89 856
21 RT 31.8 1,253 19 061 4285 656.5 85 222
;., ..- _, 21 RT 31.8 1.252 18 771 4'220 646,6 93 778
'_'" _ 53 .65 31.8 1,252 19639 4416 678.5 96 i11 .......
.63 .65 :_i.8 " ' 1,251 19 772 4445' 681,1 98 778 "
i it'.: .53 .65 31.9 1,251 20351 4575 701.0 101 887
,,
• " 82 180 31.8 1.250 18 771 4220 646._ 93 778
82 18C 31.8 1.251 16 771 4220 64'6,6 93 778
.7" 82 150 D 31.8 1,252 19 394 4380 _' 850.0 96 899
_ 21 RT W 31,8 1,252 18981 4267 653.8 94822
i:_ 21 RT 31.8 1,252 19 085 4286 656.7 95 244
21 RT 31.8 1,252 18562 4173 639.4 82733
";° _\ " .53 .65 "31.8 1.252 19 795 4450 681.8 98 889
_' 5:3 .65 31.9 1,254 19 661 4420 677.2 98 22_'
' ',:, i i,_ .83 65 32i 1,253 18c05 4250 551.2 94444
' .. " 92 180 31.9 1,258 17 815 4005 613,6 69 000
" 82 180 32.__0 1,259 17 926 4030 617.8 89 556
:_ ." 65C17768.1q 82 180 W 6,35 0.25 31.9 1.255 16 103 3620 554.8 60 444 4.0 x 104 5.8 x 108
..... ., , , ,,
' _/,i j_: 05C17768.1 ! 21 RT D 4,76 0.1875 23.9 0,942 20 373 4580 467.8 87652 4.76 x 1(',4 6,9 x 108
:i_ "_1_ i _ 21 RT 23,0 0.942 20 851 4710 481.11 89 77,8....
.... .- • 2) RT 23.9 0,941 21 307 4790 48(_,._1 70 953
'=, 53 .65 23.9 O.941 19 906 4_7_' 457.1 66 296
:: ..... -53 .66 23.8 0.038 19 617 4410 450.5 65 333
;; ' .53 .85 D . 23.9 0.940 19 883 4426 452,0 _65 55£
"!_ ' ':" 21 RT W 23.9 0.940 22045 4956 , _ 73422
...... ''' ' _1 RT 23.7 0,935 22286 5010 511.7 74 _22
"L_, i ,.._..., . ,21 _ HT , 23.9 0.041 2!207 .. 4?80 488,3 70_i_
..... 82 150 23,0 0,940 22 343 5023 613.1 74 416
_' '_ . _'" Q2 180 24.0 0.944 :_2 032 4963 505.9 73 378
:_ _" _i. 6_ClI/788 11 82 180.. W 24.0 _ 0,044 _5_...... 13692 3078 314,4 458(]0
:'" 85C17768.12 21 RT D 33.5 1.3_0 7 28558 6420 686.8 98111
:_ ': .... _1 '_T _ 3:Z.4_ 1.315_ _ "27490" 6160 631.:* 01558
, . 21 RT 33.4 1,314 25 869 5820 594.5 86 222
'' .83 65 ' 33,_ 1.319 25 889 5820 594.5 _ 222
..... :. 53 .65 33.6 1.324 24 910 5600 572.0 82 983
" _-- -53 65 D 33.5 1.318 25 889 5820 594.5 66 222
"; .... ""}T ''_ RT W 33.3 1 310 26 818 6029 615.8 69 319
: 66C17768.12 "2t- RT W 4.76 O,1875 :_3.3 1.311 7 27935 8280 _: 641.5 93037 4,78x104 6,8x106
• c,-_'_''" I
!
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t
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. STATIC TENSION-FASTENER BEAR ING (TEST 1)(CONTINUED)
P " lit _lWlll(] T,_mfl=!r;Hur f, I:ti¥11(}l_ [)l;imllt el I| W/(} F;i;[l=ll_h);ld .I;tf_!_
" _h_¢'lltJlly
,_! nil
.' ::.: 55_17,0,12 _ 4.76 0.16,1,33.:_ 1.._10 , ,0407 69_0 907.,,8,146_7,.1_ 6.9.10665_17,061,82 160--t-.r- t 33_ 1.319 , ?74496170 0_0291407
I G_Cl,69.12 62 1_10 . ,_ _ _ 3_.5 1.319 7 2_032 _5_0 _77.1 83704
.... _ 6bC17769.12 82 !80 W 4.76 0.'_875 ,33,5 ,,. 1,317_ 7 26 376 5930 605.7 87 8_i2
6,5C11768.13 71 1_T D 0.36 0.25 32.0 1,259 ra 24 643 FJ5.19 424,4 01 bb6
' % ' 21 RT 32.0 _l 1,259 26 333 5920 453,5 65 778 .
_'_', , ,,_'' 21 RT 32.0 1,261 26 16fl 6880 450.5 65 333
,_,_.;_=. " .83 .65 32'_' 1.265 24 020 5400 413.7 60 0(_0
_- 53 .65 '"320 ' " 11259 24020 5400 41'3.7 " 60000
" El _r 153 "65 D 32.0 1,261 23 931 5380 412.2 59 778
RT'
"' ...... _" o 2,1 W 32.0 11261 27 697 6204 47'6.3 88 933
21 RT 32.0 1,259 27 001 0070 465,0 67 444
1 RT 32,0 1,2,59 28 046" 8305 483.0 70 056
!_ ' .. 82 180 32,0 1,261 26 624 6436 493,0 71 600
;_ ' 82 180 _ 32.0 1.259 28 268 6355 486.8 70 611
65C17768,13 82 180 W 32,0 1.261 5 28 758 6465 496,3 71 833
\,,, 2,_ " ,'_:, .... 65C17768.14 21 RT D 44.6 1.754 7 32917 7_10O 566.9 82222
_.. :._: 21 _T _ r 44.7 L760 321_6 7220 693.1 80222
.... o_,', 21 ._ [ I .44.9 1',;66" 32s61 7320560,681333
'_t .53 -65 ) 44.6 ,,, 1.755 29 538 6640 608.7 73 778
-:: 53 .65 _ 44.7 1,760 30 337 6820 622.5 75 778
' 6:,' :;_ .53 .83 D 44.6 1.754 29 00:1' 6700 513.3 74 444
_1 ._ _, .6 _.7_0 3_40 76_0 _84._84.8
;: ' J :_ %r
,. i_ ,,_'i" "_c. 21 RT 44.4 1,749 32361 7275 557.3 80833
t_,' " 21 RT 44.4 1.747 1 33 495 7530 576,9 83 667
,?= i ,,
_ % 82 180 44.5 1.750 35 430 7965 610,2 88 _00
' " :" 82 180 44.4 1.749 34 80"/ 7825 599,4 86 94_ I -
"_:.: _" _ "":' !_ 65C17768-14 62 180 W 6,35 0.26 44.4 1,747 7 34 830 7830 699.8 87 000 76 x 104 6,9 x 1064
_o_/i_!Tii' " --
::
,z, , c" i
::..: C-.19
• _... _..; •
_-_'..............................".-'_"................. _'_......................... -._m_ " -_,_*_-,_'__':i\___- - - ...... i
' " _'%\- ............ '........_1 III " _ J'-- - - rill --I
L
Li*
+_ oRIGINAL _vPAGEIS
_r;_i;, OF pOOR ijuALIT-
_',ii_ : MECttANICAL JOINTS (TEST 5)
;17N,:ii_!_,;i, As_t;mbly Ply hlyul_ i
,.,_'_ .. I| I,Illlb (}r IT| rfl (ill)
_ ...... " -1 -2,-3,-4 Splice,' Fahri(:: (]!0, 90), 6(:14f]) 2.29 (0.09)
........... 50% j(iinl ITmi:;fm
-9,-10 Web Fabric: 12(0, 90), 12(M5) 4.58 (0.18)
, -5,-(i,-7,-8 Split(; Fabric: 4(0, 90), 8(:1:45) 2,29 (0,09)
100% joint t ran:;f_:r
Web Fabric: 8(0, 90), 16CL45) 4,58 (0.18)
• -29 Fabric: 4(0, 90), 8(L-45) 2,29 (0,09)
Basic coupons
• -30, -31 Fabric: 6(0, 90), 6CL45) 2,29 (0,09)
[,"
[ ....
; SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION
I+', 17:_: I 0 deg W = B/3 e ---2.5D
_-- , " I-t- +_1-1-+1
.,:!; B b = 4.0D
,,,,+ _j_ l+,i+tI Drawing: !..... 65C17769i;,.'" 88,9 mm
l, (3,5 in) e--I_ I b I-,,I--e Ii
' L _ _1 I I I I//" Countersunk fastener (12 places) diameter-D(Typical)
,, , i _. l[ ' -
, i i,! !,_ _----I
t '',l,tFiberglass 4.57 mm 2.29 mm
grips (0.18 in) (0.09 in)
(4 places)
i:i
; Drawing and L B D W e b
assemblyno. mm fin) mm (ill) mm (in) mm (ill) nlnl (in) mm (in) W/D
_,; 65C17769-1 549.7 (21.64) 71.4 (2.81) 4.76 (0.1875) 23.9 (0.94) 11.9 (0.47) 19.05 (0.75) 5
- 65C177692 664.0 (26.14) 100.0 (3.94) 4.76 (0.1875) 33.3 (1.31) 11.9 (0.47) 19,05 (0.75) 7
65C17769-3 673,1 (26.5) 95.2 (3.75) 6.35 (0.25) 31.8 (1.25) 16.0 (0.63) 25.40 (1.00) 5
65C17769-4 825.5 (32.5) 133.4 (5.25) 6.35 (0.25) 44.4 (1.75) t6,0 (0.63) 25.40 (1.00) 7
! 65Cl17699 549.7 (21.64) -/1.4 (2.81) 4.76 (0.!875) 23.9 (0.94) 11.9 (0.47) 19.05 (0.75) 5
PTi'.i 65C17769-10 664.0 (26.14) 100.0 (3.94) 4./6 (0.1875) 33.3 (1.31) 11.9 (0.47) 19.05 (0.75) 7
' i
- " /s
I'<; .... C-20
r L; .... _) --< I F" ..... "_ '_'k _" " .=.=--. .............. li!II_[l_._llilmi!llli_ ......
.... _ :....................... i "_..:,_.?,3,_l.,-,'ilmS__.?t<,,' _ -
" , L , L- ,
, itS.¸ ,,
_,_, _,_"_,_c_.-
. MECHANICAL JOINTS (TEST 5)(CONTINUED)
-_,,>_.
" LII-"< T l II [ ! J, p 0 deg Jr -IL "l" Jr w = B/3 b = 4.0D_=" i_: --L. _ ; "1" _-I- Drawing:-. 65C 17769
....
I I I ,
i,j,, '- 88.9 mm
"i':Jl (3.5 in) /- Countersunk fastener (6 places) diameter-D
pic'T,'_'l = I I I/
-- ,I ; I #, J . .
;., '/; ,' __ I I I I I I • I
'?i,,_ F iberglass_.," J I I I J _i
"i
grips 4.57 mm 2.29 mm i
(4 place._ (0.18 in) (0.09 in)
,' !
o ,. Drawin,oand L B D W e b
assemblyno. mm (in) mm (in) mm (in) mm (in) mm (m) mm (in) W/D _
i__,_,_.,i,:_I_ 65C17769-5 435.4 (17.14) 42.7 (1.68) 4.76 (0.1875) 14.2 (0.56) 11.9 (0.47) 19,05 (0.75) 3
65C17769-6 549.7 (21.64) 71.4 (2.81) 4.76 (0.1875) 23.9 (0.94) 11.9 (0.47) 19.05 (0.75) 5 _:
• i
,,:" 65C17769-7 520.7 (20.50) 57.2 (2.25) 6.35 (0.25) 19.0 (0.75) 16.0 (0.63) 25.40 (1.00) 3 I_
65C17769-8 673,1 (26.50) 95.2 (3.75) 6.35 (0.25) 31.8 (1.25) 16.0 (0.63) 25.40 (1.00) 5
_,_
L= -_L-" ."
_::' ",,,i, _-"
, _i °,
_)_ ,
. o_g..,
i._k . 2_.=!
, 304,8 mm ,
(12.0 in)
.... 31.8 rnm
_,_: (--I.25 in) B
65C17769-29, .30, -317
o
o_ ' C-21
v ...............

'i.1,_:::7,-_.... ORIGINAL PAGE _5
__ OF poOR QUALITY
;_%i:
_:,_:k\ MECHANICAL JOINTS (TEST 5)(CONTINUED)
_:._-_ :-
_'_ _ Fadure load Stress E Comment1
_"_,_._(, "" DrawMg Temperature Envlf(in Dtamete¢ 8 W/D
_!_-._ no. "C ':F _ mm (,n) mm (m} N (Ib) _nIpa (Ibf/,n2} MPa (Ibf/,n2)
85017769-10 21 RT D 4.76 0.1878 100.1 3.940 7 78 111 17 560 597.9 88 716 4.76 x 104 6.9 x 106 1l_'_
_,-_,o_ .•
_ . 71.4 2.810 5 66 056 14 850 505.6 73 333
_.:_::_. • 65017769-1
. :_,_ 65C17769-I 71.4 2.810 5 64722 14550 495.4 71852
661;17768-1 71.4 2.810 5 88 389 14 700 800.5 72 __93
2b"
65C17769-2 100.1 3.940 7 83 671 18 810 I 640.4 92 88z .. I
_ " " 65C17769-2 100.1 3.940 7 8_. 737 18 6"_ 533.3 91 852 ;I
.-_ .. 85017769-2 100.1 3.940 7 80 869 18 180 619.0 89 778 4.76 x 104 6.9 x 106
65C17769-5 95.3 3.750 3 36564 8220 559.8 81 185 4,00x 104 8.8x 106 I
85C17769-5 96.3 3.750 3 31 333 7 044 479.7 69 570
_ .,' . _ 65017769-5 95.3 3.750 3 34 162 7 680 523.0 75 852 1
:., 65017769-6 133.4 8.250 5 40 588 9 120 621.0 90 074 !
65C17769-6 133.4 5.250 fi 40 701 9 180 623.1 60 370 ,;
65017769.6 21 RT D 4.76 0.1875 133 4 5.250 5 40 034 q 000 612.9 88 889 4.00 x 104 5.8 x 106 I_ "1
'1
.I
.I
. o
<_'_ Drawing Temperature | Environ 8 Failule load Stress E Strata, Comments !
' and J ment tlmlm .i
"',. ..... bly [_ _ _ (#,n/in)
number
- C _F _ mm t=n} N (lh) MPa (Ibf,m2) MPa (Ibf,',n2) _ ]
• ." 65017769.29 21 RT D 18.9 0.745 16 192 3640 374.3 54 288 4.00 x 104 5.8 X 106 9360 _!
65017,69.29 10.8 0.740 16 037 3785 391.8 56 832 4.00 x 104 I 5.0 x 106 9800 _,(!
_ ,, " 65017769.29 18.9 0.745 16 570 3725 383.0 55 856 4.00 x 104 ! 5.8 x 106 9580
•_ 65C17769.30 18.9 0.743 14390 3235 333.6 40377 4.76x 104 6.9x 106 7010 !
65017769 30 18.9 0.744 15920 35";9 368.5 53450 7750
i 65C17789 30 18.9 0.744 17384 3908 402.4 58363 8460
: 65C17709 31 189 0.745 15480 3480 358.3 51 971 7530
: 65C17769.31 18.9 0.744 15235 3425 352.7 51 150 7410 {
-'_ _ !;i-. 05017769.31 21 RT D 18.9 0.746 16 347 3675 377.4 54 736 4.76 x 104 6.9 x 106 7930 _ '
• !
: 2
?'' : " i
F
!
1
,<,-
(_r _ B B m ¸
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,,." OF POOR QUALITY
="-" '. SKIN PANEL TO RIB ATTACHMENT (TEST 9)
_,, Impact location
_- ....._ _ 508.0 mm .4! _ (20.00 in) --/
.... I II I It II
• -.-1_6.04mm_--I _L176.20mmLL;!_!: [I,_oo,o,'1II_'O'n'' I
113.50 in) / |14.00 in) |
_;,_'_. 65C17789-1, -2 ,
r ,_._-" Doubler _10.09 inP"l['_-50.80 _nm 12.00 in)
"_ i J__\-JJ, __t
-- i
i o''t_: tweb td°uble -----. Countersunk fastener (3 places)
......:: Diameter = 4.76 mm (3/16 in)
Fiberglass grips
- _'° ') (4 places)
.i 304.8mm
(12.0 in)
__ t
B
.,:,,,: 65C17789-6, 7
o
Item Ply layup r-t--...... t E
mm (in) MPa (Ibf/in2)
_._ :!! _ , , .,
° * _' Web
•1,-2,-6,-7 Fabric: 5(0, 90), 2(+-45) 1.9050 (0.0525) 3.75 x 104 (5.4.5 x 106)
; Doubler
"_ .. -1 Fabric: 3(+45) 0.5715 (0.0225) -
" i: Doubler
: -2 Fabric: 1(0, 90), 4(+-45) 0,9525 (0.0375) -
"" ...
L: .
" C-2q
!,' oFeoo Qu_Ut
i' SKIN PANEL TO RIB ATTACHMENT (TEST 9)(CONTINUED)
Dfawtnq Temperature Envlrnn B M=nimum ,=rf_:l F,ltture IoJ¢l Str_.', E Sir;hit. Comlt'K:._lts
: ' ,ind m_nt IJnlhn
' ":. no , C *'F _i_ mm (in) r,_m2 (in2) N (Ib) MPo i (Ibf/in2) MPa (Ibl/in 2) _..-G_-'_::
44
_.., 65C17786,1 21 RT D 70.84 2.7890 95.5 0.1480 28 611 6432 299.7 43 460 3.76 x 104 5.45 x 105 7970
, : 21 RT t 72.52 2.8550 97.4 0.1510 29 572 6648 303.6 030 8080
21 RT | 72.26 2.8450 97.4 0.1510 28824 6480 295.9 42 910 7870
,' .. .53 -65 1 71.12 2.8000 95.5 0.1480 20 469 5955 277.4 40 240 7380,_ .53 -65 72.14 2.8400 97.4 0.1510 25 132 5650 2580 37 420 8879
-53 -65 D 72.39 2.8500 97.4 0.1510 26 534 5965 272.4 39 500 7250
21 RT W 71.40 2.8110 96.1 0.1490 24 198 5440 251.7 36 510 6700
21 RT 72.52 2.8550 97.4 0.1510 24 999 5620 256.6 37 220 6830
., 21 RT 72.21 2.8430 97.4 0.1510 25 221 56"10 "_30.9 37 550 6890
: 82 180 72.52 2.8550 97.4 0.1510 26 660 598"(-- 2.3 1 39 600 7270
' " : 82 180 72.09 2.8380 96.8 0.1500 26 600 5845 268.7 38 970 7150
65C17706,1 82 180 W 72.39 2,8500 97,4 0,1510 24 198 5440 248.4 36030 6610
85C17786,2 21 RT D 71.65 2.8210 96.8 0,1500 26600 5845 326.0 47280 8680
[ r 65C177862 7Z26 2.8450 97.4 0.1510 32241 7248 331.0 48000 8810
!,. 65C177866 1892 0.7450 25,5 0`0395 8 118 1825 318.6 4_ ",._J 8480
" ' 65C17786-6 18.90 0.7440 25.4 0`0394 8954 2013 352.3 51 090 9380 :
65C17786-6 1892 0.7450 25.5 0.0395 8 75 1968 343.5 49 820 9140 1_
o_ _ 65C17786-7 18.92 0.7450 25.5 0.0395 6824 1534 267.8 38840 7130
_.._:.. 65C17786-7 18.85 0.7420 25.4 0.0393 6659 1497 262.6 i 38090 0"{I_IQ _ .I
" 65C17786-7 1887 0`7430 25.4 0.0394 4 831 1086 190.I I 27 560 5060 _ ,!
65C17786-1 72.21 2.8430 97.4 0.1510 29536 6040 303.2 43970 8070 _ i
'" " ;'0.92 2.7920 95.5 0.1480 26691 6450 300.5 43 580 8000
_;-;"! 71.25 2.8050 95.1 0.1490 28335 6370 294.8 42750 7840 i_ !1
.i: 21 RT 71.20 2.8030 96.1 0`1490 28913 6500 3008 43620 8000 11_":=> i
_:" .53 -65 70.94 2. 7930 95.5 0`1480 27 935 6380 292 6 42 430 7790 .1_._:_
_L 21 RT O 72.21 2.8430 974 0.1510 30515 0860 313.2 45430 8340 _'
. "_" _ 82 180 W 72.49 2;]540 97.4 0.1510 29492 0630 302.7 43910 8060 _
.... "_ 65C1778E- 1 21 RT ,,'¢ 7214 28400 97.4 0.1510 27490 6180 282.2 40930 3.76 x 104 5.45 x 106 7510 j !
t
_J
,. rl •
iL ,._
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'" ° . OF POORQUALITY
_, SPAR SHEAR WEG (TEST 11)
I_ 331.5 mm _1 388.6 mm _1
"":: - _ (13.05in) _ > (15'3in) t__
o h:/ _.!
i
• Fiberglass
: /edgeband _
:_ Doubler- 388.6 mm
' (15.3 in)
!=it • ,[ / Basicskin
.::2: 65C17789-1 configuration 65C17789-3 configurationdle,= ,
!- Assembly Ply layup _ +1
" number !
i" i skin
o_!_ Basic Fabric: 2(0, 90), 41+-45)
• skin ;
'_ -3 !
_',, Doubler Fabric: 141+-451
' Drawing Temperature Environ- Grossfailure Frame failure Net failure Shearmodulus ?max
and ment pm/m
assembly _ _ (.in/in)
no.
°C °F _ N (lb) N (Ib) N (Ib) iPa (Ibf/in2) )
i=C _." 65C17789-1 21 RT D 2!9 300 49 300 15 570 3500 203 700 45 800 2.21 x 104 3.2 x 106 4308 ,
21 RT 238000 53500 222400 50000 _ 4704
21 RT 223 300 50 200 207 700 46 700 ] 4393 I
I m
L!_, " -53 -65 218 600 49 150 203 100 45 650 4294 t
-53 -65 204 000 45 850 188 400 42 350 3984 I
' • I'
_, - _! -53 -65 D 206600 46 450 191 100 42 950 4040
21 RT W 223 100 50 150 207 500 46 650 4388
" " _1 RT 218000 49[X)0 202400 45500 4280
21 RT 234 400 52 700 218 900 49 200 4628
82 180 211 700 47 500 196 200 44 100 4148
• 82 180 198 400 44 600 182 800 41 100 3866
65C17789-t 82 180 W 185 00(1 41 600 15 570 3500 169 500 38 100 3584
85C177893 21 RT D 86300 _ 19400 13340 3000 72950 15400 5171
• 85C17789-3 21 RT D 75 170 16 900 13 340 3000 61 830 13900 2.21 x 104 3.2x 106 r-230
C-2.6
............ ,_,_,_,.--r.,_._,,,_r,._._- _ • , -,,,..... ,, .v-_,l...,_ _T ...... ;.--, :_LT:7_ __m_ ___-.--_±___,_ __.._.L_ ........ LJl.... ---'1
L _
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! OF POOR QUALITY
j"
_. SPAR SHEAR WEB(TEST 11)(CONTINUED)
,_:, Drawing Temperature Environ- Grossfailure Frame failure *'-t:..failure Shearmodulus ")'max
• and , r'lent pm/m
! assembly -- _ _ _(pin/in)
; _ i no. °C OF _ N (Ib) N (Ib) N (Ib) MPa I (Ibf/in2)¢
, . _ -53 -65 74 290 16 700 ... 60940 13 700 5155
_-/i -53 -65 D 74 510 16 750 61 160 13 750 5174
• ' 21 RT W 76060 17 100 62 720 14 100 5306
.... • 21 RT 78 290 17 600 64 940 14 600 6494
_:_ . 21 RT 79 400 17 850 66 060 14 850 5588
.... o 82 180 77 620 17 450 64 280 14 450 5437
" 82 180 78 290 17 600 64 940 14 600 5494
.... 65C17789-3 82 180 W 79 180 17 800 13 340 : 3000 65 830 14 800 2.21 x 104 3.2 x 106 5569
o--: 2- .
i'
I!=
":' i
• "" i
SPAR CHORD CRIPPLING (TEST 7)
,, 38.1into
' "I-'-(1.5 in) "_
" l _'1"I1'
' _!>:" 25.4 mm I IIi
. ;_.:. (1.0 in) Ill
", (f !
[ ' i
i _'' "
!: ..... A A
_=": _ 241.3mm} __1 101.6mm i!;.,.#s_,;<.. (9.5 in) (-1)
_' "....' 266.7mm_i "i
_""-.. j,(-21 "i,,
o
_'" -' [ , I, ] Fabric layul.,. 65C17791-1, -2
": /'i'!" I I IllI| II I (Narmco 5208
,,. _ 7-rail fabric)
,.: _ Epoxy end potting
i Assembly Ply layupi ,'/ • number
! ',.
: Cap [(0, 901(+45)(0, 901(+45)(0, 90)Is
ii Angle [(+-45)(0,90)(-+45)]
____ Cap [10,90)(+45)(0,9012(+-451(0,90)]s
-2
i ,. • Angle [1+45110,901(+45)2(0,901(+45)]s
Drawing Temperahire Environ- #_rea Failure load Stres_i E Strain,
' G' ' and ment l_m/mi o:. o,,o_b,_ _ 17::> 17_ ,,,.,,.,
no.
i" "C "F _ cin2 (in2) kN (Ib} {vlPa (Ihf/ill2) MPa (Ihf/irl2)
i 65C17791-I 21 RT O 3.023 0.4686 r-J940 I 12 350 '81.7 26 355 5.01 x 104 7.26 x 106 3630
, _ 2, "_ " I I _:,_801_00 1_662_608 3530J 52490 11 800 173.6 25 181 '" 34701 .+ '
_ i' "53 "65 I ' 51150 11500 189.2 24251 3380
c..... -53 -65 I '... 48040_ 10600 i58.9 23047 l 3170
" ,. '.. -53 11"65 ] D 46710. 10500 154.5 22407 :1090, 85C17791-1 21 RI" W 3.023 (1.468t-J 39 590 8 900 31 0 18 993 5.01 xi04 7.26 x 106 2620
•-. C-28
t -. .... " t_-
o__.,;_- _ ........ ; :_.; .: _:_._,=_,.--,_r-_ . _"_';,-'_:.'' -: _,t I

ic '
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:i RAIL SHEAR (TEST 351
,;:. "
'c, ..,._38,1 mm,.._L__ 38,1 mm_._
,,.,,,.. (1.Sin) l(1,5in) 1
_-_'i';:. number I_ _
_._. ,
:__.: -1 Fabric:5(0, 90), 7(+45)
' °' f_ l
l
= I
': '"° 152.4 mm 16.0in) 0 deg 78.7 mm 13.1in)
/:
S'>" 1
.... _ .L: r
-->:, NHSI-VNS-1
o
'_ Drawing Temperature Environ- t L Failure load Stress G Shear
: _ " '. and men*. strain,3,
.. _ assernbIy _ _ _ #rn/m"" no. (pin/in)
: °C °F _ rnrn (in) mm (in) N lib) MPa (Ibf/in2 MPa (Ibf/in2)
_ " NHS1.VN_I 21 RT O 2.29 0.,99 78.7 3.1 43059 9680 239.2 34695 2.03 x 104 2.95..x106 11 760
21 RT _ 41 991 9440 233.3 33835 11 470
--'" ..... 21 RT 43 948 9880 244.2 35 412 12000
,, " 21 RT 44 304 9960 246.1 35699 12 100o o-- "
21 RT 42970 9660 238.7 34624 11 740
• 52 180 44 838110080 249.1 36 129 12 250
" 82 180 4501611r202_.', 36272 '123_
If.: e2 1_ 443_ 99e0246135699 _2_00
"o" -60 -75 43 771 9840 243.0 35 269 11 960
.... :. .60 -75 44 304 9960 246. i 35 699 12100
.... •60 -75 42 970 9660 238,7 34 624 11 740
-60 -75 51 777 11 840 287.6 41 720 14 140
,_,i" _i. ";"HS1,VNS-1 -60 .75 D 2.29 0.09 78.7 3.1 45327 10190 251.8 ,"46523 2.03x104 2.95x106 12380
?
C-30
